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Since 1947
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787 Francis St SLO
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34 South St • SLO
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Call today for an appointment! 
F R E E  Pickup & Delivery In S L O
Open 7  days a week!
IMPORT & DOMESTIC 
AUTO FACILITY
WWW.VILLA-AUTOMOTIVE.COM
V IL L A  A U T O M O T IV E
EXPRESS SERVICE Reg.‘59.95 
with coupon Just
@
Plus Fr«« Nitrogen in all 4 tires 
A $40 value
for a limited timf only 
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editors & staff
m m sm a m a rn F m
write a letter
editor in chief Kristen Marschall 
managing ed ito r Ryan Chartrand 
new s ed ito rs Sara Hamilton, Giana 
Magnoli
w ire ed ito r Christina Casci 
sports ed ito r joshua Ayers 
assistan t spo rts ed ito r Rachel 
Gellman
arts  ed ito rs Janelle Eastndge, 
Brooke Robertson 
photo ed ito r Graig Mantle 
photographers Graig Mantle 
design ed ito r Lauren Rabaino 
copy ed ito rs Donovan Aird, Jessica 
Ford, Megan Madsen, Sara W right 
ad designers Melissa Titus, Andrew 
Santos-johnson
advertising rep resentatives
Cassie Carlson. Megan Dilley, Jessica 
Schroeder. Jackie Pugh, Charlotte Lilley 
facu lty adviser George Ramos 
general m anager Paul Bittick
notices
The Mustang Daily is a "designated 
public forum." Student editors have 
full authority to make all content de­
cisions without censorship or advance 
approval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa­
per; however, the removal of more 
than one copy of the paper per day 
IS subject to a cost of 50 cents per 
issue.
Graphic Arts Building Suite 226 
CaJiforma Fblytechnic Slate University 
San Lms O b i^ . CA  93A07
(805) 756-1796 ed ito ria l 
(805) 756-1143 ad vertisin g  
(805) 756-6784 fa x  
mustangdaily@gmail.com e-m a il
Mustang Daily reserves the right 
to edit letters for grammar, profanities 
and length. Letters, commentaries and 
cartoons do not represent the views 
of the Mustang Daily. Please limit 
length to 250 words. Letters should 
include the writer’s full name, phone 
number, ma)or and class standing. 
Letters must come from a Cal Poly e- 
mail account. Do not send letters as 
an attachment. Please send the text in 
the body of the e-mail.
By e-mail:
mustangdailyopinions@gmail.ccxn
By mail:
Letters to the Editor 
Building 26, Room 226 
Cal Poly. SLO. C A  93407
correcrtions
The Mustang Daily staff takes pnde in 
publishing a daily newspaper fcx" the 
Cal Poly campus and the neighbor­
ing community. We appreciate y^ur 
readership and are thankful for your 
careful reading. Please send your cor­
rection suggestions to 
mustangdaily@gmail.com
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San Luis Obispo
1203 Marsh St. 
(corner of Johnson & Marsh) 
541.5282
!-i. ■'■ ■'»,
Paso Robles
1221 Park St. 
(located near city hall) 
226.8867
Pismo Beach
555 James W ay  
(restaurant on the hill) 
773.3535
Santa Maria
2431 South Broadway 
(new location) 
937.8882
Mon - Sat 11:30am - 2:30pm 
& 5pm - 10pm 
Sun 4:30pm - 9:30pm
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Where in the world will you go?
Megan Priley
MUSIANC DAIIY
Haw you always had a deep de­
sire to discover the unknown world 
beyond our own? Well it' you take 
a deeper look into what C'al Poly 
State University has to otter, you 
will find endless possibilities within 
International Education and Pro­
grams, otherwise known as Cal Poly 
Study Abroad.
John 1). Battenburg, director of 
International Education and Pro­
grams and professor of English, says 
there are three common miscon­
ceptions about studying abroad.
“First, that fluency m another 
language is required; second, that it 
is expensive; and third, that it length­
ens the time to graduation,” he said.
However, if planned accordingly, 
study abroad can help you stay on 
track to graduation and fulfill all 
your requirements, he said.
Students interested in study 
abroad must fill out an application 
before they can go any further.
"Students are suggested to have 
about a 2.6 accumulative grade 
point average along with interviews 
and faculty recommendations,” In­
ternational Education and Programs 
associate director Monica Schechter 
said.
“C f^ course, some are more com­
petitive than others, such as the 
(3 U  International, which is a year­
long program that requires a 2.7 to 
3.0 grade point average since there
are limited spaces with the more 
popular trips.”
Students interested in study 
abroad may be lured into the 
fascinating cultures and grab at 
the chance to travel to unknown 
worlds, but most won’t realize just 
how much these programs have to 
ofl'er until they have completed 
one themselves.
“All fields have become a more 
global society and (especially) stu­
dents going into an international 
career will benefit,” Schechter 
said.
“Study Abroad offers the 
knowledge of a second language, 
adaptability, personal awareness, 
problem solving, independence 
and flexibility.”
There is an ongoing amount of 
International Education programs 
offered at C?al Poly. Everything 
you could think of, from exchange 
programs, CSU system-wide study 
abroad programs, affiliate programs, 
to C'al Poly faculty-led quarter 
abroad programs, are available for 
students.
Once student decide which 
program is the right one, how can 
they possibly choose which loca­
tion they want to venture to first?
There are 36 countries and 140 
program sites to choose from, but 
the five programs offered through 
International Education and Pro­
grams (lEP) all have their own
see Abroad, page 15
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to SESLOC • Your 0n*Campus Credit Union
\  ^
Of fe rm g ^ l ^ Overdraft Protection!
/ / i \ \
Student-Friendly Free Checking 
Low Cost Overdraft Protection
($1 fee to overdraft from savings and 
Low Rate Overdraft Line of Credit*)
* On-Cdfnpus ATM • Dispenses in $5 increments
* VISA Check Card
* Low Fixed Rate Credit Card
An accidental late payment won't skyrocket your rate.
Across from El Corral Bookstore In the UU
Join SESLOC if you live, work, worship or attend school in San Luis Obispo County.
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fers; interest accrues from date of overdraft to date of 
repayment. Rates as low as 10.9% annual percentage rate.
FEDERAL CREDIT UNION 
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543-1816 227-1030 - www.sesloc.org
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Abroad
continued from page 14
spec ial alluring power.
Still, if students find themselves 
lucky enough to travel abroad longer 
It is highly recciinmended. “I would 
like to see every student go abroad 
for an entire year,” liattenburg said 
“We believe there is a program for 
every student.”
The first trip to take into con­
sideration is the Australia Study ITo- 
gram. This prtigram takes 35 to 45 
students and 2 to 3 faculty members 
to Australia during the winter quar­
ter.
C^ il Poly faculty at the Universi­
ty of Adelaide in Adelaide, Australia 
will teach students for one quarter. 
Students may obtain 12 to 16 units 
of Cal Poly credit.
This program will be filled with 
academic classes and weekend field 
trips tci nearby cities. After the eight- 
week session, students will have two 
weeks to venture out and explore 
Australia on their own.
If Australia sounds like the per­
fect place to start, check out http:// 
australiastudy.calpcrly.edu.
li a destination on land doesn’t 
sound like a huge adventure to you. 
then perhaps you need a little some­
thing to help get your feet wet.
How about Cal Poly's Semester 
at Sea? This program is offered in 
collaboraticrn with the California 
Maritime Academy (C,MA) Train­
ing Ouise Program.
C'al Poly students and faculty 
spend two months during spring 
quarter aboard The Ciolden Bear, 
a 50n-foot ex-navy oceaiurgraphic 
vessel
Semester at Sea will give students 
the chance to experience what it is 
like to live on a ship while partici­
pating m ship duties, attending class­
es. traveling in international waters 
and even finding time to sunbathe 
on the helo deck.
Make sure to pay attention to 
the Sea CTuise’s charted course, for
I would like to 
see every student 
go abroad for an 
entire year. W e 
believe there is a 
program for 
every student.
—John Battenburg
I )ircc tor ot' International 
Eiliieation and Programs
it rotates in a three-year cycle. Each 
year, its destination is a different re­
gion in the Pacific.
Destinations that have been 
sought after in previous years in­
clude Nuku Hiva, Marquesas Is­
lands, Papeete, Tahiti, Auckland. 
New Zealand. Brisbane, Fiji and 
Honolulu, Hawaii.
There is also the South American 
cruise, which makes stops m each of 
the folltiwing places: C'osta Kica, 
Cdiile, the C'oeos Islands, Mexico 
and then makes its w.iy up to the
Seattle coast.
The third and final voyage is the 
Asian Ouise which often visits plac­
es such as: Hawaii, the Philippines, 
Cdiina, Hong Kong, Vietnam, Japan 
and exotic islands along the way.
The only catch prior to depar­
ture is that students must become 
Cd^K and First Aid-certified and 
must also pass a life-saving and sur­
vival at sea course.
For more information on this 
adventure, go to http://cpatsea.cal- 
poly.edu.
If you’re pretty sure you have yet 
to master your sea legs, then perhaps 
summer study in London will fit 
you just right.
Since 1984, more than 2,500 
students and 140 faculty members 
have participated in Cal Ikily’s Lon­
don Study Abroad program. The 
six-week session will have students 
immersing themselves in courses 
that use London as their very ow'ii 
laboratory.
While planned mostly for gen­
eral education experiences in the 
arts, humanities and social sciences, 
the program draws students fnmi all 
majors.
If a hands-on experience of art, 
music, history and architecture from 
London’s most established concert 
halls, theatres, museums, cathedrals 
and halls of government sounds 
like a dream come true to you, then 
pursue the dream at http://www. 
calpoly.edu/~lndnstdy.
The last two programs you’ll want 
to check out are the Thai Study and 
Peru Summer Study programs.
Once you have decided which 
part of the world you belong in, it 
is time to start preparing for your 
international adventure.
C?al l*oly helps students prepare 
for going abroad with a number of 
informational meetings that anyone 
is welcome to attend. Once students 
decide to take part in a program, 
orientation sessions are provided to 
help the students know what to ex­
pect when they arrive, and to give 
them travel tips and anything else 
they might need to know.
Every year, more and more stu­
dents are opening their eyes to the 
vast opportunities that are possible 
thanks to Study Abroad trips. The 
total number of student enrollments 
has increased since the 20()2-()3 
school year from 549 students to 
812 students in the 2005-06 school 
year and is still rising.
However, the student enroll­
ment isn’t the only improvement 
C'al Poly is seeing from year to year 
with this program. With the London 
trip alone the cost of the trip has de­
creased from SI5,000 to $10,000.
Battenburg has worked to help 
students save a third of their ex­
penses by moving the trip to the 
summer quarter and changing it to 
a six-week course.All the while, stu­
dents are still able to earn the same 
amount of credit.
Battenburg also points out that 
it is almost as cheap to attend the 
Thai Study session as it is to attend a 
quarter at C'al Poly. In other words, 
if you can obtain your education at 
C?al Poly, you can do so abroad as 
well.
“Our overall goal in Study 
Abroad is to access a variety of qual­
ity international experiences, such as 
internships and project-based learn­
ing,” Schechter said.
Even if you are just curious 
about what Study Abroad has to of­
fer, don’t miss the Study Abroad Fair 
that will be held on Friday, Oct. 5 
on Dexter Lawn from 10 a.m. to 2 
p.m.
Students will get the opportunity 
to talk to more than 40 on-campus 
and off-campus representatives 
within the Study Abroad, internship 
and travel programs.
If you would like to obtain infor­
mation on the event, go to the Web 
site at http://iep.calpoly.edu.
Looking for more Study Abroad 
information, such as the variety of 
programs offered, rates, application 
deadlines and fees? C'heck out the 
C'al Poly Study Abroad homepage 
at http://www.calpoly.edu/~iep or 
head to the Study Abroad office in 
the Mathematics and Science build­
ing, room 145.
By The Numbers
812
Number of Cal Poly students 
in the 2005-06 school year 
that studied abroad.
140
Number of Study Abroad 
program sites to choose from 
in 36 different countries.
2.6
The minimum suggested ac­
cumulative GPA for students 
applying to study abroad.
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The guide to Poly Which laptop is right for you?
computer labs
Ryan Chartrand
MUSTANG DAILY
Finding an open computer lab 
on campus can be difficult as a 
freshman when you’re still trying 
to remember how to get back to 
your dorm.
The first fact you should know 
about computer labs on campus 
is that they all require you to be 
a certain major to use them. For 
example, math majors use the labs
in Building 38 (the math building) 
while computer science majors 
use the labs in Building 14 (the 
computer science building). The 
only labs available to everyone, in­
cluding the public, are those found 
in the library and Building 3 (the 
business building).
Use the chart below to find 
the lab that best suits your needs, 
major and preference (i.e. Mac vs. 
P('). Be sure to visit the lab you 
plan to use to find the posted open 
lab hours for each quarter.
R yan C hartrand
MUSTANG DAILY
HBuilding/Room
1
Major restriction C om puter type
' 02-114 EDUC: pc: '
1 03-3()0 None PC' (Hewlett-Packard) |
0.S-30H1 ARCH Mac 1
• 10-128 Language classes Mac '
1 14-255,256,257, 
232,235,302,303
1
CSC/CPE/SE PC (Dell P4, Hewlett- | 
Packard)
1
' 26-212B GRC Macs
1 26-223 JOUR Macs 1
34-233 CRP pc:
' 35-110,217D,217C None PC •
1 35-216A None Macs 1
52-D171 CHEM Macs 1
' 40-112 None PC- '
1 43-458 PE Macs 1
.53-214
L
JC3UR Unknown
J
So you have your dorm room, 
textbooks and the greatest roommate 
ever, but your empty desk is telling 
you that you need a laptop. First, it’s 
certainly possible to survive at C'al 
Poly without a laptop by using com­
puter labs scattered across campus.
If, however, your parents feel like 
paying $7(K)-and-up for a shiny new 
laptop to help decorate your room, 
then let this be a guide to help you 
match your needs with the best lap­
top on the market for the best price.
Many stULlents choose Macs be­
cause of their ease of use and reli­
I just want to 
get stuff 
done.
ability. Be aware, however, that the 
majority of the computer labs on 
campus contain PC's (mostly Hewl­
ett-Packard and Dell).
If you decide to go with a Dell or 
a Mac, be sure to check out the stu­
dent discounts available at Fd Cx>rral 
Bookstore to save a couple hundred 
dollars.
Dell Latitude D630 
dell.com
o Q
MacBook, eicorralbookstore.com
• Fast (2GHz Intel C'ore 2 Duo)
• Very efficient (2GH KAM)
• Holds large files (120GH hard drive)
• G ood video graphics
• 14.1" monitor, thin, light and long-l.asting 
battery
I want to be 
cooler than 
my friends.
O
-
I want to play 
music, movies, 
games and... 
homework.
• Fast (2(iHz Intel (iore 2 Duo)
• Very efficient (2GB KAM)
• Holds large files (120GB hard drive)
• Good video graphics
• Windows X P Professional
• 14.1” monitor, thin, light and long-lasting 
battery
Q
MacBook Pro, elcoraibookstore.com
• Very fast (2.33GHz Intel Core 2 Duo)
• Very efficient (2G13 RAM)
• Holds large files (120GU hard drive)
• High quality video (256MB video card)
• 15.4” monitor, thin, light and long-lasting 
battery
HP Pavilion dv9500t, hp.com
• Fast (2GHz Intel C'ore 2 
Duo)
• Very efficient (2GB RAM)
• Plenty of space (2(K)GB 
hard drive)
• High-quality video
(256MB video card)
• Latest version ofWin- 
dows: Vista Home Premium
• 17” monitor, light and long- 
lasting battery
] _
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Better Ingredients. 
Better Pizza.
BUILD YOUR OWN
SMALL MEOlUM LARGE XLARGE
CHEESE PIZZA 7.99 11,99 15.99 17.99
ADOmONAL TOPPINGS 1.25 1.50 1.7S 2.00
TOPPINGS
Ham Extra Cheese Banaisa Peppers
Pepperoni Mushrooms Pineapple
Spicy Italian Sausage Onions Grilled Chicken
Sausage Black Oifves Fresh Sliced Tomatoes
Bacon Green Peppers Red Onions
Anchovies Jalaperto Peppers Artichoke Hearts
Sun-Oiled Tomatoes Roasted Garlic Sliced Linguica
SIDES
PARk'S CHICKEN WINGS__________________________________ ________ 6.99
PARA'S CHICKEN STRIPS.___ __________________________ 5.99
CHEESESTICKS._______ ________ 5.99
BREAOSTICKS_________ ________ 4.49
GARLIC RRRMESAN BREAOSTICKS.-*_______________ 5.49
CINNAPIE_____________ 1L HI Hill III 111 nil 111 unii _________2.99
(805) 544-7222
San Luis Obispo 
3212 Broad Street 
Suite 120
(805) 473-0858
Grover Beach 
Serving the Rve Cities Area 
236 West Grand Avenue
s:>
V ^
B U Y ^ E
Large or ixtra Largo Pizza
Í T Ó N E
Hum
not valid w%|mY
ORDER PIZZA
ONUNEI
w w w 3 > a ^ ^ h n s . c o m
%
SLO %
3212 Broad St
S44-7222
s c m « i^
i  234 West
expires 12/31/07
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Lowest SAT reading scores in 13 
years; average ACT scores rise slightly
M argaret Miceli
I ) \ i n  ( . » » I I I  ( . i \ \  ( I ' l  NN S i a m )
riio rclcMsc tlu' avcMMue 
SA l and AC!1 scores for the class 
ot 2(107 shows a mixed review 
tor recent liigli scliool graduates.
While AC' 1 scores rose slightly, 
the average national SAI scores 
in critical reading were the low­
est in 1.^  years, and in math they 
were the lowest in six years.
The average SAI scores m 
mathematics and writing de­
clined three points each since 
last year. 7'he scores declined to 
-SIS and 4‘>4, respectively, out of 
a possible SOO each, according to 
the C'ollege Hoard, which is the 
isrgamzation that administers the 
SAI.
This year's average score in 
critical reading was 502 out of a 
pt)ssihle SOO, a t)ne-pi>mt decline 
from last year, according to the 
release.
However, the average na­
tional AC'T composite score for 
the class of 2007 was 21.2 out 
of a possible pi>mts, up frtiin 
21.1 in 200(), according to AC'T 
spt>kesnian Ild C\>lby.
Scores improved on all four 
required subject-area tests in­
cluded 111 the exam — Fnglish, 
mathematics, reading and sci­
ence.
David Kuskowski, director
of recruitment tor the Under­
graduate Admissions Office at 
IVnnsylvania State University, 
said that although the exact test 
scores for the Penn State class of 
2007 are not yet available, the 
Admissions Office has not seen 
a huge difference m applicants' 
overall SA I or AC' I scores so tar 
this year.
"We see an awful lot of sta­
bility 111 our applicant pool,” he 
said.
“We have not seen any no­
ticeable increase or decrease in 
our applicants’ scores."
The SAI and AC'.T are two 
very different tests, C!olby add­
ed.
“The AC'T is a curriculum- 
based test, measuring what stu­
dents have learned, while the 
SAI IS a test of reasoning skills 
and is not directly tied to a cur­
riculum,” he said.
I'enn State’s Admissions Of­
fice does not prefer one test 
more than the other and both are 
fine for an applicant to submit, 
Kuskowski said.
“We can appropriately judge 
either score,” he said.
“There’s no advantage or dis­
advantage to taking one test over 
the other.”
IViin State accepts AC'T 
test scores with or without the 
optional writing component.
srrace
C J  San Luis 0Obispo
REACHING C o lle g e  St u d e n t s  
IN SLO FOR O v e r  75 y e a r s !
SUNDAY SERVICES: M
^  8 AM: Fa m il y  W ORSHIP  
9:30 AM : W ORSHIP & SUNDAY SCHOOL 
11 AM : FAMILY W ORSHIP & COLLEGE FELLOWSHIP
G r a c e  C h u r c h , Sa n  Lu is  O b is p o
Downtown SLO  • Pismo & O sos Streets • 543-2358
www.graceslo.org
Sources on Wikipeedia no 
longer entirely anonymous
Kuskowski said.
the  Admissions Office does 
receive the SAL writing scores 
but will not begin factoring 
those scores into admissions de­
cisions until the class of 20U‘> ap­
plies. he said.
“We’re evaluating how the 
writing section correlates with 
success at I'eim State,” he said.
According to the I’emi State 
Admissions Web site, the middle 
5()-percent range of AC'T scores 
for students admitted to Univer­
sity l*ark in 200b was 2b to .50.
The middle 50-percent range 
of SAT scores for University 
Park students admitted m 200b 
was 1 1 SO to 1 .T50.
About 00 percent of freshmen 
applicants m 200i> submitted 
SAT scores.
About S percent submitted 
AC:T scores, according to the 
Chnnmon Data Set, which can be 
accessed through the university’s 
budget Web site, at www.budget. 
psu.edu.
I he average scores for IVnn­
sylvania residents on the AC!1 
were above the national average. 
T he average composite score of 
Pennsylvania residents is 22.
Peniisylvania’s average for the 
SAI was below the national av­
erage on all three sections: 400 in 
math, 4H2 in writing and 40.  ^ in 
critical reading.
Nicholas Kelly
I III I ) . \ l i s  loVSAN (C;. l o w s )
If people on the University of Iowa 
campus have recently edited a Wiki­
pedia page, their changes ni.iy not be 
,is anonymous .is they think.
Wikipedia, the world’s largest on­
line encyclopedia, which is updated 
continuously by numerous, and usu- 
.illy anonymous, volunteer writers and 
editors acmss the globe, h.is long con­
tained a wealth of knowledge. It is also 
the focus of much controversy and of­
ten a target of Internet vandalism.
“Some people do it just to get 
laughs. 1 hey use it as a forum,” Ul se­
nior joe Keichle said.
Kecentlv, ('aliforma Institute of 
lechnologv’ graduate student V irgil 
Critfith reported discovering a way 
to undo some of the anonymity that 
may h.ive made Wikipedia ,in ipt t.ir- 
get for vandalism in the past
This is accomplished through 
WikiScanner, a data-mining service 
that compares the IP addresses ol 
Wikipedia edits to the IP .uldresses of 
ni.ijor corporations, political organi­
zations, and universities.
One of the netw'orks identified on 
WikiScaniier’s dat.ib.ise is the UI.
As such, .iccoaling to the sers ice. 
any edit to Wikipedia made since 
Febru.iry 2(>02 is logged and .ivail-
see Wikipedia, page 19
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1 0 %  O F F
with th is coupon
(O ffer do cs n ot a p p ly  to  sa le  
o r  c learan ce  item s.)
F R E E  D E L I V E R Y !
lx)cally owned since 1983 
Best price guarantee in the business
Custom Installation Division
I Absolutely Home Entertainment
I San Luis Obispo • (805) 546-9076 
I 3000 Broad Street (next to Staples)
Store Hrs: Mon-Sat 10 a.01.-7 P*m. • Sun 10 a.m.-5 p.ni. j
Culture
BUY1, GET1
F R E E
*with ad
Welcome!
Come taste some of 
San Luis Obispo's 
finest frozen 
yogurt!
746 
Higuera St
in Mission 
Plaza
Atrium Café
at the Embassy Suites
2>for-1 Entreé
Limit one per table.
18% service charge on total before discount.
Enjoy striking flavor combinations and an impressive local 
wine list here at the Atrium Café. Our award winning menu 
presents modern American and European cuisine with an 
Asian twist. We look forward to serving you.
805-549-0800
Limit one per table. 18% service charge on total before discount 
Offer valid now through 10/12/07 only at 5LO Promenade. Must present 
coupon at time ofpuxhase. Offer not valid with any other offer or discount
Crushed Grape
Buy one sandwich and drink,
Get one sandwich 1/2 OFF 
and FREE TASTING
of 2 wine ice creams
SLO Town's oldest deli and wine shop featuring 
San Luis food Products.
805-544-4449
Offer valid now through 10/12/07 only at SLO Promenade 
Must present coupon at time o f purchase. L imit one coupon per customer 
Offer not valid with any other offer or discount
aquamassage
$5 OFF
One 20-minute massage
Regularly $2S
Treat yourself to a full body massage with 36 pulsating, heated 
water jets. Personally adjust the water pressure and pulsation 
frequency for maximum enjoyment... and you don't get 
undressed or wet. By appointment, but walk in's are welcome.
805-541-3100
Offer valid now through 10/1207only at SLO Promenade 
Must present coupon at time Of purchase. I irrut one coupon per customer 
Offer not valid with any ottv”  offer or discount.
Mike's Shoes
20% OFF
One item
Regular price shoes. Select merchandise.
Serving the San Luis Obispo community since 1969,
Mike's Shoes offer the biggest selection in young men and 
women's comfort, dress and athletic shoes. Visit us and you 
may also ask questions with our certified board podiatrist 
and arrange for any special fittings!
805-547-9593
Offer valid now through 10/12/07 only at SLO Promenade.
Must present coupon at time o f purchase. Limit one coupon per customer. 
Offer not valid with any other offer or discount
Hometown Buffet
Lunch $5.99 Reg. $7.49 
OR
Dinner $6.99 Reg. $10.69
With Student ID and coupon
805-541-5594
Offer valid now through 10/12/07 only at SLO Promenade.
Must present coupon at time of purchase. Limit one coupon per customer. 
Offer not valid with any other offer or discount.
Tahoe Joe's
Famous Steak House
FREE Appetizer
With purchase of a meal
805-543-8383
Offer valid now through 10/12/07 only at SLO Promenade.
Must present coupon at time of purchase. Limit one coupon per customer. 
Offer not valid with any other offer or discount.
r
Relax the Back | Payless Shoesource
15% OFF
All ergonomically designed backpacks 
and purses
Beautiful, ergonomically designed products for 
the home and office.
805-788-0220
Offer valid now through 10/12/07 only at SLO Promenade.
Must present coupon of time o f purchase. L imit one coupon per customer. 
Offer not valid with any other offer or discount.
Applebee's
FREE Appetizer
With a meal purchase
Excludes Appetizer Sampler. One coupon per table. 
Eatin'good in the neighborhood
805-782-9088
Offer valid now through 10/12:07 only at SLO Promenade.
Must present coupon at time of purchase. Limit one coupon per customer 
Offer not valid with any other offer or discount.
$2 OFF
Any purchase of $9.99 or more
Coupon code: 16425 
Inspiring fun fashion possibilities.
805-546-9838
Offer valid now through 10/12/07 only at SLO Promenade.
Must present coupon at time o f purchase. Limit one coupon per customer. 
Offer not valid with any other offer or discount.
Wamu
FREE
Checking • Checks for Life • Credit Card 
Online Banking & Bill Pay 
Gold debit Mastercard with rewards 
Access to your FICO score
805-541-1994
Oher valid now through 10/12/07 only at SLO Promenade.
Must present coupon at time o f purchase. Limit one coupon per custome’ 
Offer not valid with any other offer o ' discount.
D i r e c t o r y
Restaurants & Eateries
Applebee's Grill & Bar 
Crushed Grape & Deli 
Hometown Buffet 
Taco Bell 
Tahoe Joe's
Services
Aquamassage of SLO 
Beneficial Finance 
Cingular Wireless 
Embassy Suites 
Washington Mutual
Home Decor/Electronics
Bed, Bath & Beyond 
Cost Plus World Market 
Game Stop 
Gottschalk's Furniture 
RadioShack
Specialty
Gottschalk's 
Merlo's Cutlery 
Mike's Shoes 
Payless ShoeSource 
Relax the Back 
Staples
Located just West of U.S. Hwy. 101 
on Madonna Road
Edamerican reams
A f  ^arvic-ric^a wo do ono \V \\Y \a  -  cdMdov& ioan .^
We create access to money for college so you can dream, achieve, 
become whatever you want to be. Don't let money be an obstacle 
to getting your education and living your own American Dream. 
Transform into the best version of yourself, because you are 
America's future. Knowledge is power and dreams do come true.
Ask about our Best-Ever Borrower Benefits and find out 
how you can get even more money for college.
Sw p p o H 'irg ., clroam^. 
Thn<^fonY\'mg^
That's Edameiica.
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The names 
behind the 
buildings
Laura Kasavan
MUSTANG DAII.Y
If you look at a map of Cal 
Poly, or simply take a stroll around 
campus, its likely that you will see 
a building or two with a name at­
tached to it.
Ortalea College of Business, 
Kobert E. Kennedy Library and 
Alex G. Spanos Stadium are only a 
handful of these named buildings. 
Who are the people behind the 
names, and what did they do to earn 
a spot on the campus map?
Let s take a look ...
Cal Polys theater was renamed 
the Alex and Faye Spanos The­
atre in 2004. The affluent alumnus 
began his study of aeronautical en­
gineering in 1941 and was also the 
drum major of the marching band.
Spanos donated $1..S million 
in 2003 to help remodel the H.P. 
Davidson Music Center and the 
Cal Poly Theatre, and gave another 
$100,(M)0 to endow a music schol­
arship named after music professor 
and Mustang Band leader Harold P. 
Davidson.
The theater was not the only 
building named after Spanos.
Cal Polys stadium opened in 
1935, but the 10,(K)0-seat multi­
purpose facility was renamed Alex 
G. Spanos Stadium on Nov. 18, 
2(HK).
Spanos, owner of the San Diego 
Chargers, gave the largest single gift 
in the history of Cal Poly athletics.
Baggett Stadium is home to 
the baseball team and was named af­
ter Kobin Baggett. He was a catcher 
at Cal Poly from 1968 to 1971. The 
stadium opened in 2(K)1, and Cal 
Poly played Stanford University in 
the first game. The Mustangs won 
6-5 in 12 innings.
The softball team plays at Bob 
Janssen Field, the sister facility to 
Baggett Stadium. The field opened 
in 2(M)3 and was named after local 
patron and sports enthusiast Bob 
Janssen. Cal Poly played UC River­
side in the first game on the NCAA 
regulation field and won 8-0.
Christopher Cohan lived in San 
Luis Obispo from the 1970s until 
1982 and was the president of Sonic 
Communications. He also owns the 
NBAs Golden State Warriors.
In 1990, Cohan made a gift of 
$2.1 million on the eve of the in­
auguration of the capital campaign 
for the performing arts center con­
struction. His gift was the largest 
single gift to any individual Cali­
fornia State University campus, and 
he was recognized when the new 
center was named the Christopher 
Cohan Performing Arts Center 
in 1996.
Clyde P. Fisher Science Hall
was named for C'lyde P. Fisher, the 
former dean of the College of Sci­
ence and Math, He was a teacher 
and administrator at C'al Poly from 
1947 to 1975.
In 2004, trial attorney Joseph 
Cotchett and his wife, Victoria, 
pledged $7 million to C'al Poly to 
launch a program to put more math 
and science teachers in classrooms 
in low-income neighborhoods. To 
honor the gift from the alumnus, 
who studied engineering. Cal Poly 
renamed the education building the
building names
KEY
1) Akx and Faya Spanos Thaatra
2) Alax G. Spanos Stadium
; i: a C iV  t t  - ;■ '
4) Bob Janssen Field
5) Cohan Performing Arts Center
6) Clyde P. Fisher Science Hall
7) Cotchett Education Building
8) McPhee University Union
9) Orfalea College of Business
10) Robert E. Kennedy Library
11) Robert A. Mott Gymnasium
12) Walter F. Dexter Building
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Cotchett Education Building.
Many knew Julian A. McPhee as 
the father of the California Polytech­
nic State University system. While 
president of Cal Poly fiom 1933 to 
1966, he oversaw the Pomona and 
San Dimas campuses. The Julian A. 
McPhee University Union was 
named in his honor,
Orfalea College o f  Business 
was named after Paul J. Orfalea 
on Jan. 24, 2(K)1. The founder of 
Kinkos donated a gift of securities 
worth $15 million designated to en­
hance the quality and scope of busi­
ness education at C3al Poly.
Robert E. Kennedy Library 
opened in 1981. The building was 
named after Robert E. Kennedy, 
who was president of Cal Poly from 
1%7 to 1979.
During his tenure, curriculum 
was reorganized into units to create 
the School of Agriculture, School 
of Engineering, School of Applied 
Arts, School of Applied Sciences 
and the School of Architecture. An­
other highlight happened in 1971 
when Cal Polys ofticial name was 
changed to C'alifornia Polytechnic 
State University by the state legis­
lature.
Some Mustang athletic fans mfer 
to the gym as “The Asylum” or “The 
Big Ugly,” but Robert A. Mott 
Gymnasium is named after the 
former head of physical education. 
Mott came to C'al Poly in 1946, and 
also served as head baseball coach. 
He implemented a coaching and 
physical education workshop that 
has been held annually ever since. 
He died on April 15,1990.
The Walter F. Dexter Build­
ing originally opened as a library 
and now is used to house various 
colleges. It was named for Walter E 
Dexter, who helped McPhee gain 
approval and state funding for a new 
library building.
11560 Los Osos Valley Rd .. s;«
San Luis Obispo, Ca 93405 7^
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College: Eat, drink and be healthy
Megan Priley
Ml Sl^^l. D.MII
f-all quarter is approaching and 
the excitement ot new triendships, 
sporting events and campus life 
mixed with the nervous feelings 
about unknown faculty and classes 
has everyone on their toes.
I he textbooks have been pur­
chased, the classrooms have been 
located and living arrangements 
have been carefully planned out.
However, one major detail stu­
dents are likely to overlook this 
year is how to maintain a healthy 
lifestyle while balancing everything 
else on their plate.
C'ollege IS filled with exhilarat­
ing events and opens up the door of 
opportunity, yet college will also be 
home to some of the most stressful 
times in a student s life.
We’ve all heard the terrifying 
myths of the‘‘freshmen fifteen” and 
how so many sleepless nights are 
spent peering at an open textbook.
Nevertheless, what many new­
comers are about to find out is that 
these w'arnings are not just myths.
Lack of sleep won’t be uncom­
mon due to strenuous study hours 
and ongoing exams. The majority 
of students will most likely grab 
junk food on the run between 
their jani-packed class schedule and 
study breaks.
Healthy eating habits are most 
often compromised during the
weeks of midterms and finals when
there just doesn’t seem to be any 
time to stop moving, let alone eat a 
balanced meal.
Manv students on the go will 
find themselves searching their 
pockets tor loose change in order 
to purchase a quick snack from the 
campus vending machines.
Sure, a little energy boost such 
as sweets sounds like an easy tix, but 
st,iying away from foods with sugar 
will help you function a lot easier 
throughout the day.
“The worst thing someone can 
do is grab a sugar fix to keep them­
selves awake,’’ said C‘ory Dawson, 
certified personal trainer at Ken­
nedy Club Multiplex in San Luis 
Obispo.
“It will help you gain energy for 
a few hours but suddenly you’ll feel 
tired and crash.”
When it comes to your meal 
plan it seems that mom and dad 
really did know best and all those 
years of lecturing us to eat all of 
breakfast before running off to 
school w'asn’t such baci advice.
“Foods like oatmeal, anything 
whole gram, fruits and juices are 
some quick fi.xes that you can grab 
on your way to class,” Diiwson said. 
“Make sure to pack healthy snacks 
like protein bars, for example, to 
have when you don’t have time to 
pick up anything during breaks.”
Food isn’t the only fuel your 
body needs. Maintaining a regular
see Health, page 19
GIANA MAGNOLI mustang daily
The on-campus Rec Center is a popular way to stay fit with its basketball courts, volleyball courts, racquet- 
ball courts, pool and many machines. It is free to all students with a PolyCard.
ARING IS CARIa u iG Í
€ -m a il th is  « ío r ij  €>
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(Hey, it’ ll give you something to talk to Mom about.)
Need a listening ear, a word of advice, or simply a comforting hand? We’re commited 
to caring for you. Planned Parenthood provides services for both men and women.
Birth Control • PrcLTiuncy Testiniii LYiiuns bJucation • STI Testing «Si Treaiiiu-nts 
Hmergency C'onrraception • Gynecological F.xams • Vasectomy Service
Free  s e r '/ ic a s  fo r  those th a t  q u a lif y  through s t a t e  funcUn,^.
p )  Planned Parenthood
743 Pisino Street, San LmsOhsip,> 805.549.9446
t o
Free Chips and Salsa
Falafels
Gyros Enjoy
LIVE MUSIC
Fri-Sat-Sufi
12pm-4pm
Sandwiches 
Soups & Salads
()pi:n daiiyi /7HH igup.ra Sf. in “ The fir.lworit '
at 10:30 am onr.: (B0.S) S^^ •SSSS
Health
cotttinuedfrom page !H
workout sdicdulo will koL*p your 
cnc*rg\ Ifvcl high and yt>ur body 
healthy.
“On average most people should 
e.xereise at least 3<* to 45 minutes a 
d.iy, hut it schedules keep them trom 
doing that much 1 would say no less 
than 3 to 4 days a week,” 1 )awson said. 
“Maintaining a good cardio routine 
with some added weightlifting a tew 
tunes a week is a great way to stay on 
top ot health problems."
If maintaining your schedule isn't 
your issue but instead ytui find that 
the hole burning the bottom of your 
pocket is more of a problem, then (Jal 
I’oly's campus has all the answers.
There are many ways to stay 
healthy within 
campus bounds. —— — —
Just for sorters, 
there are several res­
taurants and places 
to grab a healthy 
snack as you walk 
to class.
“The ('am- 
pus Market is re- 
,ilK popular with 
the students,” C'al 
I’oly graduate Caile 
Keavis said.“When 
I had a ba\ik be­
tween classes 1 
would alw.ivs grab 
something to eat 
tor lunch from 
there.”
It it is a good 
workout th.it you 
need, the campus 
Itself IS perfect tor a good run. If you 
take a stroll around campus you will 
notice many other students taking 
their daily jog annind the campus.
There is also the C\il I’olv Kec 
C\*nter, w hich is free and open to all 
students who h.ive taken the time to 
get their l*oly(!ards. The Kec (\-n- 
ter offers a variety of exercise classes, 
swimming, a b.isketball court, cardio 
machines, weightlifting and racquet- 
ball.
“ I he g\ in on c.impus defniitelv 
conies III hands when sou onlv h.ise 
,1 short time to ssork out.” Ke.is is said. 
“You just hase to nuke sure ssni gi> 
during the right time ot d.is because 
I t  i.in get re.ills buss."
I’erhaps you base been cooped up 
inside a classmom ,ill d.is .iiul being 
indoors doesn't sinind .ill th.it .ip- 
pe.iling.You can e.xps-rience the great 
outiliHirs and escape campus ssithout 
ictu.illv s'ser lus iiu: to lease it.
w w w .m ustangdaily .net
For instance, you can svalk into 
Foly Ckinyon by following the dirt 
ro.id .idj.icent to the nesv ( \ ‘rro Vista 
a'sidence lulls. Or for a more de­
manding ss'orkout, hike to the F on 
top ot the hill. There are several hiking 
trails located on and off campus.
Once you try all this and still feel 
you svant a little something more, you 
can challenge yourself by joining a 
campus club or team sport, ('al Foly 
offers everything from s.ils.i and ssving 
dancing to emss country.
Ot course, keeping up svith your 
d.iy-to-d.iy ssorkout routine would be 
almost impossible ssithout the right 
amount of sleep, (ietting a cpulity 
amount of at le.ist 7 hours of sleep a 
night h.is been the common recom­
mendation given by health officials.
Stress, lack ot sleep, poor eating 
habits and the inabiliry to keep up a 
basic svorkout schedule are just the 
beginning if 
students let their 
lifestyle get out 
of control.
D e p r e s ­
sion is one of 
the most com­
mon outcomes 
of the stressful 
college lifestyle. 
The American 
( Aillege 1 lealth 
A s s o c i a t i o n  
(ACT! A) reports 
that the number 
ot young men 
and women di­
agnosed with 
depa'ssion has 
increased from 
in to It) per­
cent in the last
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The worst thing 
someone can do 
is grab a sugar fix 
to keep themselves 
awake ... suddenly 
you’ll feel tired 
and crash.
—C^ory Dawson 
IVrsoii.il tr.niuT
five years.
Also, 94 percent of the students 
surseyed List year said they felt “over­
whelmed” at some time during the 
school year.
I lepression is due to loneliness, 
hormon.il changes, stress over careers, 
frustrated Ime affairs and money pmb- 
lenis. It can c.iiise a lack of appetite or 
weight g.iin.and insomnia.
AtdlA also stresses that infections 
are common as well. When students 
spend so much time in crowdeil 
dorms and classrooms, the\ are sub­
ject to respir.itoiA infections such .is 
the common cold .ind Hu.
A \arietv of tactors including Lick 
ot sleep . i i k I exposure to irowded 
classrooms .ind di>rms m.ike students 
especi.iIK \ulner.ible to infections.
“ 1 he ke\ is regular exercise, a 
healthy diet, getting enough sleep 
and dealing w ith am health problems 
ruiht w hen thev tHcur." I ).iw son s.iid.
A u t o \
R e p a i r
specializing In Import Car Repairs 
Major & Minor Repair 
Toyota Specialist
Manfred Mazer
Certified  M aster M echanic
Over 30 Years Experience 
15 Years In The Sam e Location 
Se Habla Español ____
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In addition to using the Rec Center (top), students can stay healthy by 
choosing snacks like protein bars, fruit and juice over sugary options.
Wikipedia
continued from page 14
.ibic for view .icross the Internet.
Included 111 the thous,inds of 
edits WikiSc.inner .ittributes to 
the Ul are a variety of anecdotes.
One such post included the 
phr.ise, “I lawkeyes Kule” on a 
Wikipedia entry about Kinnick 
Stadium. Other entries nuy sim­
ply be .lets of Internet vandalism, 
such .IS claims that an .ili.is of for­
mer university Fresident I ).ivid 
Skorton was an “eater of monkev 
brains.”
“I don’t think it’s a big deal, 
but I think that’s why Wikipe­
dia isn’t considered credible,” Ul 
sophomore Karen Saetre said.
In order to identify' w Inch posts 
come fmm the UTs computer 
system, the program matches IF 
.uldresses in Wikipedia’s history of 
edits to the range of IF addresses 
that are kiumn to originate from 
the university’s network.
According to Microsoft’s on­
line support page, e.ich computer 
logged into a network connected 
to the Internet receives a unic]ue 
IF .iddress. Intc'rnet sites such .is 
Wikipedia can log this IF number 
when .1 user posts or edits infor­
mation.
I his number can be divided 
into two parts; the first part of the 
number identifies the network 
that a computer is connected to 
and the second portion identifies 
the individual computer that is 
connected to the network .iccess- 
ing the Internet.
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You probably don ’t 
care  w hat an 
orig ination fee  is.
i
A s long as you don’t 
have to pay it.
I-'
L
0% Origination Fee Student Loans.
You shouldn’t have to be a Finance major to figure out Student Loans. So, we’ll make it simple:
U.S. Bank offers loans with no origination fees. Because we pay them for you. Plus, we’ve simplified 
the entire process to guarantee you a hassle-free loan experience. Best of all, it’s the one time In 
college you’ll be proud of getting a 0%.
Stafford Loan Ben^'tits:
• Save 2.5% upfront with Zero Origination and Default Fees.
• 5% credit on original principal balance after 36 cxsnsecutive monthly on-time payments.
• 0.25% interest rate reduction when you sign up for automatic payments.
PLUS Loan Benefits:
• Save 1 % upfront with Zero Default Fees.
• 0.25% immediate interest rate reduction when loans are disbursed.
• 0.25% additional interest rate reduction when you sign up for automatic payments.
• 5% credit on original principal balance after 36 consecutive monthly on-time payments.
(Available to graduate students and parents of dependent undergraduate students)
Lender Code; 827269
t Banking. One of our Five Star services.
' t
How many stars does ifottr bank have? ITOb a n k
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u sb ank . conv stud entto ans
Member FOIC
Student Loan Centc»r 800-242>12CK)
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California dream of free college wilts under fiscal pressure
Michelle Locke
ASS(X IATH) PkhSS
BERKELEY, C'alif.— It was 1‘162 at Berkeley and the cam­
pus crackled with possibilities tor freshman John (iaramendi, 
football player, business major, future lieutenant governor. An­
nual cost; About $170.
In I9S3, freshman and budding journalist jetf Chang strode 
on to C'al’s redwood-shaded acres. Issues of the day were di­
versity, how to handle it, and apartheid, how to stop it. Average 
annual cost: About $1,300.
CYit to this fall and poli sci major Dyana Mardon who 
works a few jobs and is trying hard not to dig herself into debt. 
C'ost; About $7,300.
C"alifornia’s come a long way from its 1000 goal of free col­
lege for all its residents. Technically, in-state students admitted
to the prestigious 10-campus system still pay zero tuition. But 
assorted fees that once were minimal are creeping up, which 
some consider a costly mistake.
“We are making a fundamental policy error, a strategic pol­
icy error in allowing the fees to increase,” says ('laramendi, who 
has children in the U (' system and now sits on the system’s 
governing Board of Regents in his role as lieutenant gover­
nor.
C'alifornia’s promise of free public higher education began 
as a way to deal with Baby Boomers headed for college. Under 
the state’s Master Elan for Higher Education, U (’ draws from 
the top 12.5 percent of high school graduates; the 23-campus 
('alifornia State University draws from the top one-third; and 
everyone with a high school diploma can attend the huge net­
work of community colleges.
At the time, it was a revolution; plan architect Cdark Kerr
made the cover ofTime magazine.
“ It was viewed as a model for the rest of the nation to emu­
late. It was the most systematic attempt at social engineering 
insofar as higher education was concerned, certainly,” s,iys Bar- 
mak Nassirian, associate executive director of the Washington, 
D.C'.-based American Association of Collegiate Registrars and 
Admissions Officers.
But the promise wilted under the pressure of other ex­
penses, especially prisons and health care, and the l‘I7H voter- 
approved property tax revolt of Eroposition 13.
By the numbers: In B>7() C^ihfornia put 7 percent of its 
general fund into the University of ('alifornia. Today, the per­
centage is 3.5 percent.
“The Master Elan is still out there,” says Nassirian, “but it’s
see California, page 28
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hopes to 
break record 
with hugs
EROVO, Utah (AE) — Kneel­
ing for children and stretching to 
embrace taller people, a college 
student believes she’s hugged her 
w.iy into the record books.
(ordan Eearce, IH, said she 
hugged 765 people in less than an 
hour on Aug. 25 and plans to send 
the results to (iuinness World Re­
cords.
“ I feel like I’m on cloud nine,” 
Eearce said after the last hug.
The hugs took months of plan­
ning. Eearce and her family had to 
apply to (iuinness World Records 
with detailed plans. The event had 
to be supervised by two promi­
nent members of the community 
and covered by the news media.
District judge Lynn D.ivis and 
state Sen. Ciurt Bramble counted 
the hugs, w'hich required arms and 
hands wrapped around the person.
“ I was getting pretty glisten­
ing,” Eearce said of hugging — and 
sweating — in the hot sun.
A new record will not be ap­
proved until (iuinness gets pho­
tographs, video and written state­
ments from witnesses. The record 
IS 612 hugs in an hour, the Daily 
Herald of Erovo reported.
One man spilled a drink on 
Eearce. A little girl refused to let go 
of her blue sucker, and a little boy 
kicked and screamed, not wanting 
to hug a stranger, the newspaper 
said.
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The Mustang Daily is 
always accepting 
guest commentaries.
Commentaries* shc»\ild be about 500 
words long and on an original topic .
Send with your year and ma)or to
mu$tangdaiiyopinions@gmail.com
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Study: First semester critical for transfer students
Eric Boylaii
D M n  ( \ l  I IOKNUN ( U ' - B I  Kkl l l > )
Most first-timc comnumity college students who intend 
to tiMiisfer to a four-year school abandon this goal alter 
their first semester at community college, according to a 
study published this month by a University of C'aliforma- 
Oerkeley and Stanford University joint research center.
Policy Analysis for Ckiliforma Education, a non-parti- 
san educational policy research center, released the study 
last week, called “Beyond Access: How the First Semester 
Matters for C'onmumity C'ollege Students’ Aspirations and 
Persistence.”
Researchers used information collected by the C^ilifor- 
nia C'oimmimty C'ollege System from 19‘.»S through 2004 
to follow young adults aged 17 to 20 who entered a com­
munity college with a high school diploma and the inten­
tion to transfer to a four-year school.
According to the study, only 41.3 percent of those stu­
dents transferred to a four-year school within the si\-year
period studied, and persistence was largely determined by 
success and progress within their first semester at commu­
nity college.
1 he study also found that, ot young adults \sith high 
school diplomas intending to transfer to a four-year uni­
versity, one fourth did not return for the spring semester, 
and only slightly more than half of the students who did 
return still wanted to transfer after finishing their first se­
mester, according to David N. Plank, executive director of 
the research center.
The study shows that students face a crucial nexus when 
entering their first year at a community college. Plank 
said.
“The first semester is really a critical moment in the 
careers of these students,” he said.
Researchers found that students who took more trans­
fer-eligible courses and got better grades during their first 
semester were more likely to transfer after leaving their 
coiminmity colleges.
In addition to students’ academic performance, the
study found differences m the success rates between dif­
ferent races.
“White and Asian students are more likely to take heavy 
course loads and push through to transfer (than their .Afri­
can American and Latino ciiunterparts),” Plank said.
The study goes on to recommend an increase in services 
and support for community college students as they work 
through their first semester, in addition to what researchers 
said were already-high amounts of money and time cur­
rently spent on just getting students into higher educa­
tion.
“Once you get them there, there is still work to be done 
to make sure they achieve their goals,” said Anne Driscoll,.! 
senior researcher at UC'-Davis who authored the report.
The study notes that in the state of California, where 
jobs increasingly call for their employees to have college 
diplomas, it is more and more important to focus resources 
on getting students to persist in their educations.
“This is a group that we need to pay attention to if w-e 
want a successfvil workforce in the future,” Driscoll said.
Pro-Choice?
Call 5 4 4 - 2 0 0 0  to hear about all o f your options.
Drop-ins welcome • 175 Santa Rosa Street 
(across from  Santa Rosa Park) in SLO
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FREE STUDENT BANKING
NO minimum balance
FREE ATM Cash Withdrawals (even at other banks!)
34 CASH BACK per MasterCard Debit card transaction 
FREE Overdraft or Non-Sufficient Funds Refund 
FREE Money Orders, Cashiers Checks, Travelers Checks 
FREE Online Banking and Bill Pay 
Come v is it us! 2 Locations to serve  you:
445 Madonna Road 
805.541.1994 option 3
1235 Chorro Street
805.595.5602 option 3_____________________
Feeling like crap
Get the day's top stories 
and more (from home) at
www.mustangdaily.net
Can you join? Absolutely! SM*
The Golden 1 
Credit Union 
is proud to serve 
the faculty, staff 
and students of 
Cal Poly, 
San Luis Obispo.
The Student Pack offers the following for Cal Poly students:
• Student V'isa* card with optional overdraft protection and 
no co-signer required
• Checking account with no monthly service charge
• AIM card or ATM/Check Card—(iolden 1 AIM on campus
• Free Ciolden 1 Online" account access and Bill f’aymenf
Join today at The (iolden I San l.uis Obispo Office located 
at H!y2 Foothill Bmilevard or by calling 1 -877-(i01.I)FN 1 
( l-877-46:V m i) .
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New Twin Mattress - $88
New Full Mattress - $99
New Queen Mattress - $139
New Click Up & Down Sofa 
Beds - from $349
PLUS 10,000 SQ. FEET OF 
GENTLY USED FURNITURE.
• Used Bedroom Sets
• Used Desks
• Used Kitchen Tables
• Used Sofas
HUNDREDS OF ITEMS TO 
CHOOSE FROM!
New Futon Sofa
with tufted denim interspring mattress 
of cotton and foam, REGULARLY $799
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Poll: 1 in 4 adults read no books last year
Reading habits vaiy 
across the nation
Residents in the Midwest topped 
the list of people who have 
read a book in the 
past year, a recent 
poll found.
Have you read any 
books in the past year?
Midwest
West 1 721
South m z iJ i
Northeast W B t B
Suburb 7 5 1
Rural
Whites 7 4 1
Minorities ■ 'V a' U i p
NOTE; Poll of 1,003 adults taken Aug. 
6-8,2007; margin of error ±  3 percent.
Alan Fram
ASSiX l.ATEI) PHI SS
WASHINCiTON — There it sits on your night stand, 
that hook you’ve meant to read for who knows how long 
hut haven’t yet cracked open. Tonight, as you feel its stare 
from beneath that teetering pile of magazines, know one 
thing — you are not alone.
One in four adults read no books at all in the past year, 
according to an Associated Press-lpsos poll released Tues­
day. Of those who did read, women and older people were 
most avid, and religious works and popular fiction were 
the top choices.
The survey reveals a nation whose hook readers, on the 
whole, can hardly be called ravenous. The typical person 
claimed to have read four books in the last year — half 
read more and half read fewer. E.xcluding those who hadn’t 
read any, the usual number read was seven.
“1 just get sleepy when 1 read,” said Richard Bustos 
of Dallas, a habit with which millions of Americans can 
doubtless identify. Bustos, a 34-year-old project manager 
for a telecommunications company, said he had not read 
any books in the last year and would rather spend time m 
his backyard pool.
That choice by Bustos and others is re ected in hook 
sales, which have been at in recent years and are expected 
to stay that w-ay indefinitely. Analysts attribute the listless­
ness to competition from the Internet and other media, the 
unsteady economy and a w'ell-established industry with 
limited opportunities for expansion.
When the (iallup Boll asked in 2005 how many books 
people had at least started — a similar but not directly 
comparable question — the typical answer was five. That 
was down from 10 in 1909, but close to the 1990 response 
of six.
In 2004, a National Endowment for the Arts report ti­
tled “Reading at Risk” found only 57 percent of American 
adults had read a book in 2002, a four percentage point 
drop in a decade. The study faulted television, movies and
the Internet.
Who are the 27 percent of people the Al*-lpsos poll 
found hadn’t read a single book this year? Nearly a third of 
men and a quarter of women fit that category. They tend 
to be older, less educated, lower income, minorities, from 
rural areas and less religious.
At the same time, book enthusiasts abound. Many in 
the survey reported reading dozens of books and said they 
couldn’t do without them.
“ I go into another world when 1 read,” said Charlotte 
Fuller, 64, a retired nurse from Seminole, Fla., who said she 
read 70 books in the last year. “1 read so many sometimes 1 
get the stories mixed up.”
Among those who said they had read books, the me­
dian figure — with half reading more, half fewer — was 
nine books for w'onien and five for men. The figures also 
indicated that those with college degrees read the most, 
and people aged 50 and up read more than those who are 
younger.
I'ollyann Baird, 84, a retired school librarian in Love­
land, Colo., says J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter fimtasy series 
is her favorite. But she has forced herself to not read the 
latest and final installment, “Harry Potter and the Deathly 
Hallows,” because she has yet to file her incom'e taxes this 
year due to an illness and worries that once she started the 
book,“ I know I’d have to finish it.”
People from the West and Midwest are more likely to 
have read at least one book in the past year. Southerners 
who do read, however, tend to read more books, mostly re­
ligious books and romance novels, than people from other 
regions. Whites read more than blacks and Hispanics, and 
those who said they never attend religious services read 
nearly twice as many as those who attend frequently.
There was even some political variety evident, with 
Democrats and liberals typically reading slightly more 
books than Republicans and conservatives.
The Bible and religious works were read by two-thirds
see Books, page 27
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ASSOCIAIED PRESS
David Oxtoby, the president of Pomona College, poses on campus 
Tuesday, Aug. 14. U.S. News & World Report releases its annual college 
rankings Friday in the face of the loudest and most organized criticism 
from educators the magazine has ever encountered.
Colleges rant and rail 
against rankings, but 
find it hard to quit
Justin Pope
ASS(X IATEI) I’KESS
U.S. News ik World Keport re­
leases its annual college rankings 
Friday in the face of the loudest 
and best-organized criticism from 
educators the magazine has ever 
encountered.
For all the complaints that the 
rankings warp ct)llege admissions 
and distract colleges from educat­
ing students, U.S. News still has the 
upper hand. Colleges are having a 
hard time quitting the magazine’s 
annual beauty contest.
Sixty-two colleges have enlist­
ed in an anti-rankings campaign 
led by education activist Lloyd 
Thacker. 13ut a quick Web search 
shows even some of those schools 
haven’t fulfilled a pledge to stop 
using their rankings to advertise 
themselves. And none of the high­
est-ranked schools have formally 
signed on.
Interviews by The Associated 
Press with top oft'icials at about a 
dozen elite colleges confirm a fault 
line in the rankings debate that’s 
more than coincidence: It irks ed­
ucators everywhere to see colleges 
ranked like basketball teams. But 
I t irks educators at the top-ranked 
colleges a lot less.
“The list isn’t perfect but it isn't 
totally evil either,” said David O x­
toby, the president of Pomona C'ol- 
lege in California, the No. 7 liberal 
arts college on last year’s list. The 
popular rankings are a way for stu­
dents and parents to get mforma- 
ti()ii, he said, and most know bet­
ter than to take a college’s specific 
placement too seriously.
Ihe debate has been raging 
since the magazine began ranking 
colleges m the Hut the lo­
cus this year is on I hacker, a long­
time admissions counselor who 
has made it his mission to restore 
educational values to what he calls 
an over-commercialized college 
selection process. ! hacker has been 
circulating a letter calling on col-
leges to boycott a portion of the 
rankings, to swear olF using them 
for self-promotion, and to develop 
an alternative — something he 
also is pursuing.
He's received lots o f attention 
and encouragement from the top 
schools. Hut so far no liberal arts 
colleges ranked higher than No. 
.30 on last year’s list has signed the 
letter, nor have any of the top 100 
universities.
Thacker and other rankings op­
ponents acknowledge he’ll eventu­
ally need to enlist the big names.
The fight against rankings 
“must be led by the beneficiaries,” 
Leon Hotstein, the president of 
Hard ('ollege in upstate New York, 
wrote in a recent letter to U.S. 
News and to fellow college presi­
dents, saying he would sign on to 
the protest if schools like Harvard, 
Princeton and Williams do so first. 
“To end a corrupt and misleading 
game, the winners, not the losers, 
have to call it quits.”
At some of the highest-ranked 
colleges, ofticials declined to com­
ment. Some that did said they 
are sympathetic to Thacker's case 
(many already refrain from ad­
vertising their rankings, at least in 
their own publications). And some 
are cooperating, at least partially. 
Yale will host a major gathering 
next month for Thacker’s elFort to 
develop a rankings alternative. Lee 
Stetson, dean of admissions at the 
University of Pennsylvania, said he 
expects his universitv and its Ivy 
League peers will eventually work 
with Thacker in some torm.
1 hey also s.iy the rankings are a 
fact of life.
“ In some respects, colleges and 
universities may have been too 
immune in the past to any kind 
of accountability for tnir practic­
es, and students and families de­
serve to know as much as possible 
about the educational investment 
that they are about to make,” said
. sec Rankings, page 27
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Parents: Learn to 
let go o f your child
Some c'opmg tips tor parouts sfiuling a otf to vttllcgo tor
the tirst tiiiK’;
• Ho proparod to ^o througli a period ot roowiliution ot your 
marria^o, trioiidships, and rolationships with oliildron still .it 
homo.
• (!ivo yoiirsolt timo to adjust. Aooopt that it won't happen 
overnight and ma\ bo pamt'ni.
• lake np aotivitios and mtorosts that seem tnltilling, but don't 
try to come np w ith “busy wink" to till the voii.1. This is a time 
tor developing, retoensing and grow ing.
• Keep it light. It yon cry when dropping yonr ehild ot't at 
eollege, also try to laugh at yonrselt a hit. Don't lay the burden ot 
yonr nnhappmess and an.xieties on yonr ebild.
• Avoid ottering last-miiuite advice on everything yon think 
yon didn't cover sntticieiuly. Yonr child is preoccupied with the 
coming adventure and isn't listening.
• Kesist the temptation to rush to fix yonr student's problems. 
Parachuting m robs children ot the chance to develop problem­
solving skills all adults need.
• Don’t call your student all the time just because bmh of you 
have cell phones. Think about setting aside a regular time for 
comnuinication.
• Don’t orchestrate a massive family gathering on your chilci’s 
first big holiday home without first talking with your student. He 
or she may have other ideas.
• Don’t take it personally if your student prefers to spend "home 
time" with friends, instead of you, especially the first year.
• Realize that w hile your caretaking job as a parent is done, 
a new and maturing relationship with your child is forming that 
can hold deep satisfaction for both of you.
• Remember that even when your children live elsewhere, 
your spot in their heart is permanent.
—  The Associated Press
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II !; I T V
lour Cal Poly Connect ion lo Real Estate On the Central Coast
Shelley Aleshire, Realtord)
350Jam es Wy, Ste. 130, Pismo Beach, CA 93449 
(805) 801-3318 direct 
(805) 773-7777 office 
sloshelia yahoo.com
/l.v a 30 year resident oj San Luis OhisfMt, and a Jttrmer 
Cat Potv (ukistn. I  can helft wu maki' the right mtn e!
V I D E O
793 E . Foothill Blvd #C 
543-0707
Release 2 Day $2.78 
Regular 5 Day $1.86
Call us at 543-0707 to Reserve your movie
Free 5 day movie
When renting bvo 2day movies S5.56
VonJ /.<!((, o ‘.
10 ,11 07 543-0707 ,
w w w .m ustangdaily .net
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W hat can ASI do for you?
I still remember that day tour years ago, standing ASI also employs 425 students; if you’re interested m 
on the front steps of Fremont Hall. My dad gave me a job, check out asi.calpoly.edu/hr. 
a firm handshake and my mom, inconsolable, reached Most importantly, ASI is here for YOU! Students
out tor her last hug before getting into the car to are the heart and soul of any university and as a stu- 
make the two-hour drive back home. As 1 watched my dent at C'al Foly, you have the opportunity to make
parents leave, one thought came 
to my mind ... for the first time 
in my life, 1 was on my own!
There 1 stood, a lowly farm kid 
from the Ckmtral Valley with a Visa 
check card in one pocket and my 
cell phone in another. As 1 turned 
back to look at the building 1 
would call home for the next year, 
a sense of excitement came over 
me because I realized that a whole
Urandon Soii/.a
\si i*m;.sii)KN'i'
your voice heard.
Last year students had some 
major concerns and ASI is work­
ing to address them:
• Transportation: ASI worked 
last year to help extend the bus 
routes for students who stay on 
campus later, so forget the hassle 
of driving m SLO and take the 
bus for free! Cdieck out slocity. 
org/visit.asp for a bus schedule 
• Recreation CAMiter: If you haven’t noticed already.new chapter in my life was starting to take shape.
And now here 1 am, 23 years old and student body the Kec C'enter can get a little crowded. As the year
president at one of the top ranked universities in progresses, you’ll be asked to give feedback about
America. As 1 look back on my tenure here at Cal what you want to see in an expanded facility...be on
Foly, I’m amazed at how much I’ve grown as an indi- the lookout.
vidual and my hope is that you will also take time here • Student safety: While C'al Foly and the C'ity of 
at Foly to discover yourself and your potential in ways San Luis Obispo pride themselves on providing a safe
you never imagined. community for their residents, it’s always a good idea
By now, you’ve probably seen signs all over campus to take precautions. ASI continues to work with vari-
that display three distinct lowercase letters: asi. Associ- ous entities to ensure student safety remains a top pri-
ated Students, Inc. is your ticket to the ultimate col- ority.
lege experience. • Sustainability: ASI is a big advocate for sustam-
Much more than your typical ASB or student gov- ability and looks forward to collaborating with cam-
Books
continued from page 2-t
111 the survey, more than all 
other categories. Fopular fic­
tion, histones, biographies and 
mysteries were all cited by 
about half, while one in five 
read romance novels. Every 
other genre — including poli­
tics, poetry and classical litera­
ture — were named by fewer 
than five percent of readers.
More women than men read 
every major category of books 
except for history and biogra­
phy. Industry experts said that 
confirms their observation that 
men tend to prefer nonfiction.
“Fiction just doesn’t interest 
me,” said Bob Ryan, 41, who 
works for a construction com­
pany in Ciuntersville, Ala. “ If
I’m going to get a story. I’ll get 
a movie.”
Those likeliest to read reli­
gious books included older and 
married women, lower earn­
ers, minorities, lesser educated 
people. Southerners, rural resi­
dents, Republicans and conser­
vatives.
The publishing business to­
taled $35.7 billion in global 
sales last year, 3 percent more 
than the previous year, accord­
ing to the Book Industry Study 
(¡roup, a trade association. 
About 3.1 billion books were 
sold, an increase of less than 1 
percent.
The AF-lpsos poll was con­
ducted from August 6 to K and 
involved telephone interviews 
with 1,003 adults. It had a mar­
gin of sampling error of plus or 
minus 3 percentage points.
ernment in high school, ASI is a $12 million non­
profit corporation that gets its funding from you the 
students and is run by students just like yourself.
ASI’s day-to-day operations include running the 
Recreation (¡enter. University Union, Sports (¡om- 
plex and the (¡hildren’s (¡enter, as well as helping to 
manage (¡al Folv’s 325-plus student clubs and bring­
ing interactive programming to the students of (¡al 
l\)ly — such as intramural sports, (¡oncerts m the Fla- 
za. the (¡raft (¡enter. Foly Escapes and so much more!
pus groups this year to make the university as green 
as it can be!
... and the list goes on! At ASI, we’re only as good 
as the feedback we get from the students and we wel­
come your comments. If you have something on your 
mind, want to learn more about .ASI or are looking 
to get involved, drop me an e-mail at asipresidentfit 
calpoly.edu or call 75()-12'f1.
(¡ood luck 111 all your eiideavtns and go Mustangs!
Avoid Burnout
www.mustangdaily.net
M/eVe go t pienti/ o f distractions.
Rankings
continued from page 25
Robert (¡lagett. dean of admission 
at Middlebury (¡ollege in Vermont, 
wrote in an e-niail.
Some schools s.iy Imvcotting 
would cost them leverage over 
the magazine to improve the svs- 
teni. Others say the rankings and 
general admissions anxiety, while 
a concern, just aren't at the top of 
their agenda.
“ I’m more concerned about 
students who aren’t paying any at­
tention to their college search than 
I am about students who are paying 
too much,” said Stephen Farmer, 
director of admissions at the Uni­
versity of North (¡arolma.
Thacker calls his campaign “a 
test of character” for college presi­
dents. He insists many are eager to 
sign on, but face pressure from their 
boards of trustees, whose mem­
bers often come from the businesN 
world.
The ranking system is “numeri­
cal, it’s a balance-sheet kind of bot­
tom-line analysis that they're really 
familiar with,” he said. Some uni­
versities, such as Baylor, have made 
rising in the U.S. News rankings 
an explicit goal; Arizona State has 
even made it a financial incentive 
in the president's contract.
Frivately, some admissions 
deans who dislike the magazine's 
in uence say the rankings have 
powerful supporters on campus. 
One dean of a prominent col­
lege said it’s considered gauche to 
brag about the school's ranking, 
but nobody wants to tell parents 
and alumni they can’t do so. Said 
another: “The biggest issue in the
rankings isn’t admissions, it’s prob­
ably fundraising.”
And it’s the lower-ranked col­
leges th.rt feel they have the most 
to lose.
“The schools pay a lot more at­
tention to the rankings than most 
of them claim,” said John Maguire, 
founder of a Massachusetts-based 
consulting firm that advises col­
leges. H is research has found that 
rankings — while not the top rea­
son — do play a significant role m 
determining which colleges stu­
dents pick.
At trustee meetings, “when you 
jump up a couple points, everybody 
says ‘Alleluia,’” he said. But at one 
client school that slipped from the 
second to the third quartile,‘’there 
was mass depression.”
Fhat pressure may explain why 
even some of the colleges listed as 
signers of Thacker’s letter promis­
ing to quit using rankings to adver­
tise themselves haven’t done so.
Wesleyan (¡ollege in (îeorgia 
still bragged this week on its Web 
site that Wesleyan “is consistently 
ranked as one of America’s Best 
(¡olleges by U.S. News A World 
Report,” and still had posted a 
(»((((-word release from last August 
touting its scores. Birnimgliani- 
Southern was still boasting that 
for 13 straight years it “has been 
ranked among the top National 
Liberal Arts (¡olleges in the coun­
try by U.S. News & World Report,” 
among other accolades. •
Other signees to Thacker’s let­
ter don't mention the magazine 
but still brag about rankings.“Top- 
ranked nationally by all widely re­
garded sources,” says the Web site 
of Holy Cross .in Massachusetts. 
“Ranked consistently in the top
I’m more con­
cerned about stu­
dents who aren’t 
paying any atten-
rion to their col-
•
lege search than I 
am about students 
who are paying 
too much.
— Stephen Farmer 
Director ol Ailiiiissions .it U. North Caniliii.i
tier of the nation's liberal arts col­
leges,” gushes the admissions Web 
site at (iettsyburg (¡ollege, whose 
president. Katherine Will, has been 
one of the more outspoken rank­
ings critics.
Brian Kelly, editor of U.S. News, 
says the protesters have it all wrong 
— the publicity from appearing in 
the rankings at all is good for their 
colleges. And he says the efforts by 
Thacker's group to develop an al­
ternative system to get students in­
formation about colleges miss the 
point. There is already ample col­
lege data available. Feople come to 
U.S. News to make sense of it all.
“If you look at the way people 
buy cars, refrigerators, the health 
care plans we rank, or hospitals, 
consumers are hungry for hard data 
they can use,” Kelly said. “But you 
can’t just give people just lumps of 
data. You have to help them sort 
their way through it.”
R g a l Ita lia n , R & a lp a s t!
* Delicious & affordable
• Quick lunch & casual 
family dinner
• Dine in or take out
Delivery to home 
or office
Parties
picnics
Saturday & Sunday 11:30-3:30 
All you can eat spaghetti with 
marinara sauce $ 4 .9 9
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 1 - 4 4 3 6
3212 Broad Street a t  Orcutt  
p a s ta p ro n to .c o m
• ( • *
f I » • «
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i ontinueJ fiom page 21
nor a • omi.'pt tliat is riiulmn p uti'. ular rJcsaiuf in the politi­
cal dt'i isioiis that the state seems to be iiiakinn.”
UC' otlk'ials point out that the\ haw a sigintkaiit tinaneial aul 
program that eovers increases tor needy students and ewn \\ ith the 
hikes. UC' tees are lower than most comparable public schools.
Still, t.tctoriiiit in C^llltornias expensive housing, the .tver.ige 
cost ot .ittending UC' w.is just over S21.(MI() last year, about the 
same or slightK higher than compar.ible schools such as the Uni- 
wrsity ot Illinois.
‘Tve argued tor most ot my career tor low tees and the state 
pro\iding adequate support, but what happens it'they can’t do 
that?” s,iys 1 arrv I lershman. LJCl's longtime budget director."’! his 
IS part ot'a bigger pmblem in how the state does its budgeting and 
all ot the constitutional and statutorv requirements that are built 
into the st.ite budgetary process and the very minimal amount ot 
exibiliry that the governor and the state legislature h.iw.”
When (iarameiuli attended (^il. he kept busy pl.iving varsitv 
football to some success and wiirking various )obs; he remembers 
cleaning the st.idium on Sundays.
Hig changes were sweeping .icmss c.impus — the l‘)(>4 Free 
Speech Mowment is considered ,i bellwether tor the decade ot 
campus protests that followed.
“Fverybodv in Berkeley sv.is involved in politics during those 
d.iys." recalls Claramendi.
C'hang. author of"C'an't Stop Won't Stop; A History of the 
I hp-Hop ( leneration.” began his Berkeley adventures .is .in 11- 
\ ear-old visiting Northern C'aliforma with his family from their 
home in I l.iwaii.
"1 w.is just awe-struck." he said.“ ! here w.is so much activiu'; 
the vibe w.is great. I remember telling my parents at that time. Tin 
going to come to this school. "
By lW5.w hen he did. college w.is becoming a serious invest­
ment. ! Iis parents took out a second mortg.ige and he worked 2<) 
hours a week, glam jobs like swishing dishes in the cafeteria aiu! 
selling pencils in the campus store.
1 le also got involved in student government, becoming presi- 
ilent his senior ye.ir. and working on issues ot fairness in .idniis- 
sion.
He gnisliuteii in I‘>S'h )ust before the chill economic w iiiils ot 
the early ‘‘>0s sent tees skywanl. In 1‘>‘>( I. .iverage annual fees were 
about Sl.iSiM) By 1‘f‘fS they h.id doubled to S4.(MKi.
" 1 he period that we’w been up ag;iinst has been one of ni.is-
MuSIANt; n.MlY
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sive retrenchment w here jH-ople h.tve been t.ilking .ibout how to 
cut gowinment. how to scale Kick on any kind sif ambition on 
the part ot state government.” s.iys Cdiang. “What that creates is 
this spiral to the bottom."
Now a parent of a I (l-vear-old. C di.ing's alre.idy thinking about 
college costs, as well .is Ins concern about the high-stakes race to 
get into elite schools like Berkeley.
"lust the thought of trviiig to get your kid into college is sort of 
a middle-cl.iss fear ot tailing." s.iys Cdiang, w ho still lives in Berke­
ley and is working on a history of .American multiculturalism. 
“We’ve .ilre.idy started stressing .ibout this. I just feel like these d.iys 
the kids .ire so much more pressured."
Nancy Blattel. class o t‘77 and now director of the California 
Alumni .Association, .igrees.
"I h.id a fabulous time .it C\il 1 wiirked hard. I got good gr.ides. 
but I’m around a lot of students now and I see them and thev h.ive 
a good time, but 1 think they’re under more pressure.”
No one’s predicting a return to the d.ivs of free college.
.After some years of huge budget cuts. UC and C!SU leaders 
made .i deal w itli (!ov. Arnold Schwarzenegger that provides for 
sin.ill but steady increases in st.ite funding .ilong with fee increases 
of up to 10 percent.
If the st.ite economy picks up, fees iiuy st.iy at for a while; if 
finances take another tumble, they could rise, s.iys Hershman. He's 
expecting a middle course ot fee hikes ot 5-to-lO percent.
('i.iramendi opposes any more hikes. s.iying th.it even with 
grants and financial aid. many lower-income families can’t con­
template the idea of incurring S40,(MK) in debt.
Debt is certainly something Mardoii, a junior this fall, would 
like to .ivoid.
Her parents, both professionals, make too much money to 
qualify' for financial aid, but not so much they can e.isily part with 
thousands a ye.ir. So far, she’s made it with their support, her own 
jobs, and squeezing into a two-bedroom apartment with two oth­
er people for S.S(M) a month.
Her younger brother starts at Berkeley soon, .ind that will 
prob.ibK mean taking out a loan.
l ike students of earlier generations, she was t.iken w ith C\il 
from the start.
“I liked the f.ict that it was a big c.impus with a lot of people. I 
noticed right .iw.iy th.it 1 would be exposed to a lot of new kle.is 
and people,’’she s.iys."In vour cl.isses,being with people who re­
ally ch.illenge themselves — it was really awesome for me to see 
these different sides of issues."
And she’d like to go on to law school when she gnuluates. al­
though th.it could be a pniblem. Some profession.il si hools in the 
UC] system, including Berkeley’s l.iw school, are proposing raising
ASSOCIAI M) PKl.SS
L>yana Mardon ¡.« photographed at the University of C]alifor- 
nia campus in Berkeley, ('.alifomias come a long way from its 
I960 goal of free collc>ge for all its residents. Technically, in­
state students admitted to the prestigious 10-campus system 
still pay /arro tuition. But assorted fc*es that once were minimal 
are creeping up, which some consider a cosdy mistake.
fees to S4(i,0(Kl-plus over the next few years.
"It’s frustrating." s.iys Mardon,"because I feel like it’s a public 
institution and it should be here so that most of the public can 
attend it."
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CHOOSE YOUH OEIH àOVEHTUBE!
CHOOSE TOUR OWN
SAN IXJIS OBISPO:
c rrv  o i' MYs rPKY
Rem em ber those adventure hooks in which you were given a sm all 
snake, a match and a battery, and had to choose between clim bing  
a tree to hide from an arm y of BJubuti natives arm ed with spears 
and hot tar, or m aking a bomb using these handy items to blow 
them up? W ell, your past is back to haunt you ... with sharks.
In the tradition of “Choose Your Own Adventure” books, we've ereated a SLO-style ad­
venture Just for you. Armed with eourage. Cal Poly's stamp of admission, and a health) 
appetite, you are to navigate the streets and waterways of San l.uis Obispo County.
You'll have a gang of friends to aeeompany you for part of the Journey, but don't rely 
too mueh on them. You ean only eount on yourself to get you through the task at hand
Caution: This is no easy task: this is not for the weak of heart.
Weleome to Cal Poly. Remember, only you ean ehoose your fate. But ehoose wisely, 
beeause if you rely on “learn by doing” taetics, you may be dead before you ean eor- 
reet a vital mistake (though turning baek a page is always an option).
Your adventure begins here:
Your family left a eouple of hours ago, and suddenly you hear a faint rumbling. You 
eheek to sec if the “P” is crumbling down the hill toward your dorm room. But no. 
your roommate informs you it's only your stomach. You have two choices: head across 
campus for your first experience of classy on-eampus dining (turn to pg. 46), or brave 
the concrete jungle of downtown San l.uis Obispo in search of an eating establishmem 
(turn to pg. 34).
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Black Moth Super Rainbow — “ Dandelion Gum”  ((¡niri fiiiv)
1 ).iiidc|ii)ii (iiim  is .i|> cicctriticd psyc hedelic da'.iiii that is both a pn)pheey and 
inem on.
Uonde Do Role — “ With Lasers”  (Ihniiih')
As tar as siiinttier party soundtracks yo. you can trust this Hra/ilian-indie dance 
giT)tip to make people dance w ith derjwd baile tiiiik and tásela Ivats.
Burial — “ Burial”  {llyihiiliih)
bmin the shadows ot'South London emerges a haunting and cr\ptic rhsthin 
th.it —  once it penetrates your ears —  w ill iieser lease your Isods.
Dan Deacon — “ Spiderman of the Rings”  (cwijmiA.’)
Absurd III its coinpleNtty and be.iuty. 1 )an 1 )e.icon crafts one of the most fun and 
smartest electionic albums o f the year.
Electrelane — “ No Shouts. No Calls”  pm )
fou r ;4irls from fngl.ind ss ill make you reconsider ss hat it means to be in a jam 
Kind.
Entrance — “ Prayer o f Death”  ( Vo /Vc)
f  ntrance upioots his .uoustic blues .ind g<K  ^electric ss ith a full bac king band 
and .111 ounce ol inushroonis.
Justice - “ f  ”  (/ ly¡HT(iiih)
Boldy n.inied‘'f."  justice's first full .illnini is piob.ibly the only thing that 
met.ilhcMcis. c lubbel^ and sluts .ill h.ivc in common.
Kickball — “ everything is a miracle nothing is a miracle everything is”
(//iy/i riir< lUiil HiiiiihliiiLrs Rtwnis)
They put on a givat lisv shoss (ixKke'd the Steynlx-i^  (íaller\j..ind pl.iy frene hy 
}x>p on a disco-lxMt. xhizoid level, fhank jeMis for I )IY  bands.
No Age — “ Weirdo Rippers”  {h'jl('iti)
Twt> L.A. skate/art/punks axerncilc their lualcoa* influence's with no-wave and 
post-punk with a coinpilaticMi of 11 stunning tracks from their 5 1 )IY  EIA.
Skeletons and The Kings of all Cities —  “ Lucas”  (('Jiosily liiurthUioiiat) 
l')ise'oncerting and isolating,“ Lucas” uiKlulate‘s with influences from psychc'dclic 
frtnk to five jazz while defying gena* clas.sification and listeners’ expecuidons at
At»/ (Àunihyii iind Hriiiit CÀtisi<fy <in’ mink lUnrtors ill K('PR, San Liis 
V/..1 I'M. 77/<?c iitr lliiir imks lop luv  alhimn i\l the siminiir.
•• Musical Playlist ••
Looking for some new music to download (legally, of course ... see pg. 60)? 
Here’s a brief look at three current releases from some old favorites
Rilo Kiley
“Under the Black l.lght”
('ritics have given Rilo Kiley's 
new album the of black light test, 
and it has passed. Los Angeles alter­
native rock band Rilo Kiley released 
its fourth studio album, “Under the 
Black Light,” Aug. 21 through War­
ner Bros. Records.
This is the band’s first album since 
“More Adventurous,” which came out 
in 2(M)4.The new album is energetic, 
fun, creative and a worthy follow-up 
to the group’s previous works.
Lewis’ lyrics and vocals are 
strong as usual throughout the en­
tire album.The album reflects the 
C'alifornia style of the group and 
encourages clapping and danc­
ing with its upbeat tracks, “(dose 
C]all” shows off Lewis’ beautiful 
vocal range and style.
The album’s title track, “Un­
der the Black Light,” is one of 
the strongest tracks on the disc. 
“Dreamworld” is a little corny, but 
features nice vocals from Blake 
Sennett. “ Dejalo” and “ Money­
maker” are a little funkier, but 
definitely enjoyable.
To promote the new album. 
Rilo Kiley has started their fall 
tour in Europe and will finish with 
dates in the U.S. and (Canada.
—  liilrric Bishop, 
'¡'III' Biitlalioii ( Texas Ai~M)
Ben Harper 
“Lifeline”
Perhaps as exhausted by the politi­
cal process .is much of the country now 
finds itself, 1 Lirper largely skirts politics 
on this .ilbum, .iddrc'ssing notions of a 
corrupt power structure in the opener 
“Faght Outta You” and touching on 
the contentiousness and polarization of 
the country in the up-tempo “Put It 
On Me.”
( )therwise,he concerns himselfwith 
univers.ll themes of love and loss, with 
quiet romantic serenade's and rumina­
tions found in a four-song block early 
in the album. Not until the breezy and 
ilc'sperately needed “S.iy You Will” — 
utilizing that most tfaternit\-tfieiKlly 
of percussion instruments, the bongos 
— do we get a blast of cool air.
But it doesn’t List.
Of the renuuning songs, only on 
the superb “Put It On Me” will listen­
ers find much in the w'ay of toe-t.ip- 
ping. The a'iii.iinder of the songs aa' 
bc t^ summed up by a reflective, soulfiil 
mediLition on .iging, “Younger Than 
TtxLiy,” and a five-.ind-a-h.ilf minute 
acoustic guitir instrunient.il, “Paris 
Sunrise #7.”
“Lifeline” is among Harper’s kss- 
adveimianis albums, oflering less a bold 
step forw.ird and nioa' a quick ba'ather 
betba' the artist goes on to bijqter .ind 
hopefiilly nioa- intea'sting things.
—  Tatriek CaldweU 
Daily'li'.xiw il . lexas)
The New Pornographers 
“Challengers”
l or the legions of early adopters 
who gorged on the New Pornogra- 
phers’ debut albums and sang then 
praises in countless music blogs .nul 
adoring band profiles,"('hallengcr^ ' 
IS no doubt bittersweet.
With this, their fourth album 
and the follow-up to 2(M).S’s wuleK 
praised “Twin Chnenia,” the CLiii.i- 
diaii indie pop group finally grows 
up, reaching new levels of thought­
fulness and tentative maturity.
The result is the veritable defi­
nition of an album that grows on 
you, a more mellow, folksy outing 
focused on mid-tempo ballads in­
stead of lightning-quick power pop. 
Whether listeners will appreciate 
this new direction depends solely on 
their ability to divorce their expecta­
tions from the sugar highs the band 
has been known for until now.
“(diallengers” knows what it’s 
doing from the get-go, establishing 
the album’s focus on building cre­
scendos and acoustic guitar-driven 
tunes. While this fourth effort re­
tains the quality of previous New 
Pornographers records — as well as 
their utiIiz.ition of multiple instru­
ments and obtuse, fundamentalK 
unimportant lyrics — it channels 
that quality in very new directions.
—  ¡Kuril k (Tallin'ell 
IXtily lixaii 11 '.'lexas)
Kona’s Deli
Home of the surfln Sandwich!
Uoted Best Sandwich
by Cal Poly Students 2006 &  2007
Close to campus!
977 E . Foothill B M . Ste. I 
T : 54fr0369
Store Hours
MONDAY THRU SUNDAV 
10:30 Bom
WANTING JO  G ET MORE OUT 
O F L IF E  IS  STRONG. t
% GETTIN G TH E MOST OUT 
Í  O F Ú F E  IS  A RM Y STRONG. -
 ^ There'* strong. Then there's Army Strong.. , 
The strength that comes from expert training in onef 
of over 150 different career fields-as well as money fbrj:  ^
college. Find out how to get it at goarmy.corfT/sirong.«^
Y STRONG
How would you like $70K for college? 
Contact the number below for more information.
Los Angeles Recruiting Battalion 
(323) 293 - 5209
02007. tor by ftw Unltod Statos Army. Alt rights rasorvad.
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“Superbad” is summers superhit
S i *
C f
jMu m  f
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I N T E R V I E W
Nick Maslow
THE MIAMI HURRICANE (U . MIAMI)
CXIKAL CiABLES, Fla. — A party of four seeinin^y typical gcMitlenien sat 
at a Uiblc* tucked into the corner of Preston s Kc*stuirant in the Loews Hotel on 
Miami Beach. Prying diners seemed confused xs two publicists c*scorteci journal­
ists behind the curtains that partially obstructed the view of the table, as if wonder- 
ing,“Why aa* those guys getting theV.I.P. treatment?”
But such a a’action is undersLindable. After all, the teen sex comedy “Super- 
bad” was tha*e weeks away ftom making groups of moviegoers laugli in unison 
and, by their own admission, the actors at the table wea- not ex.icdy A-list.
“None of us aa* aally famous,” Jonah Hill viid. Hill was cast as the obsc*s,sive, 
penis-sketching (xldball Seth after working with paxlucers Judd Apatow and Seth 
Rogen on their other summer hit,“Knocked Up.”“Hopeftilly the fact that people- 
loved ‘Kiux'ked Up’ will a*ally help this movie,” Hill said.
But it turned out that “Superbad” didn’t need to ride the “Knocked Up” wave 
to score big. Indeed, the film banked more than $31 million in one week after 
its Aug. 17 release, besting first week e.arnings for“Kmx'ked Up” by more than a 
million dollars.
The feat was not something Hollywcxxl ex-pected tniiii a comedic yet ulti­
mately heart-warming tale of three nerdy high schcxil buddic-s who set out to lose 
their virginity to the girls in their fantasic-s.
So w'hat, other than its unique plot, nukc-s “Supeiiiad” so ftinny?
“Everybexly here improvises,” Hill s.iid.“l think that is how Judd has set up his 
way of making movies.”
Perltaps big-scix-en first tinier Cihristopher Mintz-Plasse is the c;ist menilx*r 
with the most appreciation for the filmmakers. His pcTitniyal of Fogell,a wannabe 
ladic-s man who givc-s himself the name McLovin on his fake I.IL, has garnered 
him so much attention that Sony Pictures is developing a line of“McLovin Mer­
chandise.”
“I love walking in |a place) and hearing a bunch of people going ‘McLovin! 
Yeah!”’ he said. “Before this imnie, I was just a regular hij:^ schtxil kid going to 
schcx)l and work.”
Merchandising opportunitic-s aside, the guys insist thc7  won’t let their Hol- 
lywtxxl success story get to their heads.
“We g()t an invite to the Playboy mansion, and we all turned it down,” Hill 
said. “They wvre going to film it for the E! reality show. But I think what people 
really like about us is that we’re really the oppsisite of Hollywtxxl-typc people.
“We all hang out and liw our lives as we normally wxTuld if we weren’t doing 
this. What nukes you not go cTazy- is when you don’t buy into the bullshit that 
comes along widi being an actor.”
choose your OWH AOVEHTURE ■ (com from pg. 48)
N
_______ ^
On your way to the crosswalk, your roommate pulls up with 
some others from your dorm. They are on their way to Pirate’s 
Cove, a nearby beach known for its flawless and protected 
ocean view ... and its unofficial swimsuit-optional policy. You 
jump in the car, and 20 minutes later you are at the beach.
But so are a band of pirates. They take one look at you and 
your friends and, thirsty for blood, they charge. Do you: a) run 
to the cave hoping to hide (turn to pg. 57), or b) stand your 
ground with the only weapons at hand, a conch shell and a 
piece of rotten driftwood (turn to pg. 43)?
M O V IE  R E V I E W
Rick Passmore
THE INDEPENDENT C'OLLEOIAN (U . TOLEDO)
TOLEDO, Ohio — It was the time of raging 
hormones, drunken mishaps and wavering minds.That’s 
right, it was senior year of high school, the backdrop for 
the newest film to come from the minds of “The 40- 
Year-C31d Virgin” and “Knocked Up” creators.
“Superbad” is a super-fun, sex-and-booze comedy 
about three socially awkward 1 S-year-old friends Evan 
(Michael Ciera),Seth (Jonah Hill) and Fogell (newcom­
er Christopher Mintz-Flasse) who try to get alcohol for 
a part>' so they can get with girls they’ve been pawning 
over.
With graduation and the separation of college upon 
them, Seth sees this as a final chance to lose their virgin­
ity, so they can go to college sexually experienced.
For Seth, a porn-addicted pervert, trying to attract 
hottie Jules (Emma Stone) is all he can think about.The 
only way he thinks he can attract her is at her party, for 
which she asked him to provide the liquor. However, his 
sheepish best friend Evan, although prepared to, doesn’t 
really want to sleep with his secret sweetheart Becca 
(Martha Macissac) but instead wants to woo her and 
make her his — at least for the summer.
So, who do they rely on for the dauntirtg task of 
underage alcohol purchase?
They rely on the biggest outcast, Fogell, because he 
received a fake ID in which he turned himself into the 
25-year-old organ donor from Hawaii named “McLo­
vin.” Eventually, “McLovin” is questioned about a rob­
bery, and then goes on a seemingly never-ending and 
unforgettable journey with two of the worst cops you 
would ever want to protect and serve, played by co­
writer Seth Rogen and “Saturd.iy Night Live” funny­
man Bill Hader.
As for the story of this film, that is about it. It’s the
quintessential story to every teen sex comedy you’ve 
ever seen, but what makes it unique is the writing, the 
characters and the performances.
C'.era, from the television hit “Arrested Develop­
ment,” and Hill, famous for his roles in “Knocked Up” 
and “Cirandnia’s Boy,” have such a great chemistry ami 
play off each other so well, you’ll swear you knew these 
guys in high school, if you weren’t already them. These 
tight amigos got into separate schools, and the tension 
around it grows throughout the picture, and the two use 
it to the advantage of pity for their characters.
However, rookie performer Mintz-Flasse is the 
scene-stealer,as he not only plays Fogell, but he is Fogell, 
and eventually McLovin. His trek with the police, who 
were just going to give him a lift to his destination, turns 
into a wild night of homeless bar nuts, abuse of power 
and eventually an inadvertent meeting with Evan and 
Seth, all of which Fogell seems to become more ballsy 
with every new- scene.
Each character has their own bit of odd, social mo­
ments, such as Seth’s daydreams in the grocery store and 
Fogell’s different misadventures with his cop buddies, 
and they definitely have their memorable lines, which 
are so perverse and grotesquely funny, I would be heav­
ily censored if I repeated them.
While there’s an over abundance of cursing and sex 
jokes, there is the heart that seems to be in everything 
producer Judd Apatow has a hand in. You begin to feel 
for these poor saps, no matter how disgusting they may 
be.
Yet, like the 19S0s classic “Revenge of the Nerds,” 
the boys of “Superbad” pawn over the much more at­
tractive female counterparts, and Evan’s crush on Becca 
is the only one that seems like it would work in real life. 
But it makes me feel good to see that the oddballs aren’t 
competing against a jock stud, but only themselves, and 
it really did remind me of my high school d,iys.
“Superbad” made me laugh harder than any other 
comedy I’ve seen this year, and it also gave me a little 
hit of high school nostalgia that is perfect for these late 
summer woes about beginning school once more.
STORAGE
Offers Student Winter Specials, 
starting October 1  st 2 0 0 7
Prepay 1 Full Month &
Redeve 1 Month FREE 
(New Renters Only)
‘ S '
» • Open 7 days/w eek
Office Hours: 8:00 am to 4:30 pm 
Gate Hours: 7:00 am to 7:00 pm 
C losed all major holidays
p » f f
Don't be caught without storage!
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 6 - 9 7 8 8
154 Suburban Rd 
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
^(behind Food 4 Less) f
We gladly accept
fl Ua.il nkii-it ’,
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•CHOOSE YOUR OV/H A D V E N T U R E ' (com from pg. 30)
n
After successfully navigating the concrete jungle, your stom­ach wants one thing only; the sweet, sweet nectar of burning animal flesh. Upon further investigation, your nose leads you to Firestone’s, a bar and grill known for its tri-tip sandwiches and toilet-paper napkins. After wandering around with a full stomach, you happen upon Bubblegum Alley. You are faced with two options; walk (turn to pg. 48) or run (turn to pg. 42).
S H e R I N G  I S  C A R I N G !
m S U l  t i l l s
U P  u i  w  •  m  t f  ^ t c i  n u c l e i  i  I  ^  •  n o t
( M e y .  i t ’ ll g i v e  y o u  s o m e t h i n g  t o  t a l k  t o  M o m  a b o u t . )
Michael L  La Puma, D.M.D.
ORAL & MAXILLOFACIAL SURGERY
• DENTAL EXTRACTIONS / WISDOM 
TEETH
•GENERAL ANESTHESIA
• DENTAL IMPLANTS
• FACIAL COSMETIC SURGERY
• RECONSTRUCTIVE SURGERY OF 
THE JAWS, FACIAL BONES. AND TMJ
------CALL-------
541-6725
------TODAY-------
620 California Blvd., Ste. G, San Luis Obispo
S A N  L U IS  C U S T O M S
I Authorized D ealer 
Window Film  P roducts
♦ tints rear window Top-of-the-line 3M window film 
Lie. #704712
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Southern California art exhibit 
proves to be controversy-prone
By Linda Chang
D aily Bkuin (U C LA )
LCTS ANCiELES — Yon know you’re at a modern 
art e.xhibit when the woman staring at a piece of 
ordinary-looking red plywood mounted before you 
whispers with a bemused g rin ,“So 1 have this at my 
apartment. 1 bought it from Home Depot, and I use 
it as my tlooring.”
This was just one of many vocal reactions to the Los 
Angeles CAUiiity Museum ofArt’s“SoC l^l: Southern C'ali- 
tornia Art ot the l%()s and ’70s’’ exhibit, which may be 
the most interactive and commotion-causing art show in 
Los Angeles this year. _______________________
The SoC'al col­
lection, which will 
run through March 
30, features a broad 
range of work, from 
light and space in­
stallations. geometric 
art, and a small devo­
tional to the politi­
cally conscious artists 
of the day — artists ^
who no doubt had
Vietnam, abortion rights, the Kennedy assassination 
and the Chvil ILights Movement in mind.
Every piece is also rife with Southern California 
innuence, whether it’s the acrylic sunset that greets 
you at the entrance or the undulating wave reflec­
tions of a glittery yellow square panel nearby.
Most ot the contemporary exhibit’s works are 
vibrant, big color blocks evoking Andy Warhol and 
Austin Powers in equal parts. These pieces are ap­
propriately tagged “Untitled,” as it is nearly impos­
sible to describe them coherently in words. But it 
soon becomes hard to distinguish the first “Unti­
tled” resin square sculpture from the Kith. Suitably, 
the adults walking by these works looked dazed and 
a little skeptical that they had to pay to see this.
M ost o f  the contem porary 
exhibit s works are vibrant, 
big color blocks evoking  
Andy W arhol and Austin 
Powers in equal parts.
But some works are able to convey the innovations 
ot the period, which were partly due to advance­
ments 111 aerospace and high-tech industries m the 
‘.SOs and ‘hOs. New materials developed during that 
time helped light and space artists explore new ways 
ot integrating their art with the environment. An 
untitled installation by renowned space artist Doug 
Wheeler features a claustrophobic, dark space with a 
single light source: a dimly lit screen in the center of a 
wall that washes the entire enclosure in an eerie gray 
haze. Walking closer to this ethereal floating plane, 
you feel absolutely hypnotized, as if you’re wandering 
through a dream rather than looking at an over-sized
light fixture.
Another highlight is 
“(Tibe,” by Larry Bell, a 
transparent square made 
of vacuum-coated glass 
that sits at chest level and 
allows you to look at it — 
and your own reflection 
— from every perspec­
tive, making the viewer 
a working, breathing part 
of the art.
Meanwhile, the works 
of the more realistic artists of the period are of­
ten, quite literally, trash. In a memorable assemblage 
work, an inebriated male teenager, made of chicken 
wire, feels up a girl in the backseat of a rusting ‘3S 
Dodge.
And after the geometric perfection of the 
installation artists, the area where rusting altars and an­
thropomorphic abortion displays (a cement bag vio­
lently slit open) predominate serves as a reality check 
that the '60s and '70s weren’t just the good ole days — 
they were times of conflict and social reflection.
The exhibit’s combination of both the glamor 
and grime, the nonsensical and symmetric will leave 
visitors with their own strong reactions to one of 
('alifornia’s most volatile time periods.
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' M i H O I Æ S A i Æ
A special offer for Cai Poly students;
Join today and receive a Costco Sampler Tote 
filled with full-size samples of our own 
Kirkland Signature*^ products
Shop Costco for;
Gas Station
Computers 
& Supplies
Tire Center
Food Court
Beverages
1-Hour Photo
Snacks
Apparel
Rôtisserie
Chicken
Groceries
Electronics
Travel Program
Pizza, whole or 
by the slice
Books. CDs, DVDs
Pharmacy
Bring this ad in to the 
membership counter to join
Costco Tote Bag offer expires 12/31/07 and is valid only for non-members for their first 
year of membership. You must apply in person at the San Luis Obispo Costco location.
Samples items may vary.
Off Is nontransferable and cannot be combined 
with any other offer or coupon.
1540 Froom Ranch Way
For more information or to join, call 
(805) 541-7002 or visit c6stco.com.
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Cartel deals sweet sonic highs
/
-4.
laiielle Eastridge
Ml SI \\(! i)\in
Within the past twt) years. Chattel — an Atlanta-based pow- 
•rpop/punk/roek hand — lias released two full-length albums, 
nas received major radio and MTV airtime, and has gotten 
much critical acclaim from major publications. Without a 
doubt, this is a band on the rise.
Will Pugh, the 2,Vyear-old lead singer of the band, was in 
Mbuquerque, N.M., Aug. 2P, taking a one-day break (more 
liki- 'sitting on (their) asses doing nothing,” Pugh explained) 
from headlining a tour that began Aug. 21, the same day their 
■oimomore, selt-titled album was released.
omprised ot Will Pugh (vocals/guitar), Joseph Pepper 
guitar), Nic Hudson (guitar), Jeff Lett (bass) and Kevin Sand- 
1 .Irunisi ^irtel will pl.iy at the Kec ('enter as a cUising to 
sV\ hrid.u evening. T he event, paid for by the week's par- 
Mpaiits, will also feature tipening act Lest Your Keriexes.
L.acn seal, the WOVt’ board and ASI book a band — usually 
)iK currently work­
ing till in album, 
tnnng o'- tin the 
ise — tar enough in 
ulvance that when 
1 o r rt conies 
a.) ind. tile band 
Will oe more ptipu- 
n than when it was 
i'it;inalls bookeil,
Madeline Ar- 
"lina me tit the 
iv<-n me libers of 
year . executive
Mil ’ ll '\ list! tipl
■1 lands svitli wide
VH' I
I r.i ti 1 1 1 on .1 IIV. 
pick some- 
I'j not till'
IK > I • direc- 
so 't \v ill be a 
't\ il-pie.iser. and 
ive .1 lot 
1 :\ •' 
s.iid. ■ \Ke want 
netinnu evervone 
' •Miot > want to go to
Iter •- irtel. i band w hi' h meets 
I'ti ' 111 il .1 . -n 1
le hm l rei orded then second ilbuni. a tolkiw-im to 
■ . di'iKi ilbuni. > diioin.i w hiK .,',ued iisul. iiopar- 
Mibh’ "  onstnicted on Pier ,S4 ii \ t  A Nork iis dn mg 
i lav W'Nioii 111 lati spi mg Ivseiitv three vitlei' canier.is 
tollowed the band annind, and the footage was .lin'd live on 
Ik- I iteriiet via M I \ ’.
‘Prettv nuts is the onlv vv.iv to dest ruK u, Pugn s.mi witn 
a soutnern draw 1."It was tun; we had ,i good time. It vve li.nl to 
lo It again.we would change some things. iUit th.it s the same 
with evervthmg."
You get used to the cameras ifter .i win W< nikln t 
talk to the ■ameramen). but we became triends with them .md 
would mess iriiund with them 1 hey became like old friends 
coming to visit everyday "
Itec.iuse of the higli-protile position the bubble itTorded Mieni. 
till' .illnim Pugh and the rest ot the bind Tean d “couldn't iust be 
like .inv old album; we had to do tilings aiiovv [i.ir, ne >.iul.
Wlnc.i.v one of the .Majqr je,.i>qif, '¿ijiy ¡le qa;id jsked
Powcrpop/punk/rock band ('artel, whose .self-titled so ph o- 
more album was relea.sed Aug. 21, will be playing Friday 
night with lest Vour KeHexes .it the WOW closing concert.
three o' f r  lio.ird''
Wyclet je.m to remix Pugh’s beloved “Wasted,” a song that has 
been a “labor of love” two years in the making for the lead 
singer and one that he never intended to be ('artel-worthy 
until it vv.is completely finished.
I he result ot Wyclet s remixing was a complete surprise to 
Pugh .ind the rest ot the band; the reggae-influenced remake of 
the original turned out to be more “summer jam 2(M)7” than hip- 
hop, the genre (kirtel expected fniin the former Fugees member.
“ I'm pretty sure we’re the only white band 
who has Wyclef rapping on their album.” Pugh 
cluickl ed. “lleing from Atlanta, that adds a lot of 
credit to us.”
“Wyclef was really easy to work vv ith — he likes 
to work w ith songs, splicing them and putting them 
back together.... You really don’t mess with Wvclef 
I was like You ve sold i million records, and I’ve 
sold (a couple hundred thousand) You win.’”
Pugh .liso credits the hip-hop artist with one 
ot the best pieces ot advice he’s received about
the music industry: “He
- ---- ——------------------ told m e.‘1 didn’t get to
where 1 am right now 
bv listening to what 
other people h.ive told 
me.’ And I was like,
‘1 hat’s poignant.’ That 
(piece of advice) was a 
big deal for me,” Pugh 
said.
Now released, the 
second album is some­
thing Pugh said he and 
the band’s other mem­
bers .ire very proud of.
“We feel like this 
rei oiil s.iys more about 
0 . 1  .1 ind ind who vve
are more than the previ­
ous two.” he said.“With 
‘('hronia’ vve never re- 
ili/ed our potential in 
the studio; vve (were 
rushed’) .ind didn’t have 
.1111 :o tn I l k  about the 
song- like vve did on 
till- -MU' We didn’t even 
kn >w w hat to tliiiik .iboui.
■ W ith dll'- second one vve ii.id a choice 
between going in mere .ind vvritin„ - .i Hiv. nit 
w.i I 'gs or we loulil Have done what vve
re.illv w.iiiied to do: wpte ,in ilbum h.it w - re.illv 
hk e with good music on it. " he s.iid
•\l'c ■ 1 m the road tor i seek ind i h.ilt Pugh 
s.iid lie .iiKi the other- vveie looking forw I'd to 
hitting I ■ 1 les dike ( al '*o)\ ' liter in the ■ ir *\ 
slump due to touring after big time tours -n -'i i- 
the W.i p.\l Four and -cliooi art has tr.in-i.i.ed 
lo lovvei th.in-expected crowds so far.
I nougn the crow ds haven’t neen as full .is thev 
li.id iiopeU tor, Pugli said the slums n.ive -till ne 
go >.i .ind hat everyone is still in good spirits - 
ind th.it they’re excited to soon get p.ist vv hat lie 
.ill- the n irg.itory time.”
"Something like that h.is be.-n i.ippenm ; ev- 
erv vv here vve ve gone WV’re ooxing loiw.inl to 
PMving ,it venuesi after vve i \ ” Pugn ml
' yili ae n ic  tis put this b n o-Ncnooi
that’s been ,i downer behind us.”
“We put on a pretty good show, I think. We just like to get 
up there, have a good time, .ind hang out with people who like 
our music,” Pugh s.iid.“('oiiie with the idea that you are going 
to have a kick-ass time”
For more information regarding (firtel and to hear songs 
from their newly released self-titled album, visit vv vv vv.cartel- 
rocks.com or www.myspace.com/cartel.
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.Mexican Food 
Hours: 8am-10pm
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Bee(f/Chickcn/PorkA^egí*lc 
Free Soda with Cal Poly ÍD
Free Soda with Cal Polv ID
Breaiifast All Day Seafood Cociitails
786-4798
5 Santa Rosa St. iconwruff.xnhiHi San Luis Obispo
( O I  K II I 'H O IO s
Mon-Wed 8:30am-11pm 
Thur-Sat 8:30am-l 1 pm
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MEXICAN FOOD
SMALL FREE SODA 
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PLEASE VISIT THE ENSEMBLE WEB PAGES LISTED ABOVE FOR DETAILS
Sign up for your interview/audition during WOW or the first week
of classes in the Davidson Music (!enter (bldg 45) P*
Come to the first meetings to check them out 
Academic credit offered^  instruments are provided
MUSIC
QUESTKWS7 
CONTACT THE CAL POLT 
NUSK DmUTNENT: 
7Se-240«
WWW. Mask .calpolf cd«
☆ R o ck & R o U  H air
Voted one of the best places in SLO for a haircut
lir not too bad tor a local girl#
ë
l i
■fj*
mb.
t  i
îî?<-;v li»
Mon-Fri 10am-7pni 
Saturday 10am-5pm
973 E. Foothill Blvd. Suite 107 
Walking distance from Cal Poly
M t e ( o ] ® ^
MINERAL SPRINGS 
R E S O R
lì
►'HV-
Mineral Spring Hot Tub Hours - Reservations Recommended
M onday-Thursday 7 :00am  - M idnight $12.50 per hour per person 
Friday, Saturday & Sunday 7 :00am  - 2am  $15 per hour per person
Gardens of Avila Restaurant Nightly Events
1* nHav N ight Brew  1 /2 o ff all beer and M onday N ight Football 5-9pm 
T u « ra y  & Thm sday H appy H o u , 1/2 o ff appetizers and d rink specia ls 5-7pm
K
k j *
Spa & Wellness Center
M assages, Facials & Body Treatm ents in a beaut r 
Com plim entary  30 m inute m inera l springs u ,h  '■ setting
°  every treatm ent
595-7302
sycamoresprings.com
H
Yoga, Pilâtes & Tai Chi ri=.
Daily classes to fit into your schedule  *^'®**®*
2 ^ p e r  class or 10 classes for $ , 00 w^oTr'ylTgaV^^^^^^^^
Resort Gift Cards Available 1215 Avila Beach Drive "On the Road to Avila Beach"
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w w u .in i iv t i in g d a ily .n e t
Ort>oke Ritbortson
1 r.i on tlu’ M.‘> Olid tiool ot 
tiu’ (.iMpliK \rt^ Iniildinu ipi.'iuliiiL’ 
,1 third tioiM iiio\i- , k (  I’K bl.ists Its 
ilt.'i l u i iw  i.iiiis thfouph tin- st.ition's 
door .tiki into tlu' h,ill\\.i\. hn-Mkinc 
up tiu- inonotom ot (.-x-i-Tx d.i\ i lassr-s
tOl studoiUs ,ind p,lSM.-fs h\.
KC I’K, S.m luis  <'hispo is C'.il 
I’oK s \vi \ ou n r.idio st.ituni. I iston 
(.‘I s triiin S.int.i M.ii i,i to .-\t.isi .kIlto 
..111 tniK- 111 to 'M..S IM  ti>r a ilaiK 
dose ot .ilternatiw i i u i s k  aiui indo- 
[sendent piopr.nnining. 1 roin I ) i \ k ' 
iik-lodk-s to 1 reikh pop. trom un 
dergrouikl hip-liop to iiulie-lu unis- 
iK'ss, aiu) troin si.nuv hieals-l’>e,its to
ni.id |.i//. KC I’K s got It dowivd.
( Dinprisod ol .in .ill-\a>liiiuoci 
st.ih ot more th.m 11 M ) students, tas til 
tv aiki eommunitv inemheis, KC'I’K 
Isro.ids ists 24 lunii s ,i d.iv I >iss toek 
.•vs run t u o  and one-lunii shows, 
ul iu h tollmv either .i regul.ir tormat 
shows th.it shows.ise new musie not 
pl.ixesi [-»x most nuiiistre.iin r.uiio 
st.itioiis;. s)i .1 spesi.il tonn.it (shoxxs 
tli.it ilexote tlieniselx'i-s to ,i p.irtieular 
'tx le. genre or theme).
I lere's ,i glimpse into the motix.i- 
noiis aiul priorities ot some ot the 
■\esutives XX ho run the st.ition .iiul 
11.ike KC I’K XX li.it It Is
I oi more intorm.ition oi to lis- 
eii online, x isit xx xx xx.k* }xr org.
KCPR Executive
General Manager
Katrina Dickson
graphic communication senior
Any regret.s in joining?
“Never. It's amazing'. You get a 
whole group of friends with it. 
There's new music, events; it's a 
whole subculture."
KCPR in five words;
"best thing you can do“
Favorite album this year so far 
Alela Diane — "The Pirate’s Gospel'
« A T R N A
Member since: 
Summer 2006
KCPR Executive
General M anager
Jeremiah Grodkie’wricz
industrial engineering senior
Best KCPR experience;
DJing in zentai suits was "the most 
epic experience."
Worst KCPR experience;
“It’s a volunteer station -  people 
lack motivation sometimes or think 
they can break the rules."
Favorite album this year so far; 
Electrelane — "No Shouts No Calls"
.r , ...
(' I V ^
Member since: 
Winter 2006
¡THE M A TTRESS SALE Y O U 'V E ALWAYS D R EA M ED  A B O UT IS N O W  A REALITY;
iT^nr:T‘T!^ii7
KCPR Executive
Air Staff Instructor
Katy Zan'ville
nutrition seiiior
Joined because:
"I visited the radio station when I la 
went to open house, and thought. 
•This is really awesome. I need to he 
a pa.rt of it.’’’
Best KCPR experience;
Her 1 to 4 am. grave.yard shift. 
"Jeremy was right aftei’ me and 
we’d always party It up after 
wards."
Member since: 
Winter 2005
-  KCPR Executive
Traffic Director
Max Reid
biomedical engineering senior
Best KCPR experience:
KCPR’s Garden Party afterparty. 
"Ninety people were singing covers 
of Michael Jackson songs in this 
private basement in the middle of 
nowhere."
KCPR in five words;
“everything you can’t hear 
elsewhere"
Member since; 
Spring 2006
KCPR Executive
B usin ess Director
t e r
Megan Ratto
business junior
Job Description;
"Jesse and I take care of the bills 
and the fundraising ... We’re the 
money side of KCPR "
Joined because;
"I love music, and 1 want to pur 
sue a career in the music industr.y 
with record labels." Member since: 
Winter 2007
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M
wow Mass
Sunday, September 9 -10:00 am 
Newman Catholic Center
Our WOW Mass is a Sunday Mass for you and 
your families to join together in prayer before 
college life begins. A light reception wilt follow 
Mass for you and your families to meet our 
Newman family.
Mass on the Grass
Sunday, September 16 - 6:00 pm 
Newman Catholic Center
This is our first Sunday College Mass of the 
academic year. Join us as returning students 
and new students come together for our 
, celebration of Eucharist. A free dinner follows 
Mass in our center. Bring a sweatshirt, toot
■ Neurmjn 
• CAtholti 
» x'nte-
fHfwman Catholic Center is located 
behind the Cal Poly Health Center 
aitd AS! Rec Center
Register Online @ slonewman.org
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KCPR Executive
Music Director 
Paul Gambon
architecture Junior
Joined because:
“I was looking for 
a creative outlet 
on campus, and 
radio stations 
automatically fit 
into that catego 
ry. ... KCPR is one 
of the most open 
minded in terms 
of music and DJs 
running it."
Member since: 
Fall 2005
Worst KCPR experience;
Watching some trainees lose intei’est in 
the station halfway thi’ough the quarter 
when they realize it's not for them or 
they just don’t want to put the effort in.
KCPR in five words;
•■free, unpredictable, surprising, exciting, 
strong"
Favorite album this year so far:
Burial — "Burial”
KCPR Executive
Business  Dirt
Jesse^Bo
Widmark
architectural 
engineering senior
Any regi'ets in 
Joining?
"No. especially 
on this campus. 
There's a lot of 
other extracur 
ricular things I’m 
in. but they're re 
ally fucking boring."
Member since; 
Spring 2006
Best KCPR experience;
A trip with KCPR members to the Z Club. 
“I was thrown out and banned for life 
for dancing on the pole repeatedly."
KCPR In five words:
“progressive, effete, pretentious, alcoholic, 
self deprecating"
Favorite album this year so far; 
Trembling Blue Stars —
“The Last Holy Writer"
KCPR Executive
Stacks Director
Member since: 
Fall 2004
Diego Baptista
biochemistry and 
chemistry senior
Joined because:
“I met this girl on 
LiveJournal who 
told me I should 
go in."
Best KCPR experi 
ence:
"When the only 
rise (the KCPR 
softball team)
got out of the dairy team was when we 
started saying soy milk was better than 
daii^ y." KCPR lost 43-0, but “it was more 
about heckling the other team "
Any regrets in Joining?
“1 guess T could spend more time on 
school. But fuck school."
KCPR in five words;
“makes me wet down there"
Favorite album this year so far;
Justice — "t"
KCPR Executive
Music Director
Brian Cassidy
english senior
Joined because:
"My brother went 
to college here, 
and he told me to 
look into it,”
Member since; 
Winter 2005
Any regrets in 
Joining?
“No. It's a hobby, 
so I'd probably 
spend as much 
time with music anyway. Plus it's a 
positive extracurricular activity that 
looks good on a resume."
Worst KCPR experience;
His Monday morning graveyard shift 
from 4 to 7 a.m.. "but that was fun too.
KCPR in five word.s:
"counterculture, fixed gears, DIY, 
pot lucks. T shirts”
Favorite album this year so far:
No Age — "Weirdo Rippers”
KCPR Executive
Production Director and RPM  Director
Paul Sittig
city and re; lonal 
planning alumus
Any regrets in 
Joining?
Only from his 
parents. "When I 
was music director, 
it was completely 
a full time job. I 1
ended up disre 
garding school to 
spend more time 
listening to music
Member since: 
Spring 2000
It ended up working out for the best, since 
he realized he didn’t like his field of study 
and changed his major.
Best KCPR experience:
Receiving calls from listeners who enjoy 
the music being played, people who give 
"random accolades for the station" when 
they see him wearing a KCPR T shirt, and 
KCPR’s annual fall on air auction. “It’s 
cool when people are really happy to give 
money to the station."
KCPR in five words;
“eclectia fun. chaotic, exciting, worthwhile"
KCPR Executive
S tacks Director
Graham
Culbertson
Jouimallsm senior
Any regrets in 
Joining?
"Not really. It’s 
probably been one 
of the best things 
I've done on cam 
pus." Member since: 
Fall 2005Best KCPR 
experience;
A road trip to Folk Yeah Festival in Big 
Sur. which was ■'three days with your 
friends partying and listening to music ... 
'^niafs what the station is about."
Worst KCPR experience:
Getting diagnosed with pneumonia after 
sta,ying out until 4 a.m. at an afterparty 
where Dead Science performed Prince 
covers.
KCPR in five words;
'"unique, eclectic, crazy, hipstery. wild"
( H
KCPR Executive
Program Director
Michele Tondreau
theatre arts senior 
Joined because:
"I wanted to learn more about mu 
sic I'd never heard of before. And 
I wanted to meet people with the 
same zest for music.”
KCPR in five words;
"KCPR separates dorks from 
hipsters." Member since. 
Winter 2005
KCPR Executive
Engineer
J o sh  <<The W ookie” M a tth e w s
e le c t r ic a l e n g in e e rin g  a lu m u s
Best KCPR experience:
"Doing sound for all the live bands 
that come in."
Worst KCPR experience:
"When all of the microphones 
disappeared."
KCPR in five words; 
“a pox on the city"
Member since: 
Winter 2004
KCPR Executive
Internet Director,
Matt Zenick
chemistry sophomore
Worst KCPR experience:
“Dealing with people who don't 
want to be mature about stuff," 
especially when it comes to putting 
in effort and getting stuff done 
that needs to be done.
KCPR in five words;
"really cool bros and breezies" OR 
"hot chicks and cool dudes" Member since: 
Fall 2006
r A f U C
A Great Place to Bust Your Balls!
W O W  Wee/c P a r t i c ip a n t ! '
Sat & Sun 7:30'5pm  
W ednesdays ll-ó p m
805-602-8629
www.gladiatorpaintballpark.com
Take Hwy 101, 
to Hwy 1 West, 
left at Cuesta College, 
Follow the signs to 
the Paintball park
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‘Funky Junk’: turning trash to treasure for art’s sake
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JANELLE EASTRIDGE m u s t a n g  u a il y
Pieces from the the Art Center s “Funky Junk: The Art of Recycling” exhibit, from top left: Donna F.der’s “Flower and Balm,”
Fred Pasions “Fred s Fish,” Michael Hannon’s “Arabesque,” William Salzillo’s “Utica Blue” and Robin Z. Bell’s “Spoonerism 2008.”
Laura Kasavan
MUSTANG OAIIS
Wh.it do skatelxuals, newspaper dippiiij^i, 
lvesw.ix and ineLil trash cans h.ive in coinnion?
At first glance, nothing ties these items 
together. Yet all of these t>bjects and more are 
currently on display at the San Luis Obispo Art 
Outer, loc.ited at lOlO Oro.id St., in “Funky 
JunkTheArt on^ecycling.” The exhibit, which 
will be on dispkiy through Sept. 24, includes 
everything tfom simple pieces that add in­
terest with textuies, to abstract and thiiught- 
pmvoking commenraries on religion and war.
Kaa'ii Kile, executive dia-ctor at the .irt cen­
ter, s.iid the exhibit is imptirtant tor art lx*cause 
It a*ve.ils the avsaa'nc'ss the artists h.ive of their 
enviainment .ind suranindiiijyi while nuking 
stitements alxnit stxiety.
“Its been a ta-iid for artists'to anise anycled
materials for a number of years,” Kile s.iid. “Ex­
hibits like this attract people nationwide with 
the p.ission to use cxstoti niateri.ils in their ca*- 
.itions.”
Sixty-two participating artists, hailing thini 
San Luis Obisjxi to New York, conaibuted 
unique and unusual pieces cauted taini recy­
clable materials. Thougli some of the artwork 
dtx.“s make use of beer cans .itid plastic bottles, 
overall the exliibit dcxis not sca*am “a'cycling!”
In her caution “SptKinensm 2(KI8," Robin 
Bell used 2,<K)8 plastic sptxins paxluced by 
Solo. She cut each spcxin, separating the bowls 
used in her sculptua* tfom the haiuUc“s. A sole 
black sjxxin at the end of a curving spiral stands 
against the otherwisi* saiking white pLtstic.
The stnictua* of Bell’s piece is anniniscent of 
a hunk of white coral mounted on a wtxxlen 
petksLil for display.
Artist David Edg;ir designed the “Bluetiil 
Reef C'ruiser.” The ftiti and ftiiiky fish was 
consaucted out of brightly ctiloa‘d pListic nu- 
teri.ils that included Snug^e and Pua*x laundrv' 
detergent boales.
Hovvaal Kline used 73 pairs of designer sun­
glasses in his vivid piece “Ltxiking for Adven- 
aia*.” He mounted the sunglas.ses on canvus and 
then painted over them with bright acrylics for 
a nuxlern effect on the dimensional piece.
Another artist cauted his piece out of j^ ass 
tfom a bmken Ixittle. Cdiristopher Watts found 
the Ixittle in the saeet near a staaie of J c m i s  
and was iaspiaxl to ca*ate “The Cia*en J c m i s ,”  
a sculpaire whose face and hands appear to be 
coming thmugh the wall.
“The Art of Recycling” is worth checking 
out, c*specially if you have evvr wondeaxl how­
to ca*ate something intriguing out of seemingly
useless items.
Kile said that a*cy- 
cling lus a long history 
of being well a J^X•ct- 
ed in the art field, and 
that the exhibit h.is 
drawn many people in 
thini off the stavts.
“The exhibit h.is 
lx*en Ixith entertiin- 
ing and educational 
for pc‘ople,” Kile s.iid. 
“ People aa* walking 
.iway w'ith,‘(iee, why 
didn’t I think of that?’ 
or with ‘How smart, 
how witty. What a 
sratement that person 
was nuking.’”
For moa* infor- 
iiution, go to vv-ww. 
slcurtcenter. org.
\ .
J ’l l  L0T(?MTn»ro  I
M aria Jim eo : 805-756-1248 
mjunco@calpoly.edu 
http://orchesis.calpoly.edu
XMOOSE your o w n  AP^^NTURE” (cent, from pg. 48 )
Wrong choice. Grandpa can’t see too well, and you’ve 
been hit.
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Staffs writer Jared Cleaver reveals his quick strategies for good eatin
Jared  Cleaver
M USIANO DAII.Y
When it conies to atVordable 
niicrowaveable meals, the options 
are endless. Everything from piz­
zas to hamburgers to soups come 
in nukeable form. You can pur­
chase these shrewdly priced deli­
cacies at your local grocery store, 
7-Eleven, or even Costco. So, 
without further delay, let’s get to 
the good stulT.
It would be unforgivable for 
me to approach the topic without 
mentioning Easy Mac. In about 
five minutes, you can have a hot 
bowl of mac and cheese without 
touching a pot or a stove.
1 never thought that a frozen 
cheeseburger could be cooked 
in the microwave and come out 
edible, but then I was introduced 
to one of the biggest lifesavers of 
my college experience. In about a 
minute, you can have two White 
C'astle mini-cheeseburgers cooked 
and ready to eat. They even come 
with grilled onions! Sure, it’s no 
In-N -O ut Burger, but then again, 
you don’t have to drive all the 
way to Atascadero or Santa Maria 
to get a great burger.
Another of my favorite micro- 
waveable treats is never farther 
than the nearest liquor store. I 
can’t tell you how many times I 
have come home from a grueling 
Saturday night downtown and 
raced straight to my freezer for a 
pair of Mot Pockets.
There’s a kind of Hot Pocket 
to suit everybody’s tastes, and 
they even make Lean Pockets for 
you health freaks out there. I have 
always been partial to the Philly 
Steak and Cdieese pockets, but 
you can’t go wrong with Ham 
and Cheese, Pepperoni Pizza, or 
C'heeseburger flavors.
Personally. I have never been a 
big fan of the all-inclusive micro- 
waveable dinner. However, there 
is a hierarchy when it comes to 
the stuff. Without a doubt, the 
best meals in the category are 
made by Marie C'allender’s. Per­
sonally, I stick with the chicken 
pot pies and the chicken broccoli 
fettuccini alfredo. However, inside 
sources tell me that the chicken 
cordon bleu hits the spot as well.
When it conies to these meals, 
there are definitely cheaper op­
tions. I htipe you can learn from 
my mistakes and believe me when 
I s.iy: Cheaper is NOT always bet­
ter. 1 am reminded of a trip to the 
grocerv store when 1 thought that 
buying 10 Banquet niicrowaveable 
dinners for $10 was a good idea. 
The next day, there were nine un­
eaten Banquet dinners at the top of 
my trash pile.
If you insist upon straying 
from Ms. C.allender’s selection,
I would recommend Hungry 
Man or C'laim Jumper.
If paying a nunimal amount i.s
your thing, look no further than 
C'hef Boyardee’s canned micro- 
waveable soups and pastas. One 
bite of Beefaroni or SpaghettiO’s, 
and it takes you right back to your 
childhood. At places like Food4- 
Less, you can usually pick up a 
can for about a dollar. Even CTip 
C4’ Noodles and C'ampbeH’s Soup 
At Hand provide a cheap but su­
perior alternative to the bottom- 
shelf niicrowaveable dinners.
For a little bit more money, 
try Campbell’s Chunky soups or 
something from Progresso. Also, 
instead of plain old CTip Cf’ Noo­
dles, try the niicrowaveable chow 
mein noodles made by Nissin 
Foods. With my personal favor­
ite being the spicy chicken fla­
vor, these meals offer a little more 
substance and flavor for not too 
much more money.
If there is one location that 
I would recommend for all your 
niicrowaveable needs, it’s un­
doubtedly Costco. Every time 
I step foot in this wondrous estab­
lishment, I head straight for the 
frozen food section. El Monterey 
frozen steak burritos and taquitos, 
corn dogs and pizza bagels are all 
must-buys. 1 was a little skepti­
cal about the Foster Farms frozen 
chicken wings, but they turned 
out to become a vital part of my 
niicrowaveable arsenal. CTistco 
also carries some very reasonable 
pre-niade niicrowaveable Philly 
cheesesteak sandwiches.
As far as alternative places to 
purchase top-notch niicrowave­
able food, the silver medal would 
undoubtedly go to Trader Joe’s, 
which also ofTers a great selection 
of cheap and easy niicrowaveable 
meals. The chicken enchiladas 
make a great between-meal snack 
and taste much better than you’d 
expect from frozen Mexican food. 
You can also find acceptable ver­
sions of previously mentioned
niicrowaveable foods at Trader 
Joe’s, from burritos to noodle 
bowls. Trader Joe’s even ofTers a 
very tasty line of niicrowaveable 
pizzas.
One of the most important 
things to understand about nii­
crowaveable meals is that you can 
always add your own unique twist. 
My personal favorite creation is 
a mix of ranch and Tapatio hot 
sauce that 1 add to a huge range 
of foods. C'hicken wings, taquitos, 
burritos and even chicken nuggets
are upgraded with this custoni- 
niacie condiment. It may sound 
a little weird, but don’t knock it 
until you try it.
Mac and cheese can benefit 
from some chopped-up hot dogs 
or sausages, which are also nii­
crowaveable. For most Mexican 
foods, try sprinkling some grated 
cheese on top before throwing it 
into the microwave. Like I said, 
the possibilities are endless. Be 
creative and see what works.
I’m sure you have heard the
saying, “time is money.’’ Fortu­
nately, if you’re short on either of 
the two, putting your microwave 
to good use will help with the 
problem. Take a trip to your lo­
cal frozen food section and give 
that energy-wasting stove a rest. 
When you’re able to make a deli­
cious three-course meal during a 
single timeout of Monday Night 
Football, you’ll know what all the 
fuss is about.
Don’t thank me,just spread the 
word.
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Oh, he’s on his way alright
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Bring this offer in to Tahoe Joe s and enjoy a
C o m p lim e n ta r y  
A p p e tiz e r
W ith  l l i r  p tirc lia sc  ot tin tiiUilt en tree . N ot to exceed $H.99. Not va lid  
w ith  any o th e r offer. O n e  o ffer per tah le . O ffe r  en d s Su n day , 10/1 5/07
485 Madonna Rd, San l.uis Obispo 
Main: 543.8383 
Take-Out: 543.8388
www.TahoeJoes.com
Mustang Daily; C )ii your new­
est ('D  you pl.iy ever\’ instrument. Was 
that kiiul ot a backlash U)*‘(')n My Way,” 
\\ hich I heliese you s.tiil that you nuule 
in part to sliowc.ise yt>ur backing baiiil?
Ben Kweller; “On My Way" was 
tliat, you know; it was like I wanted to 
document the band that 1 was touring 
w itli.and I wanted to nuke a real spon­
taneous album; sometliing really raw 
aiki just live-sounding. I planneil on do­
ing that w ith the new album as well, but 
wliile meeting witli the producer (¡il 
Norton, he tbuiul out that 1 can plav 
dirterent instruments and drums and ev­
erything and he said,"Well lets just go 
in one-on-one and nuke a record like 
th.it.” And it w.is his idea. So 1 thought 
about it tor a d.iy or two anil decided 
that It sounded like a lot ot tiiii, and so 
we deckled to do th.it. So it was kind of 
like .1 List minute change, really.
MI); How would you describe the 
dirterence between the souiiils of your 
.ilbuins? You alre.kly s.iid that your last 
one was more raw and live, how would 
you dc'senbe the sound of this one and 
the progression trom“Slu Sh.i”?
BK: Well, 1 would say this one i 
more orchestrated and there’s more .it- 
tention towards the detail. It’s ,i littli 
more meticulous I think. It’s very big­
sounding. and it’s still a fun album. It’ 
got a good sort of summery energy- ti 
it, but also there’s some serious songs oi 
there. It’s re.illy .iutobiographic.il. 1 fee 
like w ith this one vou’re really invitini. 
me into your living room when yoi 
press pl.iy, w here " ( )n My W.iy” is iiiori 
like. .1 rock band in a ding\' night club 
you know. And “Sh.i Sh.i” is re.illy cool 
bec.mse tlut one’s just a real mixture 
of different things. That w.is my debut 
.iikl so 1 put .1 little bit of folk in there 
.iikl punk rock and a little bit of piano 
b.ill.kls; th.it one just runs the boreler ol 
what 1 eio. And it h.is more of a luivc 
sound to it.
MI); Most of yenir bd’s anil .ilbunis 
h.i\e feMturekl up-close pictureN ot your­
self Wh.it’s the thought behinel eloing 
that versus doing artwork or some'thing 
else ... or is there one?
BK I ’ve never really thought much 
.ibout that. I’m into artwork; I’ve just 
never touiiil .invboelv that coulel elo
CHOOSE YOUR OIHH AOVCHTURE ■ (com. from pg. 34)
In an effort to avoid puddles of urine and the festering bac­
teria of gum from bygone eras, you decide to make a run for 
it. Halfway down the alley of death, you begin to roll. Unbe­
knownst to you, a gumball was in the path of your speeding 
feet. You slam into one of the spit-coated walls, and you 
stick. You’ve hit the giant web of a gum spider! You’re spider 
food now, sucka.
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I n d i e  f o l k - r o c k e r  a n d  m u s i c  m a r v e l  B e n  K w e l l e r  
s p i l l s  o n  lifc y  l o v e  a n d  h i s  c r e a t i v e  m u s i c a l  v e n t u r e s
iiiunl artuurk, ivalK, I ni on an iiulic labol.AK) 
Kevords, and tlu-y don't liaw an art dcpartnu'iit, 
so wv'w nowr rc.ill\ Ix-cn able tt> liavv am I'ool 
amuirk. I'd low to. tboii;^h; that's somcthinit I'd 
lu' into. SonK“tiini.'s tans submit stiiti', but iisualK 
It's just.likf.portraits ot iik‘. I iruc'ss tho albums that 
I'w li.ul so tar haw a>ntoriiK'd u> tlu‘ d.issii. ‘'solo 
artist” stvlu, you know? Hut I ili»n’t think mv iK‘\t 
album will h.iw a piituiv ot inu on it boiaiiso I'm 
kind ot'sii k ot that.
Mn:OK.Vkill you inostK lx* plaving vour lat­
est album when you're touring, or will von throw 
in songs trom”Sha Sha''and"On MvW.iv”?
BK: I play songs from all three albums. I mix 
It up every night; I tion't do the same set twiee. I 
t.ike requests; it sonieboi.lv throws exit a song I tr\ 
to play I t .  I'm all about variety.There's stxiie songs 
that I don't pla\- ver\ mueh.but I try to pla\' even' 
song at least oiiee a tour.
MD;C,(H)1.So you started playing instruments 
at a ver\' voiiiig age — what drew you to iiiiisie?
BK: My did re.illy was the biggest iiiriueiiee 
growing up because he hail a drum set and uught 
me how to play drums w hen I was 7. I le would 
pkiy Ik-atles records tor me and Hendrix, and 
really taught me about nnisie tniiii the 't>(K and 
lax k ’ll'roll, so that re.illy got it in mv he.id. I owe 
I t  all to my father, re.illy; he even showed me how 
U) pkiy an f. chord on the guitar.
MI); Awvsonie. C?aii you remember the first 
song or the tirst b.uid that realiv uniched you?
BK It w.is the He.itles. I remember staiuling 
111 tioiit ot mv skid's turnt.ible listening to “ All You 
Need Is 1 ove” aiid I was alxuit S ve.irs old aiul I 
iXMiiember it ni.ide me crv. I just kept putting the 
iK'edle back at the beginning and listening to it;
1 listened to it like !<• times in a mw and w.is just 
st.inding there crxiiig because it w.is so be.iutiful.
I h.id never heard .im thiiig so pretts. I duln't re- 
ill\ underst.ind the Krics mueh.but the melosK is 
w h.it re.ilK hit me and |ohn i.ennon’s voice And
thats when 1 decided that 1 w'anted to make mu­
sic. I liat'sjiist w hat 1 w.inted to do; I vsanted to be 
a songwriter .iiid 1 w.inted to touch people the 
way the Beatles touched people.
MI) Wow. rii.it's a really awesome, powerful 
memory. Ss> ... you left high school to go and 
tiHir the world w ith Kadish. I )o you ever think 
that you missed snit on something bv kind ot 
.ibaikloning a “noriiul” lifesr\le?
BK: I teel like the rest of the world missed 
out on what I got to slo. I've tlxHight .ilxnit it, 
you know. I’ve thought “Oh yeah, it’d be cool to 
base gone to college, sir to di> this or that,” but 
the memories that I h.ive and the e.xperiences that 
I’ve h.ul are just diflerent fnim other people. I’ve 
alw.iys been ver\' difierent fniiii my peers, so it 
kind i)t makes sense th.it my life is cssentialK dif­
ferent from the norm. I wouldn’t change a thing. 
I teel so luckv that I got to do so much fniiii an 
e.irly age. I teel like I had a head start; I knew re­
.illy earls on what I wanted u> do, and so I could 
really just focus all ni\' energs' iiiUi that instead of 
tiAing to figure it out through mv high school 
ye.irs and college ye.irs. Most of my friends didn’t 
know what they w.inted to do until they were in 
college .ind still switch nujors.
MI):Ver\ axil. You’ve done so much in the 
first 2(» wars of your life — w hat do you see hap­
pening 111 the future?
BK- I h ere’s a lot I w.iiit to do artistically; 
there’s a lot of music I w ant to nuke; theaA a lot 
ot countries I want to tr.ivel to and tour and bring 
my music to people .ill o\er the world. I’se started 
to develop .1 fin b.ise in ,i lot of ilifi'erent pl.ices 
like Japan .iiid .Australia and I.urope I want to go 
M South Americ.i and tour I also want to build 
mv finiiK .iiid get a house 
111 the ctnintrs somewhea’ 
one d.i\. h.i\ e the simple life 
of an artist and make the ac­
cords th.it I want to make.
.MI) How much of an 
.iwr.ige d.i\' vU) \ou spend
thinking .ibout music?
BK: (¡ol-/)’, I think .ibout mu­
sic all the time, even when I don’t 
think I'm thinking about music.... 
It's r.ire for me to go .i d.i\ without 
touching an instrument. It's such a 
part t)f who I am. Hrob.ibly when 
I'm brushing my teeth I’m think­
ing alxHit music.
MI); In your opinion, what’s 
the best song you’\e ever written?
BK: I feel like there’s three or 
tour songs that I’ve written that 
are ... if I never write another 
song, ever. I'm really proud to have 
written them. Those are “I'hir- 
teen.” “On My W.iy,” I'm pmiid 
of“F.ilIing” .ind “In Other Words.” 
Hut ye.ih,“'rhirteen”and“On My 
Wav” are mv f.ivorites.
MD: When you write songs do you usualK 
come up with lyrics first or do you fixus more 
on the mekxly?
BK:The nlelodlc^ come first and then I put 
the lyrics in their pl.ice, sort of like pu?zle pieces. 
I here’s been a tew songs whea‘ 1 wrote the lyrics 
first and then h.id to come up with the music, but 
I don’t prefer that. I like the music because the 
music creates emotion tiir me to base the Krics 
ort. I’m less inspired to write woreis just on a sheet 
ofp.ipe‘i- w ithout any kind of music to go w ith it. 
It’s h.irder to sit down in front of a piece of paper 
and just w rite something,just elr\- like that WlxMi 
I h.ive music in mind it’s exisier for me to paint a 
picture e>f w hat I want the words to be about.
\
MI). It seems like love and relationships are 
a common the'ine in your songs. Would you s,iy 
Liz (his w ife*) is an inspiration for a lot of your 
songwriting?
BK: Oh yes, definiteK. Kelatiexiships aa‘ a 
huge part of my music, w he’ther it’s siblings or 
lovers or parents or children, anything... yenir 
tfieiiels’ ivl.itionships, the ways of life, reMlly. What’s 
the most important thing in life; that’s all anyone 
wants to find w hen they ilie. l hat teixls to take up 
HO perce'iit of what I write .ibout, but the other 
20 percent is going to h.i\e aally funny stories. 
like“IVnny on thelraiirrr.ick,” or eitheT random 
parts of life .iiid travel, figliting the powers at hand, 
and sonie'tinies I touch on polities. Hut love and 
re'latioiiships ... th.it’s .ill aiivone wants in life.
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CHOOSE YOUR H^VEHTURE” (cont from pg. 33)
I
You blow on the conch shell to rally your remaining friends. 
The pirates advance, but you stand strong, brandishing 
your piece of driftwood in preparation for battle. As a pirate 
slashes the rotten wood in half, you hit him on the head with 
the large and sturdy shell He drops his sword. As it falls 
from his weather-beaten hand, you grab it and face the rest 
of the horde. Silenced without their captain, they stop long 
enough for your friends to arm themselves. Your courage 
has proved worthy; they are defeated. You can either return 
to your dorm with your surviving friends to enjoy a long night 
of Conan O ’Brien (turn to pg. 51 ), or stay and celebrate your 
victory (turn to pg. 60).
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Temporary lapse in judgment: reality not so real
Ham ilton Hedrick
AKK^NSAS IRAVhl I R ( l  . ARKANSAS)
FAYHTTFVILI E, Ark. — Is it just me or 
has reality TV completely taken over the air­
waves? It seems like 1 can’t channel surf with­
out crossing paths with luit one or two reality 
shows, but more like Id or l.S.
I’ll admit It, 1 like reality TV as much as 
the next person, but at what point does reality 
become fiction again?
1 mean, at least ‘)0 percent of what we are 
told is re.ilit\' IS really a producer feeding the fire 
if \ oil w ill, bv telling the realitv star w hat to s.iy 
or do. Now, I’m not s.iying everything that is said 
to be reality is fake, but I mean come on.
lake M TV’s overnight success " T he Hills." 
Do you really think l.auren C'onrad’s life is a 
never-ending party, in which she is constantly 
going out and fighting w ith her ex-best friend 
I leidi Montag? Vlvll, it’s not. Lauren is just as 
guilty as the next person of shopping at Wal- 
■Vlart discount stores and trying to get a bargain 
on her HO rolls of toilet tissue, but unfortunately 
we don’t get to see this part of her glamorous 
I os Angeles life.
Take FCTX’s multiple-seasoned " Fhe Sim­
ple Life.” Tilk about sheer TV genius. Fhose 
girls were so hilarious they could take that 
show on the road ... wait, they did (see season 
two). I have a hard time believing that half of 
w hat came out of Nicole Ritchie’s mouth w as 
actually her and not studio writers whispering 
catch phrases into her ear between takes.
New to the television market is the type i>f 
reality show where contestants go and "survive’’ 
in the wilderness, similar to that of “Survivor" 
but with less backstabbing. What comes to my 
head IS this “Man Vs. Wild” show, in which an 
ex-special forces otTicer is dropped in the woods
(ocRiKSY moro
Cast members from M IT ’s hit reality I'V show 
Conrad, Audrina Patridge and Whitney Port. I
for a day or two and has to survive on only what 
he packed, which allegedly doesn’t consist of any 
food, but rather just the necessities needed to kill 
and cook the food he will eventually find.
So, if you watch this show, it’s clear that this 
guy is not romping through the Swiss Alps by 
himself I mean you can basically see the boom 
mic hanging over his head. Yet here he is, run­
ning through the woods as some fat cameraman 
chases after him eating a sandwich and breathing 
hard, which you can hear during the show.
However, that’s not even my favorite part 
of the show. I find it incredibly interesting to 
watch this guy run through the wilderness, 
pick up a log and eat the bug he finds under­
neath it.You heard me right? Fie eats it.
“ rhe Hills,” from left: Heidi Montag, l>auren 
he series is currently in its third season.
So you might be .iskiiig yourself, “What’s 
your point?” Well in recent months some of 
these wilderness cameramen have come forward 
admitting that this guy is a fake. Apparently, he 
will bite the bug and pretend to eat it on camera, 
then spit the crap out and continue on his ad­
venture, only to have the spitting out part left on 
the cutting mom Hoor.d'hat’s not even the best 
part, though. Just wait, it gets better.
After a day of eating bugs and skipping 
through the wilderness, Mr.Tough (¡ity sets up 
his camp for the night, which usually consists 
of a leaf and rock. It will still be light outside, 
and he will say some nonsense about how he’s 
really tired and going to bed, then they airlift 
him out of the woods to the closest Hilton.
lake note next time this slunv comes oiiiThe 
next d.iy, he looks cleaner and more refreshed 
than he did when the show started.
Another facet to reality TV 1 really find in­
teresting is that no matter the topic, these shows 
are almost always hosted by washed-up televi­
sion stars from years p.ist. Enter I )avid I lasselhoff 
from “America’s (lotTalent.” Please tell me you 
S .IW  this — he sang on the finale. Has it really 
come to the point where there are no new ideas ■ 
so we just have I lasselhoff sing a little ditt\ ?
1 don’t have to remind you that one of his 
co-hosts is Sharon (Tsbourne, who is famous 
for what exactly? Being m.irried to Ozzy or 
that fantastic talk show she had for a season?
But none of these shows can hold a c.indle 
to what I consider to be the best reality I'V 
show ever; Paula Abdul on her own show, 
“Hey Paula,” that in theory was supposed to 
tell the story of a middle-aged pop star.
I am almost positive in every single episode 
she was either crying, or out of her mind. (See 
the episode in which she rolls on the Hoor 
smelling perfume samples. I’m pretty sure 
I couldn’t breathe 1 was laughing so hard). 
In almost every single episode she has a 
moment in which she cries, and not just a tear 
here and there, but a full-blown 2-year-old- 
type fit in which she is hysterical and makes 
no sense. The show has since been cancelled.
CTh and did 1 mention she was the e.xecu- 
tive producer of this show?
What’s next? “America’s Next Top Presi­
dent?” America will watch potential candi­
dates perform specific tasks only to then text 
vote to S5.S.S in hopes their favorite will be­
come the new leader of the free world.
At this rate, I don’t see reality TV letting up 
anytime soon, and with the downward spiral 
it’s in, it’s only going to get better.
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Johansson talks about 
movies, music and being 
young in Hollywood
Sandy Cohen
ASS<X IAH 1) I’KKSS
Lite is good tor Scarlett Jo­
hansson. The actress and aspiring 
singer just recorded her debut 
album and has a calendar full of 
film projects that will keep her 
busy for months.
At just 22, Johansson has al­
ready taken direction from Rob­
ert Redford, Brian DePalma,
Cdiristopher Nolan and Woody 
Allen, with whom she’s currently 
working for the third time. She’s 
shared the screen with John Tra­
volta, Bill Murray, Steve Buscemi 
and Hilary Swank in roles that 
have seen her as an outcast, action 
star and little girl lost.
In her latest project, “The 
Nanny Diaries," opening Friday,
Johansson stars opposite C^scar
nominees Laura Lmney and Faul Ciamatti. Set in her hometown of 
New York City, the film tells the story of a 21-year-old college grad who 
learns what money can and can’t buy when she takes a job as a live-in 
nanny for a super-wealthy couple and their son.
Speaking by phone from Barcelona, where she’s shooting Allen’s latest 
film,Johansson talked with The Associated Bress about music, her movie 
career and how she avoids the pitfalls and paparazzi that plague her f lol­
ly wood contemporaries.
AP: Are you Woody Allen’s new muse?
Johansson: We both kind of think that term is so bizarre. You know. 
It’s not like I come bring him inspiration when he’s got writer’s block 
at 3 in the morning. We like to work together. It’s an easy working re-
see Johansson, page 46
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Actress Scarlet Johansson recently re­
corded her first album which consists 
solely of Tom Waits cover songs.
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Johansson
l ontinuff/ from pogt’ /5
Lmonship ,iiul a ivall\ iiu c fi'K'iui 
^lnp, so I t  works oir ISut I doii ■ 
know If u goes nuali iiirtluT thaï 
that.
,AI*: W liat attias tv'sl \oii ts)
“The Naiim I )iaries"?
Joliansson: Shan (Springer
Herman) and Hols (Hiilenn) were 
attaehed tis it ... liad written the 
script, and I was a big tan t)t 
“Amenean Splendor.” So 1 met 
with them ... and we just gt>t 
along iiuredibly well. The three 
ot' IIS spent lusiiis talking about 
everything, and we have sort ot 
similar upbringings, and we're ,ill 
trom New Y»)rk. I'lnit's what at­
tracted me to the project to begin 
w ith. ( tt course, (also) just the op- 
portuints to pl.i\ soniebods wlii' 
was .1 girl w lu) 1 \er\ e.isily coulu 
have been tViends w ith or know n. 
1 felt like I'd newer realh- had the 
opportumts to pl.i\ someone' that 
1 coulei so easilv relate to. some- 
enie iiiv ow n age. I )ust re.illv loved 
the script. I thought it was clever 
.itid tuimv aiiei .1 nice opportuiiits 
to do kind ot .1 bro.ul comedw It 
all was very attractive.
■AH: Mow did you like wurking 
111 yisiir lusinetown?
jolianssesu: New York is such a 
great city to shoot m. ... It's been 
.1 long time since l'\e  been .ible 
to shoot at home .niel it s just so 
much fun. It's wcnulerful to be 
able to just see your friends after 
W i n k ,  to be able to go home and 
sleep in your own bed. It's just 
such a pleasure.
Al*; What about this album 
you're releasing? It's all Tom Waits 
covers?
Johansson: I've always been a 
huge fan of Tom Waits and I had 
this kind of golden opportunity to 
make an album however I wanted 
and it's kind of a dream chance. ... 
Origmally I thought that I would 
do an album of standards and 1 
wanted to include a Tom Waits 
song. And 1 don't know, 1 thought 
maybe everybody does standards,
and si) I see 1dm \X nts is b ig 
kind ot .1 composer ot mode n 
st.md.irds .md so it seemed appio 
pnate that I could interpret iiis 
songs, l )os loiisK. If s not .m .ilnuin 
where I'm rising to soui ' fke 
him. It would be impossible lie 
writes siuh be.mtitul sonejs i id 
incredible melodies .md flies re so 
cinematic ,md kind ot open-end­
ed so I felt like It svould be some­
thing that I could be inspired bs.
AH: ll.is music alss.iss been an 
interest of sours?
Johansson I actually started 
.ictmg because I svanted to be n 
imisic.ils ss hen 1 ssas a little girl 
That's ss here my dre.nn career ssas 
going to be svhen 1 ssas S yeai' 
old. like the young t'osette in “ 1 e- 
Miser.ibles.” Then 1 started inakniL 
films .md I neser ended up dome 
imisic.il theater. Ot course, bv rhi 
turn 1 turned Id. I kind ot Inn 
led tli.ii fs.iri ot nisAeh.\ou knoss 
it's .ilsvays been there. I's'e .ilss.is- 
losed to sing and I'se .ilssass losed 
music and listened to lots ot i i u i s k  
.md .ill kinds of music.
AH: Unlike some ot your con- 
tenipoi .iries. you re not a t.nnou 
p.irtier aiul haven't been arrested 
tor drunk driviim. Moss do sou
s *
stay on track?
Johansson: 1 don't think neces­
sarily that there's trouble looming 
.iround the corner for eservone 
involved I I I  this industry. ... 1 h.ive 
,1 re.ills ssonderful fnnils h it'' 
vers supportise. 1 uckils 1 nesei 
realls struggled svith ans kind ot 
I don't knoss, nn.ige problems oi 
addictions. You knoss. 1 think it's 
not just people in Mollysvood .. 
It's kind of part of just grossing up 
and gross ing up in the svorld that 
sse h\e in today svhere everything 
is so available and so fast-paced 
It's hard I think for a lot of youths 
to asoid these pitfalls. Obviousls 
the availability of svhateser it mas 
be. whether it's drugs or alcohol 
or partying or whatever, is danger- 
mis for people svho are prone to 
addiction or th.it kind of lifestvle 
I'm just fortunate enough to nevei 
have had that inclination. I guess 1 
attribute that to my parents and 
friends and the wav I ssas raised.
choose your own ADVENTURE’’ (cont from pg. 30)
You order and sit down to have your first sweet taste of 
what your meal plan has to offer. Lo and behold, your plate 
begins to move. Suddenly, you are attacked by a giant 
horde of hamburger-residing creepy crawly campus critters. 
Sorry, your days of having a face are gone. Good luck with 
that. So much for making new friends.
05839575
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PREFACE plants
seeds for thought
P l a i n s o n g
G
Kristen Marschall
VU'STANCi IM II Y
COURTKSY P H ( m )
” fo-The 2007 PREFACE book, “All Over Creation, 
cuses on issues such as genetically modified crops — 
an issue that hits home for San Luis Obispo County.
The topic ot genetically niodified organisms is in no way foreign to San Luis Obispo 
CxYunty. In the November 2004 election, almost 50 percent of county v oters turned down 
a measure that would prohibit the use of genetically engineered organisms. Now, three 
years later, the county will have another chance to analyze the same subject after reading 
the newest PREFAC'E book.
“There are so many unknowns about advancement and crop technology. We want to 
plant the seed that tins is something in our future,” said Patricia Ponce, the program coor­
dinator for PKEFACErThe Shared C'al Poly Reading Program.
Following in the steps of 2005 s “The Kite Runner” and 20()6s“The Lovely Bones,” a 
committee comprised of faculty, students and staff selected “All Over CTeation” by Ruth 
Ozeki to be read by the incoming freshman class, transfer students and the county at- 
large.
“All C'fver Oeation” tells the story ofYumi, who was brought up on a traditional Ida­
hoan potato farm and ran away at the age of 14. When she returns 25 years later with her 
three illegitimate children, she is forced to confront not only the past she left behind but 
also what is best for her family’s farm in a culture debating the use of genetically engineered 
crops.
“It’s a controversial and personal issue for our community,” Ponce said, adding that the 
book will speak to new students who have just left home as well.
Though the PREFAC^E book is typically discovered thrtnigh nearly 2,300 student rec­
ommendations, this year’s book was found on a list of recommended first-year reading titles 
for sustainability.
“It covers a lot of current issues: Sustainability, aged parents, corporate life in big-time 
agriculture — a lot of issues that a lot of readers can relate to,” said Theresa Kaiser, the mar­
keting manager for El CTirral Bookstore and a PREFAC'E committee member.
Other books that were strongly considered this year included “The Highest Tide” by
see PREIFACE, page 48
COURTESY PHOTOS
The PRFTACE program dates 
hack to 2002 when “The Things 
They Carried” was the first book. 
Other previous hooks include 
“Plainsong” in 2003, “Granny 
D; You’re Never Too Old to Raise 
a IJtde Hell” in 2004, “The Kite 
Runner” in 2005 and “The Ixively 
Bones” in 2006.
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continuedfrom page 4 7
Jim Lynch and “The Cilass Castle” by Jeannette Walls. Though students 
t'requently recommend books like “Harry Potter” or “The Da Vinci 
(T>de,” Ponce said the committee looks for something with more liter­
ary value.
The program s main criteria are that it is readable and accessible, be­
tween 200 and 400 pages, and that the author is alive and able to speak at 
Cal Poly. Following three weeks of countv'wide discussion of the reading, 
Ozeki will visit ('al Poly on Oct. 10 at 7 p.m. to discuss her novel, answer 
questions and sign books in the Performing Art Centers Harman Hall.
7b this day, the most popular PREFACE book thus far remains 
Khaled Flosseinis best.seller, “The Kite. Runner.” Ponce said 70 percent 
of PREFACE readers finished the entire book, while SO percent read 
about 75 percent of the book or more?'
“You could walk downtown and be in coffee shops and everyone was 
reading it,” Ponce said, adding that the author event drew out thousands 
of people. “We had 1,600 people in the PAC and there are 1,200 seats. 
Wc' had people in the lower lobby watchingTV monitors ... and we had 
to turn people away.”
However, some books did not go over so well with PREFACiE’s read­
ers. 2004 s “Ciranny 1); You’re Never Too Old to Raise a Little Hell” 
proved difficult for students to relate to a 90-year-tdd woman.
“The (discussion) facilitators loved this book, but there w.as a clear 
generational difference between the facilitators and the students,” Ponce 
said.
Though PREFACiE originally started out in 2002 as a pilot reading 
program for C?al Poly’s honors students, it is now in its second year of 
serving the entire county. And for now, Ponce has no intentions of ever 
taking it to a statewide level.
An Aug. S article published in the New York Times stated that of 
100 surveyed summer reading programs, most began within the last four 
years, though a few have been in existence for decades.
The program started at Cal Poly in order to create an intellectual 
environment for students, Ponce said, pointing at C?al Poly’s curriculum 
which provides a variety of Cieneral Education courses, but no shared 
text between them.
“There was no common intellectual experience and the idea of one 
book is trying to bridge that gap,” she said.
Kevin Elliott, a leader for the Week ofWelcome, also noted that it has 
benefits for incoming students who aren’t used to college-level expecta­
tions.
“It’s a great little segue into what they should expect from the college 
lecture — it’s a little different than high school,” he said.
The El Corral Bookstore ordered approximately 4,200 copies of the 
book to sell in the store and online to new students, and for distribution 
among PREFACiE volunteers who will lead discussion groups during 
WOW and the following weeks throughout the county.
X H O O SE  y o u r  o w n  API^^NTURE-^ (cent from pg. 34)
In an effort to avoid puddles of urine and the festering 
bacteria of gum from bygone eras, you decide to carefully 
avoid these dangerous obstacles and bravely endure the 
stench. You com e out alive. Now it is time to return to your 
car, parked directly across the street. What do you do?
You can either walk the extra 100 feet to the crosswalk 
(turn to pg. 33), or you can confront the impending traffic 
(turn to pg. 40 ).
w w w .m u stan g iJa ily .n e t 
. ”  A lw ays in co lor
W h at w o u ld  you  do fo r a n e w  b ik e  fro m  A rt ’s ?  Te ll yo u r 
p a re n ts  w ith  y o u r o w n  le tte r by v is it in g  a r t s c y c le r y .c o m . 
T h e y ’ll s a v e  big a ll S e p te m b e r a t A r t ’s  B ik e - to -S ch o o l S a le .
Dear Mom & Dad,
It’s me, your talented and charming child J / M
After much thought. I’ve decided I need a new bike from the 
Bike-to-School Sale at Art’s Cyclery. To show my appreciation 
for your generous gift, I am prepared to C 'JT  m V  
It sure won’t be easy, but the thought of cruising on that sweet 
new set of wheels makes it all worthwhile. And with killer 
deals all September, just think of all the money you’ll save. 
Wow, am I a great kid or what?
Youç^on/daughter
Dov^nto' -n 
2140 Santa Barbara St 
805.543.4416
‘..idmoii’
796 Foothill Boulevard 
805.543.2980
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How to S t a y  e n t e r t a i n e d  on campus
Jennifer Ingan
Ml S IA M i DAll.Y
New to campus or don't have a car? Don’t know where 
to go or what to do? Places to go for entertainment and 
social networking are closer than you think.
The first stop is the heart of campus, the MePhee Uni­
versity Union, located on S. Perimeter Koad. There, stu­
dents can take hobby classes at the (Taft (Center, go bowling 
and play billiards at Mustang Lanes and rock climb at Poly 
Escapes.
Looking to go tm an outdoor adventure? Poly Escapes, 
located on the bottom Hoor, involves everything outdoors, 
including hiking, backpacking, rock climbing, surfing, kaya­
king and more.
“ Poly Escapes gives students the chance to e.vperience 
things most students don't get to do," journalism junior 
Stephanie Evans said. “How often can you propel down a 
waterfall and go on an awesome adventure? It's an escape 
from normal school life.”
Evans is the supervisor at Poly Escapes, w hich is managed 
by Associated Students Inc. Most outings are in C'alifornia, 
and can range from day to weekend trips and longer trips 
during school breaks. This past spring break. Poly Escapes
*N O  WHEELS NECESSARY
went caving and backpacking in Utah. Trips will include 
some meals, a ride and rental gear. And you won’t need cash 
for lodging because you will be camping outdoors.
If you don’t want to stray too far from campus, you could 
try out the rock climbing wall outside Poly Escapes, rock 
climb at Ihshop Peak or join one of their night hikes.
Trips are announced weekly at Poly Escapes meetings 
every Tuesd.iy, 7 to H p.m. m UU room 220. The cost of the 
outings varies, depending on the distance and duration of 
the trip.
Across from Poly Escapes is the (Taft (Tmter. The Craft 
(T-nter provides a number of classes and services such as the 
liike Koom, which is eijuipped w'ith five bike stations. Each 
station has its own tools to repair your bike, or the Pike 
Koom can provide service to repair your bike for you.
More available classes include ceramics, flame and wood­
working, jewelry making, stained glass, and the most popu­
lar; surfboard shaping, which started last spring quarter.
“ It is a different education,” nutrition senior Maeve 
blessing said. “ It teaches you different skills and the classes 
are small. It gives you a chance to get to know students, and 
is a fun atmosphere.”
blessing works at the front desk at the (Taft (T*nter. and 
has taken stained glass, ceramics and smithing classes.
(Quarter-use cards for students range from $1(1 to $150, 
and day-use cards are $2. You can register for classes online 
through the ASl (T>nnect Web site, or at the (Taft (Tmter. 
(dasses start on the third week of the quarter for six weeks 
and are all taught by fellow students.
just down the way from Poly Escapes and the (Taft (Tm­
ter is Mustang Lanes. It features a variety of entertainment 
including 10 bowling lanes with automatic scoring, four 
lanes of bumper bowling, a collection of arcade games, a 
billiard room w'ith eight full-size pool tables, and a full 
bowling and billiard pro shop.
Upstairs you will find study lounges and televisions, and 
the UU Epicenter, which is your one-stop area to find and 
join student clubs and organizations.
There is plenty to eat on campus, too. Just outside the 
UU is backstage Pizza, w hich also offers on-campus deliv­
eries for no extra charge. If you’re not feeling pizza, keep 
walking across the quad and down the steps, and you will 
find The Avenue.There you will find a variety of grub from 
Chick-Fil-A, Tapango’s, Nathan’s Famous Hot Dogs, Ked 
Dragon Wok, (hty Deh and an array of drinks and snacks. 
The Avenue is open for breakfast, lunch and dinner on
see Campus, page 51
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I here are plenty ol activities to do around the liniversity Union, such as (clockwise from the top) bowl­
ing at Mustang l anes, creating a surfboard in the (-raft C\*nter's surtlsoard shaping class, or taking on 
the I’oly Uscapes climbing wall.
Campus
t o n t h n n ' H  f r o m  />//?<■ ^ 0
w c c k d . i s  s .
O th e r  rest.uir.mts on e.iinpiis nu  liide rlie Veranda 
( até .O arden  ( ir ille and the S a iu luu  h l aetorv. all lo- 
■ ateil neai' the UU. AKi> in the area is liilian's tor \oiii 
ealleine t ix.and I iu \ s Jiiu e lor fresh fruit smoothies 
I o ia ted  near tlie en t ra iue  to C al I’oK on (¡rande A\ 
enne, across from the ( dir istopher ( oh.in I 'ertorining 
Arts ( enter  isV(l s ( '.ite .md I h e \  ista (¡r.nide Kes- 
t.uirant. w h u  h is .1 tull-t.ihle service d inm u room.
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choose your OIHN avventure- (com from pg 43,
^ h ftS
i/fa v v è p ?
I t  \ o u  need to go g ro ,e r \  slioppmg. the ( . n n p u s  
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Volunteers needed for 
Coastal Cleanup Day
Mollie Helm uth
MLISTANCi DAILY
As a busy tourist season comes 
to a close, local beaches will re­
cover with a well-needed facelift 
from the community. The 23rd 
annual California Coastal Clean­
up Day on Sept. 15 is recruiting 
volunteers to pick up marine de­
bris (trash) for the protection and 
beauty of the coast.
In San Luis Obispo County the 
event is organized by ECOSLO, 
an environmental non-profit or­
ganization that promotes sustain­
ability. “We have three basic aims,” 
said Caitlin Madden, volunteer 
coordinator for ECOSLO and 
psychology senior. “To clean up 
the beach, to educate people and 
to prevent future problems.”
Last year in San Luis Obispo 
County more than 1,400 people 
showed up to help. They were 
sent out in groups of four with 
plastic bags in pursuit of anything 
that did not belong on the beach, 
and came back with more than 
6,000 pounds of trash.
“This year we are hoping to 
get 1,600 volunteers or more, es­
pecially with lots of students al­
ready back in town.”
Marine debris is anything that 
is not naturally found on a beach, 
and is most likely harmful to the 
environment. Every piece of col­
lected trash is documented in an 
effort to collect hard data on what 
is polluting the local beaches.
Recently, California has seen 
Its local governments instating 
new policies to prevent hazard­
ous materials from ever ending up 
on beaches. For example, smok­
ing bans have drastically reduced 
the number of cigarette butts the 
CXX' collects each year, and poly­
styrene has been banned in both 
Malibu and Berkeley.
“Marine life can get entangled 
in the trash that ends up in the 
ocean,” Madden said. “Since plas­
tic doesn't break down complete­
ly, it ends up as little pellets that 
look like food and end up killing 
marine animals.”
Last year, an estimated 1 mil­
lion sea birds and 100,000 marine 
mammals and sea turtles died as a 
result of marine debris.
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In 2006, approximately 1 million 
sea birds died as a result of marine 
debris. Local government policies 
have helped reduce the presence of 
hazardous materials on beaches.
Azusa Pacific University senior 
Roseanne Baker is visiting friends 
in San Luis Obispo the weekend 
of the cleanup. “The beaches up 
there (in San Luis Obispo) are so 
freaking gorgeous.You guys are all 
so lucky to go to school in San 
Luis Obispo, I hope you know,” 
said Baker, who plans on partici­
pating in the beach cleanup day 
with friends.
The organizers of the event 
will also be raftling otTan “Electric 
eClo-Scooter” on the day of the 
cleanup. Tickets are $10 each and 
will be sold until either Sept. 15 
or until 2000 have been bought. 
Tickets can be purchased at the 
ECOSLO office on the corner of 
Nipomo and Marsh streets.
Week of Welcome will host 
their day of service on the day be­
fore C’oastal Cleanup Day this year, 
much to the chagrin of ECX3SLC') 
members who were hoping the 
days would conveniently coin­
cide.
Students, however, are encour­
aged to come of their own devices 
to help out during the day. There 
are more than 25 separate beach 
sites this year in San Luis Obispo 
CTnmty, all of which can be found 
on the organization’s Web site, 
www.ecoslo.org.There is no sign­
up necessary, just a timely appear­
ance and comfortable clothing on 
the day of the cleanup.
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Potter, Transform ers cam e, 
but Hollywood isn’t done
( o i  Ki I m o l o
Brad Pitt plays Jesse James in “ Ihe Assassination of Jesse Janies by the 
Coward Robert Ford” as part of a series of Western films set for the fall.
David Cieriiiain
\NM >( \ l  I I I 1‘KI . .
1 OS ^N(,1.I 1 S I Al» llolK- 
wood in.i\ not haw a I lai r\ Potter. 
Spider-M.m, Sinvk r>r (Aipt. jack 
Sparrow on its upcoming lineup. 
Vet the fall .iiul lioliilav schedule 
does t)ffer filingoers a chance to 
catch up w ith some tamiliar cliar- 
acters, stories and movie-niakmg 
teams.
It’ll be reunion season for ac-
\
toiN and imnin.iKei ' i i .is Kusv a |  
('rowe and Kidle\ >o “ .Ameii 
can t i.mgster");t due Ul.mchett .im 
Shekhar K.ipur (“Th/abeth I h 
(lolden .Age"'; Nicoko ('.ige .md 
Jon lurtelt.mb ("N.itional Irea- 
sure; Hook of Secrets"); Johnm 
I >epp. 1 lelena Honham (dirter .md 
Inn Hurton (“Sweenes lodd"); 
and Hen Stiller and the Farrelly 
brothers ("I he Heartbreak Kid").
It'll be reac(.]uamtance sea­
son tor some classic characters 
111 Robert Zemeckis' retelling ot 
the Norse legend "Heowult, ” .md 
“ bred Claus,” a Ntirth Pole com­
edy about Sant.i (Paul Ciamatti) 
aiul Ins black-sheep brother (Vince 
V.iughnj.
I here's e\en the return ot 
.1 vener.ible genre, the Western, 
w Inch has fallen on hard times in 
modern llollvwood C rowe ,uul 
t liristi.Ill H.ile st.ir m the rem.ike 
”.s:l(i ti) Yuma.” .iboiit a poor 
r.mcher helfung to escort .i c.ip- 
tiired g.mg leader, w hile .i second 
Old West tale .amie' lose on its 
heeb w ith I lie As^ .l^ ^m itioi. 
lesse I.lines bv the C ow ird K oher 
lord '
• KioNel (. rowe pi.iys .i New 
Yo'k op to I )en/el Washington  ^
I l.irlem - rime kingpin m directn' 
Scott's ■ Amei ic.m C i.mgstei '
• Stillei renmis the l .irrelb^ 
w ho tlirected him in “ bhere's 
Something .About M.iry." for “ I he 
1 leartbre.ik Kid," about a man 
w ho meets the perfect woman - 
on Ins honeymoon with .mother 
bride.
• 1 requent collaborators I )epp. 
Honham Carter and Hurton adapt 
Stephen Sondheim's “Sweenex 
lodd," the musical about the mur­
derous ISth centurx b.irber.
• V.iughn pla\s the title role in 
"bred ('l.uis” to Ci.unatti's Santa, 
w ho b.iils his sibling >ut of j.iil .md 
forces him to work off the debt .it 
the North Pole
• Jo. iqum Phoenix .md |enni -  
fer C DnnelK .ire a couple in grief 
after their son is killed b\ .i hit- 
and - run  d r u e r  (.M.irk Kuff.ilo'  in 
"Reserx .moi l  Road."
• Phoenix st.irs with .M.irk
W.iblberg md Robert HuviH m 
" \\ ( T\ II Hie Nielit." ,i crime t if,
m I *(S( Is \  ‘w Soi k
• Angelin.I lohe. Anthoin f lop  
see M omcs, page iS
Trust the Midas touch. TM
S t u d e n t  D i s c o u n t
S h u t t l e  S e r v i c e
L o c a l l y  O w n e d  &  
O p e r a t e d
W i F i  A c c e s s
fS /lid as T o u c h " ^  
m a i n t e n a n c e  p a c k a g e
• c h a n q e  o il  a n d  r i lte r
(Uf- fo  S f o f 5WM* Of l o w  »  o il'
• Rotate a n d  inspect 4 Tires
• visual Brake Cherk 
• courtesy Cherk
Ai» T Flu« I ( oofc^rtt
j S * e  m a n a g e r  »n r d « M l s  09» «  ( j i n e s  » n o  s y i i t t i e l i c s  » v a U a M e  a t  f r l r a  i :o s l  D ia s e *  I 
a » t l !  C o d i t n l  i i u y  t»* f a t  y> l « l  C n s lo iT i  artM irt;, a u l t a  B r a S a  > » . H i s  v t u i a l  I 
m ly N olg- x fi arx iffiar ciftai lA .s( vatuct« . E i p i ie s  10/31107.
l i f e t i m e *  g u a r a n t e e d  
b r a k e  p a d s  o r  s h o e s
• semi Metallic brake pads or shoes 
• Top off brake fluid
• FRff 45 point brake inspection • Road test
DP>i C/unl cat leQuUii p*ic«. Latm» no t in iau d eo  M .iny ca»» Is jh t l i u c r s  a n d  | 
MOV. f « ’ : le r-i tf.'i.im li p u d s  ' l a o l d n r  ijiw ian i« *  / . iikI lo t . is  lo n g  .is you  | 
ow n  yoiH '.a f Not w ith an y  o th a i o tte r At pat1 rlp ,» fing  strop-, on ly  S oa | 
mari.).,)«! to r - x .a i l s  E ip i ie s  10/31/07.
D i d  y o u  k n o w  t h a t  M i d a s  c a n :
• Perform  broke se rv ice
• C h an g e  your oil
• Perform  F ac to ry  Schedu led  M oin lenonce 
«R e p lace  your fau lty  m uffler
« In sta ll h igh-perfo rm ance exhaust 
«A lig n  your cor 
«Rotate and  b a lan ce  your tires 
«R ep lace  your ca to ly tic  co nverte r 
«Perform  g en e ra l rep a irs  
« R ep lace  your tires 
« Perform  flu id  flushes 
(Powar itaaring, trontmission broka & anti fraaza)
David Turton | Ownar
Santo Moria, Arroyo Gronda A San luis Obispo
UitioucsToiie T ^ t r e s r o n e
SPECIAL
12““  2 t o p p i n g  p i z z a  
w i t h  2 s a l a d s  
o n l y  $ 16.95
542-0152
785 Foothill Blvd 
Foothill Plazo
545-9444
3165 Brood St 
Crossroads C en te r
Travel more. 
Spend less
-4h> ■ > ,
S l:.Z .u
•  StudentUniverse.com
3563 $. Higvero Strnt, Son Luis Obispo • 805-54M855 M4F 7:30om - 5:30pm
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‘Madden’ finally 
scores a touchdown 
on next-gen systems
M ustanc; D aily
E ntertainment www.niustangdaily.net
Justin Hill
ISM IW  \  II ( llllllA I I \MI1L\I ( l l l )H I I ) \  SIAM
I inallv! A ;4 icMt to()tl\ill 
tor tin.' Xbo\ .>()(» ,md lM.i\ station 
> tor us all.
I low is "MaiKlcn " ^rcat? I n st. 
".Vl.ulilcn Ni l OS” opens tip the 
i;aino with an intriHluction. one 
that IS eontuient and gets gainers 
pumped tor big bits, open-t'ield 
tackles, bursts ot speed, intercep­
tions, and t'mally, touchdow ns.
EA Sports has tinally listened 
to the “Madden” coinnuinity and 
delivered one of the most realistic 
and entertaining football games. 
The introduction is a warm-up 
speech by Philadelphia Eagles 
safety lirian Dawkins, a player 
that has shown tremendous heart 
on the gridiron.
Now, let’s get into what “Mad­
den 08” is really about. Are the 
graphics good? They are better 
than last year, but little changes 
have been made.
When picking a play, the screen 
will show the actual offense in a 
huddle. If it is a long drive, the 
screen will show a huddle but 
with the players breathing hard­
er and sweat dripping from their
t.iccN while looking .it sou.
.As tor the sound ot “ M.ulden 
• IN." it t 'ould h.i\e been bet ter  on 
the .mnouncers '  part, but  if vou 
w ere to pick the ( Airohna Panthers.  
I.icksoinille j. iguars, tdncnm .i t i  
Heng.ils or  the Detroi t  1 ions, the 
sound ot their ni.iscot w ill roar .is 
loudly as possible w hen making  a 
big play or  scor ing a touchdtiw n.
1 his is som eth ing  that can be an ­
noying to some people bur e.m 
p u m p  others up.
Let’s go into the frame rate 
ot “Madden 08.” The game runs 
smoother than “NC'AA Football 
08” and that is a big leap forward, 
because “NC'AA 08” was smooth 
and detailed.
Another aspect of “Madden 
08” that is worth mentioning is 
the overall presentation of the 
game. It offers owner mode, on­
line play, create-a-player, superstar 
mode, and you have the ability to 
unlock legendary players as well.
To sum up the good points of 
“Madden 08,” this game offers a 
lot and gives a lot of entertain­
ment for $60 on the Xbo.x 360 
and PS3, and $40 for Playstation
2 and Xbox.
Let’s get into the flaws of
COIIRTESY PHOTO
After two attempts at making a good football game for the next-generation systems, EA Sports finally got it 
right with “Madden NFL 08.” This year’s installment focuses on an on-field identification system to show the 
strengths and weaknesses of the players to help you read your opponent.
“Madden 08.” There are some 
changes made from last year that 
will frustrate a lot of gamers. 
Quarterbacks, just about all of 
them, do not fumble the football 
w'hen people like John Lynch, Kay 
Lewis or Sean Taylor hit them as 
hard as possible.
Turnovers make the game fun 
and force people to take risks to 
get the edge over the opponent. 
Why take that out completely?
Another problem is kickoffs. 
Not every kicker can kick the ball
in the end zone for a touchback 
every time in the entire game, 
which is what happens. Also, there 
is a lack of fumbles from using hit 
stick 2.0, the supposedly hard­
est hits ever programmed into a 
game. In “NCAA 08,” hard hits 
cause fumbles a decent number of 
times in a game.
“Madden 08” fails to live up to 
what some players can do in the 
game. If Tom Urady is accurate, 
why does he throw interceptions 
when his feet are planted all the
time, or why does LaDainian Tom­
linson fumble the ball at all? These 
are some of the parts of “Madden 
08” that can be worked on.
But overall, “Madden 08” is 
by far the best football game in a 
long time for its challenge, confi­
dence, old-school game-play, and 
a more in-depth presentation with 
the different game modes. I would 
like to thank EA Sports for giving 
us this treat before going back to 
school.
You'd better like being 
the center of attention.
*nmtastic
Sams
San Luis Obispo 
547-0440 
3910 Broad Street
San Luis Obispo 
514-0190 
773-C Foothill Blvd.
Open seven days a week.
IT'S BACK! 
L it e r  Du o s
arriving
weekly...
Stock up now 
on your favorite 
salon products!
(W h ile  s u p p lie s  la s t.)
Waxing
available.
Never need an 
appointment.
Accepting 
Credit & Debit 
cards.
IN-STORE
BACK
TO
SCHOOL
SPECIALS!
(S ee  s a lo n  fo r  d e ta ils .)
(805)544-3302 
Í 973 E. Foothill Blvd. #4
SL O T O W N
*Next to
A idas books'*
www.ccsams.com
L u n ch  $ 5 .9 5
Pad T h a i  N o o d l e  
Pad K ee M o w  
Praran
^ ^ y a l  T h a i
^ ^ s t a u r a n t
C d o s e  t o  C2al P o ly !
I d e l iv e r y  A v a i la b le !
(within S.in l.uis C ibispo) 
(Minunuim onler i>f$15. Delivery Fee %?>)
I l l  L.«>tliill HKaI.
(Ltnithill I ’l.iz.i. Lootliill iS Hrx>.ul St.)
Siiii In K  ClUispo, C!.^
(SOf>) .S44 -')777  • t.A\: (.SO.S) S4 4 -'»7 7 s
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...I t  Happens.
17 N. Chorro St. Ste. B • San Luis Obispo, CA 93405
(next to Jam ba Ju ice  & Starbucks)
805-544-4748
www.mustangdaily.net 
Always in .^olor
W eighing the ratings 
o f sex and violence
T H t  D A IIY  VIDfcTTl: ( l l  I IN O IS STA ri. U .)
NORMAL. 111. — Ang Lee. 
director of the controversial film 
“Hrokeback Mountain,” recently 
submitted his new movie “ Lust. 
Caution” to the Motion Picture 
Association of America. The film 
follows a woman in Japanese- 
occupied Shanghai who seduces 
a Japanese officer in order to kill 
him. because of the film's perva­
sive sexuality, the MPA A branded 
it with an N ('-17 rating.
Ang Lee was handed the IRm
Director C)scar for “ Brokeback 
Mountain,” but not without con­
troversy. Because the film por- 
tniyed a gay relationship, it was 
given an R rating, even though 
during a sex scene. Heath Led­
ger and Jake Ciyllenhaal are fully 
clothed.
It’s not a new phenomenon. 
Attitudes toward sex in the Unit­
ed States have always been partic­
ularly puritan. Sexual education 
programs in many of our schools 
teach that abstinence is the only 
.see MPAA, page 57
cocH T K .sY  m o m
“Lust, C^aution,” directed by Academy Award winner Ang Lee, was 
given an NC-17 rating because of the films pervasive sexuality. The film 
will have a limited release in the United States on Sept. 28.
 ^ JL '
. . «
H O U S E
------------------------------of --------------------------------
B A G E L S
C E N T R A L  C O A S T
eek of Welcome Special
Buy One Sandwich 
Get the Next One 
for FREE!!!!!!
H O U S E  
B A G E L S
CENTRAL COAST 158A Higuepa Street, SLO, CA // 594-1818
(Next to Jiffy Lube)
(Valid Through ,9/30/07. Cannot be combined with any other offer. Pay for higher priced item.)
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continued from page 56
acceptable method of birth con­
trol. Homose-xuality is seen as 
something to be laughed at, such 
as in the recent film “ l Now l‘ro- 
nounce You Cdiuck and Larry.” 
The audience identifies with the 
characters because they’re dis­
gusted by their situation, and 
aren’t we all disgusted by sex?
What is perhaps more disturb­
ing is the fact that “Lust, C'au- 
tion” was given an NC?-17 rating 
while films like “Saw” and “Turis- 
tas,” which contained incredible 
levels ot violence, were given an 
K rating. Lilms like these portray 
extremely grotesque situations 
of torture, and are some of the 
most popular films in the country. 
We're disgusted by sexuality, but 
enthralled by violence.
It’s frightening to think that 
something as natural as sex, some­
thing everyone on the planet 
does, is .1 subject so taboo that 
we feel we cannot depict it in 
films, but something as unnatu­
ral as torturing fellow beings is 
"cool” and “awesome.” We don’t 
think twice before watching a 
horror film, and although we m,iy 
cover our eyes, we still find the 
extreme violence fascinating, lint 
sex is “gross” and “perverted.” In 
fact,“ Lust, C'aution’s” NC'-l 7 rat­
ing was given for its depiction of 
“unconventional” sexual positions 
and male-on-female oral sex. The 
film contains no male full-frontal
nudity, the most common reason 
for an NC-17 rating. This also 
represents the sexist view that fe­
male nudity is an OK thing while 
male nudity is not.
America’s puritan view of sex­
uality is potentially very damag­
ing. If w’e continue to close our 
eyes to sex, we’ll teach the next 
generation and generations to 
come that sex is something to be 
feared, not celebrated. And the 
MPAA’s message that sex is far 
dirtier than extreme violence may 
contribute to rising levels of vio­
lence in schools, the workplace 
and society.
“Lust, Caution,” with its NC% 
17 rating, probably won’t see any 
showings in the area. However, 
you can check it out on DVD 
when it’s released.
Is it really as bad as the MI’AA 
savs? Decide for vourself.
Not going to be 
on campus
tomorrow?
Read the Mustang Daily 
wherever you go.
mustangdaily.net
■CHOOÍB YOUK 0«H ADVEMTUHB " (com. from pg. 33)
exit. A pirate chases you in, and there's no way out. Prepare 
to be sliced open, matey.
' • « j
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FoirdanQa BiUca
"Basque tapas, French onion soup.
Fresh seafood, Steaks, Pasta and more..."
Happy Hour Daily 4-6 PM
Dinner served nightly at 5 PM (Closed Sunday)
Bar Opens at 4 PM
805.544.5515 717 Higuera St., Downtown SLO
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I Ol  Ki I SV I'M OK)
In ‘ I he Kingdom' (Sept. 28), Jamie Foxx plays a counterterrorism agent sent 
to investigate the bomhing of iui American facility in Saudi ArabiiU
LOW TO NO COST
BIRTH CONTROL
“HPV V accines Available”
’ STI screening & treatment
’ Pap & cancer screening
> Urinary Tract infection 
treatment
"Walk ins Welcome"
San Luis Obispo at 
University Square
* Free birth control pills
* Free Condoms
* Emergency Contraception
Also offered:
Urgent Care
IlCdllhWorks
Alto'dalx* Coni(lAdiral Canng
www.heaithworkscc.com' phone: 542«0900
896 Foothill Bivd. 
(Next to New Frontiers)
THE SHACK
SPO RTS BA R & G R IL L
Presents
monday
extended HAPPY HOUR 3-8pm 
tuesday 
$2 PITCHERS
Wednesday
“ BIG Wednesday" $1.(X) pints 4-7pm 
thursday
“ TACO Thursday" $2.(X) fish tacos 6 $2.00 coronas
friday
2 for 1 pitchers 7-9pm 
Saturday
F lU  UP YOUR SHACK MUG $3
Sunday
HAPPY HOUR EVERY HOUR!
 ^ Located on Foothill 
(by Rite Aid and Pandaf*
10% OFF WITH CAL POLY ID!
( O l  Ri I SV IM IO IOS
(Left) Nicole Kidman and Daniel O aig  star in “ I'he (lold- 
en C'.ompass,” an adaptation of Philip Pullman’s fantasy 
novel about a parallel universe. (Top) Will Smith stars in 
“ I Am l.egend,” an adaptation of Richard Mathe.son's novel 
about a man-made virus that infects most of humanity.
Movies
continued from page 54
kins and Kay Winstone are fea­
tured in “ Beowulf,” with Zemeckis 
applying the performance-capture 
technology he used in “The Polar 
Express” to animate the epic of the 
hero’s battle against the monster 
Cirendel and his mother.
Halle Berry is a widow who 
forges a relationship with her hus­
band’s friend (Benicio Del Toro) in 
“Things We Lost in the Fire.”
• Nicole Kidman and Daniel 
O aig appear in “The Golden C'oni- 
pass,” set in a fantasy world where 
a girl rushes to rescue her missing 
friend.
• Tom Hanks and Julia Roberts 
mastermind American strategy to 
counter the Soviet invasion of Af­
ghanistan in “Cdiarlie Wilson’s War.”
• Jack Nicholson and Morgan 
Freeman are terminal patients who 
take a final road trip m “The Bucket 
last.”
• "I Am Legend.” adapted from 
the same novel as “The Omega 
Man,” takes place after a plague that 
wipes out most of lumianity and 
transforms others into bloodthirsty 
nocturnal creatures. Will Smith stars 
as a survivor — and possibly the last 
human on Earth.
• Jodie Foster stars m “The Brave 
One,” a thriller about a Manhattan 
woman who becomes a guii-totmg 
vigilante after recovering from an
attack that killed her fiancee and left 
her near death.
• "The Kingdom” stars Jamie 
Foxx, Jennifer Garner and C'hris 
C'ooper as members of a U.S. coun­
terterrorism unit chasing after the 
mastermind of a bomhing in Saudi 
Arabia.
• Steve C'arell plays a widower 
who falls for his brother’s girlfriend 
(Juliette Binoche) in “Dan m Real 
Life.”
• C'age sets out to clear an ances­
tor implicated in Abraham Lincoln’s 
assassination m the “National Trea­
sure” sequel.
• Reese Witherspoon is a woman 
searching for her missing husband, 
an Egyptian who vanishes on a Hight 
to W.islimgtoii, in “Rendition.”
MY FRIENDS
MY COMMUNITY
MY BEST BUY
Best Buy SLO Welcomes
T K I I l
'¡TKIll BBSIF P iso lili
M U S T A N G S
Back to School!
•TVs
•Computers & Software 
• Home & Cor Audio
• Mini-fridges
• Appliances 
• Gaming
Hours: M i l l  KW, r.Sot 10-10, S up 108 Ph (00.5) 783-1619
• Cdt Mu«qr<|g » 9 tsoo«m<jrk ot My My. Sem
:)7
¡I
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Movie Trivia; Where's it from?
E very n iiiu ite  I stay in this ro o m , 
I g e t w eaker, and every  m in u te  
C'liarlie squats in the h u sh , he
gets stronger/'
A. Apocalypse Now
B. The Deer Hunter
C. Full Metal Jacket
D. Charlie Chan in Shanghai
»■> \  Jm ‘5*'
Kayak Horizons
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• Quality furniture
• Appliances
• Electronics
• Books
• Clothes
at bargain prices
Saturday September 15th
8am to 1pm
Unity of San Luis Obispo
comer of Johnson and Southwood f "
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Bruce Wayne endorses
mustangdaily.net
978 Monterey St. a Downtown SLO a 541 -0657 a booboorecords.com a Be a friend of Boo Boo*s at myspace.com/booboorecords
R E C O R D S
Y o u r  M u s i c  S t o r e  S i n c e  1 9 7 4
Our friendly A knowiedsabie Mali Can Help Track o^ mii Hard-io-lind Titles
W E ^  
HAVE 
MUSIC 
FOR 
EVERY 
EAR 
AT 
BOO 
BOO’S
/
Come V is ite o
TURNTA Bieb
N tE X E S
Boo’s
:*RTRlOl>i-S
Expand^Wffl^l Room
T H O U S A N D S  OF  T I T L E S !
Boo Boo's is the Local Tinket Outlet 
For Concerts, Shows & Events
FREE In-Store Pedormanoes 
Every Month! ^
We Pay Cash!
R e cy c le  Your U sed  
CDs, LPs, DVDs & Games
Stay Informed!
Sign up for 
the weekly 
Boo Boo Newsletter
W W W .
booboorecords.com
Get latest on 
new releases & 
upcoming concerts
PICKS OF THE WEEK NOW ON SALE!
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The legal options for music downloading Downloading illegally
Store: Songs cost SI and arc 
yours t'orcvx'r; albums usually 
no more than compat­
ible on both Macs and PC's 
Song pool: 5 million songs 
Catch: Songs have protec­
tion (DKM) and can only be 
listened to on iPods and up to 
5 computers
Subscription: $ 14»5/month, 
unlimited music downloads 
to PC's with Windows and 
portable devices; $ 1 per song to 
burn to C!l)
Song pool: 3 million songs 
Catch: Once you stop the 
subscription, you can’t listen to 
any ofyour songs
C^Rhapsody
Subscription: $ 14.9‘I/month; 
unlimited music downloads to 
PC's with Windows and portable 
devices; 89 cents per song to burn 
to c:i)
Song pool: 3 iiullion songs 
Catch: C')nce you stop the sub­
scription, you can’t listen to any of 
your songs
: -V'-ii-
DIne-ln,Take-Out and Full Service Catering
A A '
1:^  r j  , ^
mm
Dine-In 
Take-Out 
Catering
www.mamasmeatball.com phone: 805-544-0861
Mon. Sill,
lOtIO dm -  !h00 )Hii
T70 lliipirra Si. Siiilc I.IO
III llir
. GROUNDZ
y b t t y
Coffee Shop & Deli
¿ i n * J  " t f  ? * *-■<'
!ML=dL*i
d 4 ÍM » '4 á ii« ^  ü ü j r ' é l s ^ i
B u y  1
drink
get the 
2nd of 
equal or 
lesser 
value
FREE
Get your total 
coffee shop 
experience!
H I G H E R ^ G R O U N D Z
805-783-2264 • 3230 Broad Street, San Luis Obispo, CA
isn’t as cool as it seems
Ryan Chartrand
MDSIANC. DAIIY
I know what you’a* thinking: 
Yon’a* in college, yon live in a dorm 
and everyone around you wants to 
shaa' their music. What you should 
be thinking, however, is whether get­
ting music free is cheaper than being 
$15,(HK) in debt.
Sure, I might sound like a Record­
ing Industry Assixiation of America 
repa'sentative, hut I’m really just a 
student who has been in your shoes 
and seen what c.tn happen if you 
don’t make wise decisions. Trust me, 
1 loathe the RIAA and their tactic of 
suing rather than adipting and uk- 
ing advantage of new technology. 
Reganiless, they’a* still out there, and 
considering the fret that college stu­
dents download over a billion songs 
illegilly each year accoixling to the 
IklAA, you’d better believe they have 
C 'iU  Poly’s adda*ss.
Th.aiikfrilly, in the year 2(K)7, Siiy- 
ing the w o r I s “download song^” can 
finally have a legal side to it. Not only 
legal, but finally affoRlable.
In June, iTunes, a program for Ixsth 
PC's and Macs that sells songs digitally, 
was ranked as the thial largest music 
a'tailer next to Best Buy and Wil- 
Mart, according to the NPD Cimup. 
Not only that, but Americans aa* us­
ing it alnuYst as much as tht^ aa  file- 
sharing pRYgrams like LimeWia*.
In other words, the industry is 
changing, and while your brain may 
still think that illegal downlo.iding is 
the only way to get music, a*coal la­
bels aa* working with companies like 
Apple to help bring you back into a 
moa* affordihle music market.
Take for example Kelly Clarkson’s 
new album “My December.” Best 
Buy lists its price as S14.W, whea*as 
iTunts is selling it for $12.W with 
tha-e .idditional bonus tracks. Oh, and 
don’t worry about losing cover art as 
you'll get a digital version of it with 
your ilownkxid. If you ala'ady own 
an MP3 player, why w-aste the time of
buying a C'l ), ripping it .md uploading 
it on your player when you could go 
straight from iTunes to your iPcxl?
On top of all that, if you want to 
save even moa* money, just buy the 
tracks you know’ you want at only 
$.W per track. While there is a loss in 
quality with digital downloads due to 
compa'ssion, it’s nothing you would 
notice anyway.
With .ill of these songi floating 
about in cyberspace, however, thea- 
is a catch. iTunes song;, for example, 
are coded with DRM,or digital rights 
management, which makes sua* you 
can only listen to your purchased 
songs on up to five computers and 
any number of iPods (although they 
will only play on iPoiis). Only one a*- 
cord label (EMI Records) has sigied 
on to offer DRM-free music at $1.30 
per track (moa* expensive because the 
quality is perfect although nearly un- 
noticeable), but Universal and others 
are ala*ady toying with the idea.
Another option to consider is 
Napster, which allows unlimited 
downloads of millions of songs for 
$14.95 per nuinth. Songs purchased 
from Napster will only play on C're- 
ative, I )ell, iRiver, Rio and other Ml*3 
players, but not iPtxls.The catch with 
Naj-)ster’s DRM is that once you can­
cel your subscription with them, you 
can no longer listen to any of that mu­
sic. Cíame over. At least iTunes lets you 
keep it tda*ver.
What you need to keep in mind 
is that everyone gets caught evenaially. 
While >x>u might not have been caught 
yet,don’t think you aa* invincible. If the 
legality of it won’t convince you, how 
about the fact that you’a* walking up 
to an artist and prying an album out of 
his hands and running off with it? Of 
course, thaiugh file sharing programs 
it’s never this personal, but essentially 
that’s what you’a* iloing.
Learn the lesson now hefba* it’s 
UK) late: I )ownIoading music illegally, 
as ctH)I as it make's you lixik in college, 
isn’t worth the ultinute price you’ll 
have to pay.
YOUR OWN APyENTURE” (cent from pg 43)
As the pirates swim away, pursued by man-eating sharks, you 
set fire to the rest of the driftwood and celebrate your victory 
with an old-fashioned bonfire. An added bonus: Those silly 
pirates left all their treasure behind. Arrrrrrgh! Now you can 
outfit your dorm room with a Wii, a miniature pony, a Ronald 
McDonald life-size cut-out, jewels worn by Marilyn Monroe, a 
signed collector’s edition of “Pee W ee Herman’s Big Adven­
ture," and a snake-skin whip with a matching cape. There are 
no other choices. You'll be the hit of the dorm.
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‘Stangs bounce back following 
season-opening loss in Wichita
After losing to unranked 
Kansas State, Cal Poly 
responded with sweeps o f  
North Texas and W ichita 
State.
Rachel Ciellinan
Ml SI \si. i>\in
riie No.  14 t'.il PoK vollcvh.ill 
M.]iiaJ (2-1) opened  Us 2<>n~ se.i- 
son at the SlioekeiAollexball ( ' las ­
sie. hosted In u hita St.ite on the 
weekend of Ang 24-2(i.
I he .Miist.ings taeed unr.inked 
K.ms.is St.ite .ind eould not In ing 
hom e a \ u t o i \  m their season 
opener  tor just the se\ enth t ime m 
2‘> se.isoiis. a s  the\ tell 3-2; 30-2.3. 
2o--^o. 23-30.  .'n 1-2.3 and 13-1 I on 
1 rid.iy Aiig. 24.
“They were the big 12 new - 
eomers ofthe year who dominated 
that mateh ... that’s why the pre- 
season ptrlls don't mean anything” 
head etraeh Jon Stevenson said of 
the Wildcats.
Juinor outside liitter Ah Waller 
led the pack with 10 kills and 
eight blocks while opposite Kyhe 
•Atherstone added 13 kills. Middle
bloi ke'- l.icivn lloiis toi sm.i. ked 
I 4 kills, posted eight blocks .md hit 
342. .1 111,Itch-best, (dielsea 1 l.ises, 
setter, .issisted 3“ times ,nid h.id |o  
digs while hbero Kristin l.tckson 
s o n m b u t e d  with .i te .im-lngh 2o 
digs 1 )es|iite these s.ih.mt ettorts. 
the Wildc.its pres.nled in t i \e  close 
g.imes.
Stevenson said his team "t.iiled 
their tirst test." m their  open ing  
match,  l i e  n u d e  some personnel 
changes before the follmvmg two 
111.Itches ,md was rewarded with 
\ ictonoii s  results.
1 he .Must.mgs t rum ped  North  
le.xas 3o-|(i. 3 0 - lS  and 30-14 on 
Saturd.iv. Aug. 23th at Koch Arena. 
The victors w.is the second time 
since 200 |  that the sipiad dele.ited 
a team bv 2o points m a single set
W.iller threw down a match- 
high 13 kills and Atherstone .idded 
10 digs and eight o fthe  team's 23 
blocks. Hayes choreographed 31 
assists.
“We understood what we were 
doing and pl.iyed harder.” said Ste­
venson ofthe second game.
Waller and outside hitter ,Ash- 
leigh bertoin manufactured 13 
kills each. Houston blocked lO 
Shocker attempts and bertoni hit
m
)
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C O U R U  .SV O l VXK HITA SIA IT  S I'O R IS  IN K IK M A IIO N
Wichita State sophomore Kmily .Stockman (left) senior Sara Lungren (middle left) join Cal Poly juniors Ja- 
clyn Houston (middle right) and Ali Waller following the two teams’ match on Aug. 26. All four players were 
selected to the All-Tournament team.
a match-high .3f)7 to help Cal 
Polv finish the tournament with 
Us second straight sweep as they 
knocked out host Wichita State. 
311-2.3. 30-23 and 30-24 on Sun-
I
since 1983
day. Aug. 2().
The Mustangs never trailed by 
more than three points at any point 
of the match. Sophomore reserve 
setter Hailey Fitlnan was just three 
assists shy of her career high as she 
posted 23 m the match.
Stevenson said this tournament 
will definitely prepare his squad 
for conference pkiy and he believes 
they will have to pkiy “error- free 
volleyball” from here on out.
The Mustangs took a manda­
tory rest day. according to NC'AA 
regulations on Mond.iy. Aug. 27 
and will be back on the court Aug. 
31-Sept. 3 at No. 1 Nebraska's 
Holid.iv Inn Downtown Classic.
H oliday Inn D ow ntow n 
Classic - U pdate
Aug. 31
No. 18 Cal Poly dropped its 
match with No. 3 Penn State 
30 24, .30-27, 26-30, 27-.30, 
15-7
They squared o ff against 
Creighton on Sept. 2.
Editor's note - Complete coverage 
o f this event will he available on 
Sept. 17 in the Back to Schtwl 
issue.
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Mustangs squander first-half lead 
at Texas State to drop opener 38-35
Cal Poly junior Ramses 
Barden had a career-high 
207 yards on eight re­
ceptions and two touch­
downs in the game.
S P O U I S  I M O M M A I I O N  l UP OHI
SAN MAKC:OS,Tc.\as — Uii- 
rankcd Texas State scored 24 points 
in the third quarter to erase a 20- 
14 hahtiine deficit and went on to 
beat No. 14/15 (\il Poly .'^S-35 in 
a season-opening non-conference 
football game Saturday night be­
fore 13,007 on Jim Wacker Field 
at Bobcat Stadium.
Junior running back Stan 
Zvvmggi scored four touchdowns 
and rushed for 165 yards while 
redshirt freshman running back 
Karrington Hush added 136 yards 
and one score as the Bobcats won 
for the ninth time in a row when 
opening the season at home.
C'al Poly managed 37K total 
yards but surrendered more than 
500 yards to Texas State.
The Mustangs forced four Tex­
as State turnovers in the first half 
en route to its six-point advan­
tage at the break. But the Bobcats 
did not turn the ball over in the 
second half and scored on all four 
of their possessions in the third 
quarter en route to the season- 
opening win.
Texas State now has a 2-1 ad­
vantage 111 its senes against (\il 
Poly. The two teams met m San 
Tuis Obispo in 2004 — a 3S-21 
Mustang win — as well as in the 
quarterfinal round of the 2005 
NC'AA Football tdiampionslnp 
division playoffs in San Marcos 
— a 1 4-7 Bobcat victory.
Texas State jumped to a 14-3 
leail in the first 12 minutes.
Zwinggi ran 02 and three- 
yards tor Bobcat touchdowns 
saiulwiched around a 27-yarel 
field goal by C^ al Poly’s Andrew 
(iardner.
The Mustangs scored 17 un­
answered points for a 20-14 half­
time advantage.
Junior quarterback Jonathan 
Dally ran four yards for a touch­
down with 17 secoiuls to play on 
the first play after senior line­
backer Mark Kestelli recovered 
a Texas State fumble and ran 33 
yards.
Sophomore Tredale Tolver re­
turned a Texas State punt SO yards 
for another Mustang score 24 sec­
onds into the second quarteV. It 
was C\il Poly's first punt return for 
a touchdown since Darrell Jones 
accomplished the feat in 2004.
(Iardner completed the first- 
half scoring with a 36-yard field 
goal 2:46 before the break.
Texas State went on a 24-7 run
see Football, page 67
ESPN  1280 to air
M ustang football
M ultiple Cal Poly sports 
will all share coverage on  
the same radio network.
Jared Cleaver
NU S IA N l .  D .M IY
As of Sept. 1, (^al Poly sports 
fans were be able to listen to 
games on F.SPN Radio 1280. w ith 
the football team’s season opener 
at Texas State.
“We have been on the radio (in 
recent years)," Athletic Director 
■Misoii (Tme said. “They’ve been 
on the air. and they’ve had pretty 
good coverage. But we’ve gesne 
out of the A(iM network, and now 
we’re with E-SPN."
1 he (7il Poly Athletics Depart­
ment recently announced that 
they inked a two-year de.il with 
fiSPN, with an option tor a pos­
sible third year.
“ Thev're going to cover foot­
ball, (men's) basketball, baseball 
and some selective women's bas­
ketball. \ollevb.ill and softb.ill, 
(hme said.
In addition, there will be a 
weekly radio show featuring Mus­
tang head coaches and other “spe­
cial guests."
“We are excited abinit our 
agreement with l.SPN Ka-
dio and look forward to a 
good working relationship,” Asso­
ciate Athletics Director Chris Bak­
er said in a press release. "To have 
all our sports on the same network 
is great for our fans. They will 
alw.iys know where to find Ckil 
Poly sports.”
For Mustang fans no longer 
living 111 the ('entrai (Tiast, games 
will also be made available online. 
Caines will be streamed live at 
w w w'.espnradit) 128U.com in addi­
tion to the live radio broadcasts.
Downloadable podcasts of the 
games will also be available for 
fans that are unable to listen to the 
live action.
According to the press release, 
“ liSPN 1280 will air extended 
pregame shows with a ‘(asllege 
( lame I ).iy’ type atmosphere before 
many home events starting with 
the football team’s home opener 
against Weber State on Sept. 15."
1 laviiiu liâmes available online 
could presumably increase listen- 
ership .md fan b.ise. although that 
w ill rem.iin unseen until the sports 
season kicks lUf in September.
“ That would be great if it did. 
but I don’t have the details," ('one 
said. “ I don't know if this will real­
ly increase the listeners, so I don’t 
want to say that unless I know it 
to be true.”
A
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COTTON Mli.LLR courtesy ok the university star
Cal Poly sophomore Tredale Tolver returns a Texas State punt 89 yards for a touchdown during the second 
quarter of the Mustangs’ season-opening game. Tolver is the first Mustang to return a punt for a touchdown 
since Darrell Jones in 2004.
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D og fighting goes 
far beyond Vick
Donovan Aird
MUSTANi; DAIIY
Eighteen of the dogs were al­
ready euthanized, and more than 50 
others also allegedly overseen by the 
former football star appeared on the 
verge of being put to death. They 
had to be, authorities said.
“They’re just too dangerous,” a 
spokesman for the state’s bureau of 
narcotics and dangerous drugs con­
trol said to the Associated Press of 
the pit bull terriers.
It wasn’t their fault, though. 
“They will be euthanized,” the ex­
ecutive director of the state’s vet­
erinary board told the Associated 
l^ ress.
“All of these dogs have been bred 
to fight. There’s no way they can be 
adopted,” she said.
A former All-American who 
went on to play several years in the 
NFL, the man who was ordered to 
stand trial on charges of cruelty to 
animals, keeping a dog for fighting 
and keeping a place or equipment 
for dog fighting in this case might 
not be who people think.
Helieve it or 
not, this was not 
the story of Atlanta 
Falcons quarter­
back Michael Vick, but rather l.e- 
Shon Johnson, a running back who 
in 1W3 finished sixth in Heisman 
Trophy voting at Northern Illinois 
before a lackluster NFL career he 
spent with three teams spanning 
from l‘.>94 to 19W,and a final elFort 
with the XFL’s tamed C'hicago En­
forcers in 2001. He was sentenced in 
December 2005 to five years of pro­
bation after pleading guilty to those 
charges in C')klahoma. While John­
son couldn’t boast Vick’s stardom, 
neither can the 40,0(K) people in the 
country estimated by the Humane 
Society of the U.S. to be involved in 
“professional” dog fighting, taking 
advantage of an estimated 250,0(M) 
dogs.
Every so often, actual sports 
matter beyond their benign battle­
grounds. They go from being buried 
on the inside of the newspaper, and 
25 minutes into the broadcast, to the 
forefront of our day’s most cutting 
discussions and issues.They can pro­
vide a lens into the good, bad and 
ugly of societies in a way that not
much else can.
The fans of football — to a 
greater extent than those of its“lhg 
Three” counterparts, basketball and 
baseball — cross a sweeping spec­
trum of race, age and region in this 
country.
For example, on April 2H, the 
first d.iy of the NFL Draft, ESI^N 
filmed dozens of fans — nearly all of 
them black — tailing to their knees 
in celebration at a barber shop in 
Mobile, Ala., for the selection o4 Ja- 
Marcus Kussell, a local product.The 
same day, they captured the Min­
nesota Vikings’ otficial draft party 
in Eden I’rairie, Minn., where a sea 
of onlookers — nearly all of them 
white — likewise deliriously ap­
plauded their team’s selection.
These passions grow from an ear­
ly age. 1 he lO-year-old who has al­
ready memorized every player’s rat­
ing in “Madden 'OH” glances at eight 
ditferent fantasy football magazines 
while being dragged through the 
grocery store, as the 45-year-old pe­
ruses the chip aisle in search of the 
perfect complement to his “Sunday 
NFL Ticket” package he bought to 
keep in touch with
his hometown team 
so far away. And 
the constellation 
of pigskin-crazed towns ranges far 
and wide, liatón Kouge, La., Mor­
gantown, W.Va., Ann Arbor, Mich., 
Ciainesville, Fla., Norman. Okla. and 
Boise, Idaho are all fine towns on 
their own, but when put on a list 
with Los Angeles, they can combine 
to make sense .is one thing and one 
thing only; a college football poll.
No other sport in this part of 
the world captivates us with such a 
blanketing fervor. Vince Lombardi 
was right when he said that while 
baseball may be this country’s pas­
time, football is its passion. And if 
there is a silver lining to the Vick 
ordeal, it’s that dog fighting is being 
brought to light because of it. Or at 
least, it should be.
The sports community, from the 
millionaire playboys put on a pedes­
tal dictating the action to the average 
couch-bound thrill-seeker tuning in 
to a game, is now faced with one 
of those now-it-matters moments, 
especially in light of this particular 
concern — dog fighting — being 
see Aird, page 66
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Stay in shape
Je n n ife r  In g a n
MUSTANì ; DAIIY
Arc you Kxiking to join a sports 
team on campus but don’t think you 
could dedicate the time or make it in 
any of C'al I’oly’s intercollegiate sports?
It so, then ASl’s lntramur.il Sports 
Program may be the right fit for you.
“Intramural Sports is a ga*at outlet 
for a social experience and physic;il 
activity,” said Cireg Avakian, the intra­
mural sports coordinator at C?al Poly. 
“It’s ga*at for mentii and physic.il well­
being, and keeps you sane during the 
quarter. It’s competitive and tiin and a 
goixi way to meet people.”
The purpose of the Intramural 
Sports Program is to offer a variety of 
structured leagues, sports, and tourna­
ments in a safe environment.The pro­
gram is open to all Clal Poly students, 
alumni, faculty' and staff who aa* cur­
rently members of the Kec C?enter. 
A variety of sports aa  offead during 
each qiuirter.
Each team is self-coached and each 
sport is divided into divisions and gen­
der leagues. Teams can consist of only 
men or women, or be co-recaatioiril. 
1 )ivision 1 is highly competitive, I )ivi- 
sion II is nuxlerately competitive and 
Division III is acaation.illy competi­
tive.
“I'he program lets you keep pl.iying 
sports with organization and a decent 
amount of competition,” said aerospace 
engineering senior Andre Ourthiague. 
“When you’a  just playing with your 
friends for frin you don’t aally caa 
if you win or lose, but in intramural
sports It’s nice to caa when you play 
and being .ittuhed to whether you 
lose or win.”
Ourthiague has been active in in- 
tramur.il sports since his freshnum year 
at Poly. He w.is involved in intramural 
sortb.ill, basketball .ind soccer. He played 
soccer and baseb.ill in high sclxxil and 
wanted to keep pl.iying sports. He s.iid 
that he may h.ive had a shot at Poly’s 
intercollegiate soccer, but couldn’t give 
the time commitment.
“It’s a ga.it way to meet friends, 
gRMt exercise, and a way to alieve 
stass from school,” said C'.il Poly civil 
engineering alumnus Allen Lao in an 
e-mail inters'iew. “It w'ill caate other 
avenues for people. People who want 
to caate networks can e.asily connect 
with other players.”
Lao, 23, played with the MSCI Unit 
basketball team for his last three years 
at Poly during the fill and spring quar­
ters.
So how do you a*gister for a team? 
The most convenient way is through 
the ASI C'onnect Web site at http;// 
connect..i.si.c.ilpolyedu, or at the Rec 
C'enter. Team agistration begins on 
the first Thursdiy of every quarter. 
Already h.ive a team composed? The 
team captiin or manager can use the 
ASI C’onnect Web site to agister his or 
her team.
1 )uring registration, the team cap- 
t,iin proN’ides their cont.ict information 
and other information such as when 
they want to pl.iy and their team name. 
The rest of the team can agister via the 
ASI C'onnect Web site, and the team
see Intramural, page 68
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Aird
continued from  pn^e (t-i
purportoil to bt‘ a sport bv Us por- 
pi'trators.
Wc have an opportnnitv. lunv, 
through the virtue ot our sptirts- 
obsessed soeietv, to redirect st)me ot 
that passion to eontriint dog fighting 
unlike ue have before.
Vt e could miss the chance though. 
I Sl’N's Aug. 21 "SportsCienter f an- 
tasv Draft Special” featured a seg- 
nient in which comnientators dis­
cussed how Vick's “absence " would 
.itf'ect fantasy drafts and leagues.
You'd think Johnson, for one, 
might've learned his lesson after his 
propertv was raided in early 2<Ml(l 
for alleged dogfights, resulting in 14 
citations being written upon obser­
vance of bloody, w enmded dergs and 
people fleeing into the woods out­
side Johnson's property. But telling
from some of the reactions Vick's 
more high-profile case has dniwii, 
niisconceptions about dog fighting 
still abound m our society.
“1 don't know if he was fight­
ing dogs or not. but it's his property, 
it’s his dog; if that's what he wants 
to do. do It," Washington Kedskiiis 
running back Clinton I’ortis told 
WAV Y-I V 111 Virginia.
I’ortis hasn't been the only 
prominent athlete to sound otf on 
the case. New York knicks guard 
Stephon Marbury. ,i two-tmie NBA 
All-Star, tokl reporters, "You know, 
from what 1 hear, dog fighting is a 
sport. It's )ust behind closed doors.” 
(It's conceivable that .\larbur\ 
could’ve heard that from C)vntel 
Woods, a teaimiiate ot his m New 
York during the 2(K),S-0() season. 
Woods was sentenced in 2005 to 12 
numths probation and HO hours of 
community service after pleading 
guilty to first-degree misdemeanor 
animal abuse m (Vegoii, w here he
www.mustangdaily.net
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then played for the Portland Trail 
Blazers and was investigated for dog 
fighting.)
The leniency ot Portis and Mar­
bury hasn’t been exclusive to the 
coinnumity of pro ath.letes. Actor Ja­
mie Foxx told an Access Hollywood 
mter\iewer, "It’s a cultural thing, 1 
think. Most brothers didn't know 
that, you know. I used to see dogs 
fighting 111 the neighborhood all the 
time. I duln't know that was Fed 
time. So, Mike probably just didn't 
read his handbook on what not to 
do as a black star. . . . I know that cru- 
elt\ to anim.ils is bad. but sonietmies 
people shoot people .ind kill people 
.md don't get time. I think in this 
situation, he realiv didn't know the 
extent of it, so I always give him the 
benefit of the doubt."
.Mthough these views may seem 
shocking, many might be surprised 
to learn the extent to which the 
subculture of dog fighting, and ani­
mal fighting in general, subsist m 
this country.
F.ven though cockfightiiig is il­
legal in all 5(1 states, magazines such 
as "(iamecock," “(irit and Steel" 
and “Feathered Warrior" can be 
subscribed to via Amazon.com. Ac­
cording to the Web site, customers 
who viewed "Feathered Warrior” 
also took a glance at the book, "The 
Dog Pit: Ffovv to Select, Breed,Train 
and Manage Fighting I )ogs."
C'.ustoniers who bought ____
that item also bought the 
documentary "OfV the 
Cihaiii,” whose purchasers 
further shelled out for the 
movie "Cihetto I )awg” and 
its riveting, sequel, “(ihetto 
Dawg 2: Out of the Pits."
As Californians, we may 
tend to think of dog fight­
ing as being centralized in 
distant parts of the coun­
try, but it takes place much 
closer to home than we 
may realize.
Eleven pit bulls were seized Aug. 
S ill an area of Fresno local police 
reportedly refer to .is "Dog Pound 
Territory,” at a scene where authori­
ties found six graphic videos depict­
ing men training their dogs to maul
.AARON n s i  N llA l lR  \ smh i a i i d I'RISs
Rochelle Steffen is shown Wednesday» Aug. 29 at her (iape Ciirardeau, 
Mo., home as she displays the Michael Vick trading cards that were 
chewed by her 6-year-old Weimaraner and her Great Dane puppy (not 
pictured). The cards were sold for charity in an eBay auction Wednes­
day. T he cards sold for $7,400.
others.
E:veil though dog fighting is a fel­
ony in 48 states (it's a misdemeanor 
in Idaho and Wyoming), most states 
don't sufficiently penalize attending 
dog tights, w Inch doesn't do enough 
to encourage l.iw enforcement to 
pursue cases, w rote Rebecca Sim­
mons, outreach communications 
coordinator for the txniipanion 
Animals section of the HSUS, at 
their Web site, FISUS.org.
Even worse. “After being con-
So, Mike probably just 
didn’t read Eiis handbook 
on what not to do as a 
black star.
—Jamie Foxx 
Aeu>r
fiscated, fighting dogs are typically 
euthanized due to their highly ag­
gressive nature and unsuitability for 
adoption," Simmons wrote.
“ In some states, the dogs are 
required to be held at an animal
recentlv gamed some notorietv bv 
giving 22 Vick trading cards to her 
dogs-who chewed them up-aiid 
then auctioning them on elkiy as a 
fundraiser for animal welfare groups. 
The lot sold for $7,400, and several 
similar fundraisers followed suit.
But perhaps the most insight­
ful, important response to the Vick 
storm was offered by Pro Football 
Hall-of-Fanier Jim Brown. "This 
is not a tragedy," Brov\ n told a TV 
inters lewer of the sudden detour 
m Vick's life. "This is a 
new beginning.” For not 
only Vick, but also the 
subculture of dog fight­
ing to which he used 
to belong and a society 
at large finally able to 
see illuminated a vi­
cious underworld previ­
ously in the dark that it 
h.ts condemned, w'e can 
only hope.
After all, Johnson 
never appeared on the 
cover of the 1 ()-year-old’s "Mad­
den.” (as Vick did in 2004) nor did 
anyone ever take him in a fantasy 
league, although the odds are both 
Vick’s .ukI Johnson’s dogs wouldn’t 
kiu)w the difference.
Indeed, it’s entirely likelv that
$5 off
"Any cut
shelter until the court date, forcing 
shelters to euthanize healthy animals , had Johnson's cards or would- 
to make room for fighting dogs that be memoirs from a trading card set
with Cal Poly ID
i -1 /\"7
r
will be euthanized at a later date," 
said Simmons.
As for Vick’s dogs, 49 of the pit 
bulls seized from his property in 
April are now scheduled tt) under­
go a behavior assessment fmm the 
American Society for the Preven­
tion of C'ruelty to Animals, accord­
ing to the I )aily Press of Newport 
News,Vi.,Vick’s hometown.
Meanwhile, a Missouri woman
ippers
numbered to 4( >,( K H • in honor of this 
country's estimated pro dog fight­
ing league — similarly been given 
to dogs to gleefully gnaw, man’s best 
friend would have been happy tts 
oblige. But no one has ever given 
the dogs that chance. O f course, 
there’s still time to find out. even 
with Vick’s dogs themselves. Bet­
ter hurry, though. They, too. appear 
likelv to be euthanized.
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Balls to the Wall(cr)
Racin'] Ciellman
Ml M \M. I>\in
As .1 tormor tcm.ilc (.■ompcntor. I 
ixvoL?ii/i.' tli.it women .ire often .111 
iltertlioiii,'lit 111 the work! ot .itlilet- 
le^.We iii.is not li.i\e killer li.ing-tinie 
but we e.in oooli .iiid .i.ili .1 erowxl 
w itli iiitellinenee. i.leterniiii.irion .iiul 
ni\ t.norite di.ir.ieteristie ot teni.ile 
itlileteN. p.isMon. I'hiN \e.ir. 1 will ex­
plore the lives ot'teni.ile ( kil PoK .ith- 
letes;on the eoiirt tiekl.in .K-.kleiiiies 
iikl bexoikl. Ke.klei's shoiiki le.irn 
th.it teni.ile .ithletes. like their ni.ile 
ounterp.irts. in .1 tiinir.itiw \et seri- 
uis w.iy. h.i\e b.ilK
Jon Steseiison. he.kl ». o.k h tor the 
volle\b.ill s(.|ii.id. deeim All NX.iller. .1 
liinior outside hitter troiii ( Apress. 
tkilit.,.1 "bailer."
“ Its detiiiitelv .1 p.ission otTiiine.” 
W.iller said about \ollevb.ill.
W.iller expects a large tiirnout at 
li.iiiies this ve.ir due to List se.isonk
U^CC^ s^
"We h.ive long, exciting r.illies 
iikl were vetA’ p.issuMi.ite about oiir 
.t.uiKA. (Women s vollevball) is gist .is 
competitiw as gm s'." W.iller s.iid.
Ill third gr.ide. Waller viw one ot 
her neighbors bumping ,1 vollevball 
out on the street, .isked to |oin and 
lo\ed It right aw.n W.iller pla\ed in 
middle scluKil and started pl.iving 
competitively in ninth gr.ule
Waller's club coach in high school 
was .1 m.\)or inspiration in her life ind 
his advice continues to help her tod.iv. 
Waller also admia-s American protes- 
sion.il IxMch vollevball pl.i\er ,V1ist\ 
M.i\
"She IS .1 gR*at .ithlete w ho works 
h.iul at w hat she dixA and shes gist 
awesome," W.iller viid ot M.iy
l .ist w.ir.just .IS W.iller was est.ib- 
lishing herself .is an outside hitting 
force, she tr.ictured her ti>ot .ind was 
sidelined tor the rem.iinder of the 
se.ison.
"It was a bummer.but yon h.ive to 
mil w ith the punches." W.illei viid
Training and stR-ngtheniiig in the 
otl-season combine».! with her sheer 
low tor the game li.iw re-v*st.iblished 
the name Waller w.is ni.iking for het- 
sv'lf List ve.ir ,is she greatb contributed 
111 the first toiiriiament ot the 2<Nr 
scMson ir Wichita State
"She was one t>t nir lx's! hitters 
List se.ivin Ix'tlare her ingir\. aiul she 
Is our lx*st hitter .igain this \<.Mst>n." 
Stevenson s.iid.
Senior lilx'm Kristin l.ickson s.iys 
that Waller's conieb.ick is a RMilt ot 
her wiark ethic.
“All is a R'.illy hard worker. She is 
always pushing hers '^lt 1 < • percent .it 
practice." |.K‘kson s.iid.
W'.iller is a liberal studies ni.gor yet 
hopes to tr.inster into historv. She h.is 
contempl.ited a earner in junior high 
education.
I .isked Wilier if she Ix'liewd she 
gets the Rspect she ik'serves .is a fe­
male in athletics and she s.iid. ".Any­
one c.in R'spect am athlete Ix'C.iuse 
they know how much time gixs into 
w h.it we do."
Whiler admiri.A the f.ict that female 
athlete's “all c.ir' alsout one .mother 
and the success of'our te-ammates."
see (lellman, page 68
111 the third e|u.li ter to t.ike .1 .Ts- 
2S lead
Aiulrew Irel.iiul kicked a 4 ' - 
\ ird held go.il. Hush r.m eight 
\ar»ls tor .1 to u c h d o w n  .md 
/ w in g g i  sc.mipereil se \en  sards 
t»>r .1 .s 1 - 2iI cushion.
.After .M.itt Hrenn.m con -  
nee teil w ith K.mise's H.ii'elen on 
. 1 lie! S i  Die' toi' ( i l l  I'oK. the
Hobc.its .mswercei w ith / .w n ig -  
gi s tourfh  tone lulinv n run - .1 
lo -\ .irde i tor .1 ,sS-2S le.iel 
w ith 24 seeemds to go III the 
tliiiei perioet
C ..il I’oK iii.ule It close in the 
tourth  e|uarter is H.irelen c.iught 
a 2 iS-\.irel scoring  p.iss from I ).il- 
Iv w Ith S:()4 to go, cu t ting  lex.is 
St.ite s le.ul to
I he Must.ings got the b.ill 
b.ick w Ith ,i:4~ to pl.i\ and 
eirose 3 .S y.iieis. but were torceel 
to turn  the ball over on elowio 
ifter three consecutive mconi 
píete p.isses by 1 ),illv
l),illv com ple ted  six of 12 
passes tor 113 vards .nui one 
score in his .Mustang elebiit. 
Hrennan co n n ec ted  on tour ot 
12 passes for l i d  yards and a 
score.
Harden c.iught eight passes 
tor a career-high 2<>7 yards and 
two touchdow iis
lop .Mustang rushers were 
Kyan Mole with .37 yards on 
seven c.irries and James Noble 
with 4S yards on 12 trips.
1 or Texas State. ».|u.irterb.ick 
Hr.idlev (ieorge completed 14 
ot 2.3 passes tor 1 3‘) yards. Adri­
an Ihoinas c.iught five passes tor 
67 vards.
Defensive leaders f'or C'.al 
Polv were linebackers Restelli 
and Marty Mohanied with eight 
and seven tackles, respectivelv 
Scottie (airdier intercepted .1 
pass w hile Restelli. M.irk Caird- 
es and Ckirlton (íillespie each 
recovered Texas State fumbles.
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Texas State senior defensive back Jervoress Crenshaw attempts to trip up (ial Poly wide receiver Ramses 
Barden. Barden had eight receptions for 207 yards and scored two touchdowns for the Mustangs.
Walk to CHurch. Walk Out Your Faith with Friends.
Ju s t  dov/v/n tfte  r o a d  f r o m  c a m p u s ,  L C M  a t M t .C ¿ t r m e l is a  fello vA /sfiip  o f  s t u d e n t s  
w o r k in y  t f ir o u y f  1 life  a n d  fa ith 's  d if f ic u lt  c ^ u e s t io n s  w f iile  lo v in g  G o d  
a n d  C in e  a n o t f ie r .  V is it .  M a k e  L C M  y o u r  f io m e .
at Mt. Carmel Lutheran Church ^
1 701 Fredericks St, near the corner of Fredericks and Grand 
805-S42-0260 • www.mtcarmelslo.org
Sunday Worship
8:45 a.m. Traditional 
I 1:00 a.m. Contemporary
Tuesday Night College Group
7:00 p.m. Free dinner 
8:OOpm Bible Study 
9:30pm College Worship
Ws Good... to be Natural
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■t .
gourmet salads *  hot entrées 
specialty sandwiches 
fresh baked goodies 
soups & smoothies 
fresh produce •  groceries 
dairy case •  bulk foods 
natural meat and seafood 
supplements & bodycare
Present this coupon to receive
FREE
Cup of Soup
with the purchase oj any Whole Sandwich from our deli
I
I n.un OTi
^  f'Kpires09/ t0/07
/Cfdíweií.
'^inlir'p' j. I
Valid only at our 
San I uLs Obispo store only
896 So Foothill Blvd * San Luis Obispo 
(corner of Foothill G- Sunto Rosa) 
Hours. Mon -Fri 8-9. Sal. 8-8, Sun 9-8
• • • « •
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CAFE CRISTIANO
Gellman
continued from page 67
Jackson noted that Waller has a kind 
heart and no patience for animosity 
amongst her teammates. Wxllers at­
titude IS gtwad for team morale and 
keeps her fellow players focused on the 
game.
“I’m re.illy glad that I’ve had her as 
a teammate,’’Jackson s;iid.
WiUler enjoys the sense of commu­
nity that exists between her and other 
athletes.
She loves her teammates and the 
game and although she says balancing 
school and volleyball “can definitely be 
stres.sflil.’’ she can’t imagine what she
would do with her dme were she not a 
student-athlete.
When Waller is not on the court or 
in the classroom, she says you can find 
her “lounging around and soaking up 
the free time.”
Wilier believes that her team can 
make the final four this year. She said 
she is going to “work as hard as 1 can 
and put forth my best effort,” to nuke 
it to that height of the sea.son.
Jackson believes that Waller has a lot 
of potential to really shine this season.
In terms of volleyball after college. 
Waller said she plans to take things 
“one year at a time.”
This year, she urges Call Poly stu­
dents to “come out and support girls 
vollevball and come cheer us on.”
Find peace under pressure, and light in the darkness, 
through the ancient spirituality of the Cross.
CAFÉ C R ISTIA N O  doors will open at 6:00 p.m. Monday, 
September 24th, and worship will follow from 7:00 to 8:00. 
Come to the Fellowship Hall on the corner of 
Foothill Blvd. and Santa Rosa in San Luis Obispo, 
just two blocks from the Cal Poly campus.
Expect inspiring music, interesting people, and worship of 
the One who went to the Cross to provide light and peace
for those who seek Him.
For more information, visit www.zionslo.com
or call 543-8327.
Sponsored by Zion Lutheran Church-San Luis Obispo
Intramural
continued from page 65
captain adds players to thc-ir roster.
People who don’t h,ive a team can 
participate by attending the free agent’s 
meeting at 6 p.m. on the MoncLiy 
of the second week of the quarter at 
the Kec Cx'nter. At the meeting, “free 
agents” will be grouped into a team 
and registered. Paiticipants can only 
play on one team per gender league 
per sport. For example, one could play 
on a men’s soccer team, a co-rec soc­
cer team, and a men’s basketball team, 
but could not play on two men’s scx cer 
teams — even if they are in two differ­
ent divisions.
League sports offered this fall quar­
ter are .S:5 basketball, dixlgeball. Bag 
football, 6:b speed scxcer, softball and 
volleyb,ill. Tournament sports are a 
one-day event only, and offered in the 
fall are Mark Keuling vollcykill, ulti­
mate ffisbee and racquetball.
The cost varic*s depending on the 
sport, and range's fnim $100 to $150 
per team in the league's, and $5 to $40 
for tournaments. Cíame days range 
ftxini one to three games per week at 
the Kec Cienter.
Kegistration for fall quarter intra­
mural sports will begin on Thursday, 
Sept. 20, and will close on Sunday, 
Sept. 23 for league's, and registration for 
tournaments will remain open until 
tw'o days prior to the scheduled event.
Stirring Sept. 1, you could view the 
ptx^rani information and schedule for 
fall quarter on the ASl Cionnect Web 
site. Cíame time's will be posted during
w e m
More than 3(H) teams registered 
hist spring quarter, which consists of 
nieire than 4,(KK) students, accoitiing 
to Avakian. O f the students, more than 
a 1,(HK) were women and abixit 3,0(K) 
were men, and the majority of the 
teams were co-eei. The most popubr 
sports were softball, scxcer and basket­
ball.
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school year 
off right with these 
great deals from Vons!
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Best Prices in Town! 
Welcome Cal Poly Students!
50% off accessories
with student ID
V O f t  Oftwireiess
595 Marsh St.
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401 
805-594-1326
You deserve 
a break.
mustangdaily.net
W«;’ve got plenty to distract 
yon from yonr fiomework.
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^ etting in one of the best colleges in the 
country takes lots of hard work. Getting 
onboard Amtrak Pacific Surfliner ? Not so much. 
And with our 20% off student discount, traveling all 
over the state can be way cheaper than driving
IVavel made sim pler
I&--
V
STUDENTS SAVE
r/*
on fares that start as low as
$26 to Santa Barbara 
$30 to Los Angeles
You can hang out with your friends, hit the books, 
catch up on some much needed sleep, or just chill. 
So, whenever you feel like taking off, we’ll take 
20% off and save you some serious cash. After all, 
you shouldn’t have to wait ‘til spring for a break.
Amtrak.com • 1-800-USA-RAIL I V A T R  A K ^
*h i. d .'ount l i  valid lot valeO lSfpO? 19Jur>08 and valid fo' t ’ .wel CMSodO’  2 iJun08 on the Patifii -luifliner San loaqoini .ind associated thrusvav civ ic ;- nctudmq Men—d 'o Y;..cm ite , all other 7000 8999 senes Ihrusvays are . «eluded Offer valid for ? 0 1-  cc-rit off of th. best available coai n 
adult rail lar, for students of the following California colleges California Stale University (Bakei .h.'id and fresnol. fresnoCity College, California Polytechnic stale University university of California iMerced, Irvine and Santa Barbarai University of the Pacifi. University of san Dn-go. San Diego Stafr 
Universily and Santa Barbara City College Blackouts apo y or r. oiiowing ales 70 VNovO ' 'DecOf 07janOS, 70-2*Mar08 and 23 76May08 rssenqer must be . .ludent and show a valid student ID Iwhen purchasing tKkets and on board tram) for one o* the colleges listed above Reservation 
must be "ade at least three (3) days poor to travel date. Osce travel has begun, no changes -o if e tinerarv are tJermitted. This discount is not valid towards purchase ot multi rides and is not valid thru a travel agency fares, routes and schedules are subject to change without notice Other 
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Voted C al P oly’s Favorite Pizza!
- Poiii^  lOOii Ì lOOn fójdifó' fiwi
Voted SLO’s Best P izza  19 tittles!
-Wewlì/vidsfóldéfó'Rill
STUD
2Q% OFF
ANY X-LARGE PIZZA
WITH 1 OR MORE T0PPIN33
NO CO lPON NEEDED.
Must show valid studcoi ID. Not good w/oihcr ofTcn.
